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ABSTRACT 
Software development costs.continue to demand the biggest of 
the total system cost and this is particularly noticeable at the 
small end of the market where microprocessor-based systems have 
considerably reduced the hardware cost element. In itself, there 
is nothing absolutely wrong or even surprising in the situation 
where labour intensive programming turns out to be more expensive 
than any other aspect of the system. But where there is a possi-
bility of reducing any major cost factor in any manufactured item 
then it will always be sound commercial practice to consider it. 
The programming activity has experienced a long history of incre-
mental attempts to automate the production of code being at assem-
blers right through to high-level language preprocessors; it would 
seem that it is not an enormous step to take to achieve the objec-
tive of removing the programmer, as such, from the exercise of 
producing an application system. Already COBOl program generators 
have been accepted and many other system development tools are 
undoubtedly in the pipeline. Unless their tools are made available 
traditional attitudes towards costing of software products may 
require serious revision. At the smallest end of the scale new 
software products will have to sell and be costed over many hundreds 
of sales if the customer reaction to excessive programming costs is 
.,.'~ .. , 
to be avoided. But whatever the market, the attfaction of producing 
-.. : 
'~'I" • • • ,.' 
reliable flexible software automll,t.ically is suffidently strong to 
demand considerable attention from the larger mini and mainframe 
manufacturers. In the near future, the computer industry, should 
i 
see a. genera 1 acceptance of the employment of a wi de range of 
generative techniques, not only by. the software suppliers but also 
by end users. Until these become firmly established, users will 
retain their traditional methods towards the construction of app-
lication programs, user interfaces, security database etc. This 
research attempts to isolate the problems of developing user 
interfaces and the associated security database. Following this 
a suitable tool (or utility of the generative class) may be desi-
gned to assist in the generation of the necessary interfaces and 
for the management of the user application terminal sessions. 
Packaged commercial systems, even for the small business will 
in the future offer some, if not all, of the following features: 
level of authorisation for user access control 
A consistent user interface to any application 
Easy implementation and maintenance 
Generated menus personalised for each user 
System security using user authorisation tables 
Accounting system to monitor system usage 
ii 
The design, set out in this thesis, incorporates these features 
and therefore should provide a good framework for commercial pack-
aging and development. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Management Information Systems 
The term management information system (MI5) refers to the 
data, equipment and computer programs that are used to develop 
information for managerial use. Although organisations have 
always had some type of information system, the concept of 
management information system places particular emphasis on the 
availability of organisational data and the ease with which the 
data can be·analyzed and made meaningful for managerial decision 
making. Thus the key ingredient in the concept of a management 
information system is the transformation of data into informa-
tion [1]. 
The initial application of computers to administrative tasks, 
as contrasted to scientific computations, were directed entirely 
towards reducing clerical costs associated with the routine pro-
cessing of data and it was in such a context that the term data 
processing was derived. Examples of such applications are the prep-
aration of employee payrolls and the billing function in an organi-
sation. The use of computers as clerical substitutes is now fully 
accepted, and indeed it is difficult to imagine a function such as 
payroll being done in any other way in large organi~ations. But, 
with the rapid technological advantages and availability of compu-
ters there developed the realization that administrative applica-
tions of computers should extend beyond routine data processing 
functions. Thus, the MI5 concept is a direct outgrowth from the 
administrative data processing functions in an organisation. 
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The development of computer-based MI5 requires the use of 
programming languages. The COBOl (Common Business Oriented 
language) language was developed specifically for administrative 
data processing applications and has now become the principle 
language associated with the development of management information. 
For this reason this language was used in the project Il]. 
COBOl is the most widespread commercial programming language 
in use today. It is a business-oriented language designed speci-
fically for commercial applications. It is also a computer lang-
uage that is universal, or common to many computers, i.e. a company 
is free to use computers of different manufacturers while retaining 
a single programming language base. Similarly, conversion from 
one model computer to a more advanced or newer one presents no 
great problem since computers of a future generation will also be 
equipped to accept COBOl. Thus, the meaning of the word COBOl 
suggests two of its basic advantages. It is common to most com-
puters and it is commerically oriented. There are, however, addi-
tional reasons for it being such a popular language namely it is 
easy to learn and it is an English-like language I2]. 
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1.2 Necessary Role for the Man at Work 
In the last decade there have been many predictions that 
Man's role at work would be replaced by computer systems, but it 
is clear that man's contribution in the operation of today's sys-
tems is still very important [3]. 
It is perhaps inevitable that, whilst we were busy finding out 
what our latest and revolutionary technology should be, we forgot 
to notice what it was not very good at doing. But whenever we 
speak of computer systems we actually speak about man-computer 
systems that make large contributions to organizational life. 
The progress of artificial intelligence research which attemp-
ted to create systems with the necessary adaptability to respond 
sensibly to new demands has also been very slow. There are now 
systems in existence that could be said to be adaptable but they 
normally operate in a very narrow range of application. 
Now it seems that man and the computer complement each other. 
Since man possesses the ability to solve problems and monitor or 
adapt himself i.e. 'self programming' then inevitably he is on the 
debit side, slow and prone to error. However, the computer by 
contrast is fast and accurate but is not capable of programming 
itself i.e. 'needs programming'. One can expect that the result 
of putting these two information process capabilities together will 
be very effective. 
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Now the question is how to marry a slow self programming device 
with a fast preprogrammed device with the result that is capable of 
behaving adaptively? 
To answer the question we might say that there are two ways to 
solve the problem. First, to adopt the idea of designing computer 
systems on which it is capable to modify the response to suit the 
specific nature of the task, this design is called task adaptive. 
Secondly, to design user adaptive systems in such a way that the 
system responds to the user's changing needs. In addition to that 
the user still has the task of recognising and responding to the 
task. One property of these systems is the 'adaptive interface'. 
The problem is that people have to adapt to the operating proce-
dure required by the system. But the adaptive interface would 
reverse this process; the system would adapt to the normal opera-
ting procedures by the user. 
This concept then shall 'model' the typical behaviour patterns 
of the user that are relevant to the system use. As a result of 
this knowledge the system will adjust to the way it communicates 
with the user so that minimum adaptation is required by the user [3]. 
The successful establishment of an effective man-machine comm-
unication will be the answer to the question of the future growth of 
the computer industry. 
In the past computer system design has been mainly concentrated 
on the effective use of the central processing unit and the storage 
media and little attention has been paid to the effective man-machine 
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dialogue i.e. previously most systems have been designed from the 
inside out. 
Now, man-machine dialogues have become the main foc~s of 
most system design for industry and the business world.' Man must 
therefore become the prime focus since the computer is there to 
serve him. The ease with which he communicates with the computer 
will determine the extent to which he uses it. To be effective, 
i.e. systems will have to be designed from the outside in. 
In the management world little has been done to provide the 
manager and other general user with an effective man-machine 
interface. In fact, we must provide these users with information 
only when they need it and in the clearest and most digestible 
form. 
We must enable them to ask questions and to solve problems. 
At the same time we must protect them from the vast and overwhel-
ming mass of data that the computer generates. 
Several points must be taken into consideration when we design 
the structure of the interface or its dialogue, since the short-
comings of both man and computer exist. 
Man is limited in what he can do and achieve at the machine, 
and individual abilities will vary between different users. Some 
will be capable of programming, but most will not. All will have 
the limited capacity to remember and to respond logically. 
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The information will be stored in vast data banks by the com-
puter. Any item of information will be available on authorised 
request; to obtain the data which has been requested, the machine 
sometimes carries on a simple dialogue with the user. With the 
early computers, a manager would often have dumped on his desk, 
an indigestible print-out often several hundred pages long •. Now 
the manager is more likely to request information when he needs 
it and to receive data about a single item or situation on a 
screen or small print-out. An interesting viewpoint was expressed 
by Martin [7]: 
"In the worZd of the future the insuZation provided by the 
waUs of the bathysaraphe wiZZ be essentiaZ for survival.. First in 
industry, and then in private Zife, man wiZZ appreaiate that the 
aomputer is as essentiaZ to his needs as are water, mains and 
eZeatriaity. He wil.l. not see the aomputers. He will. not under-
stand their programs. He wilZ merely use the information window. 
And these, he wiZl aome to regard as vital. If the man of the 
future deaades were to lose his information window, he would be 
plunged into darkest ahaos". 
The difference in capabilities between man and computer is 
the basis for cooperation between them. It is important to use 
the computer for jobs that users could not do. And it is also 
necessary for these two different system entities - man and compu-
ter - to be able to communicate with each other. The dialogue 
for such communication will not be symmetrical since they do not 
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possess the same talents. 
Man will make different types of statements in the dialogue 
from the machine. In fact, the worst approach the system designers 
could make is to attempt to design the dialogue as though the 
man was talking to another man rather than to a computer. The 
computer is simply not intelligent enough for this approach: .or, 
to phrase that another way, the quality of sequential logic that 
would have to be programmed to enable the computer to follow all 
of man's variation in syntax, vocabulary, and idea structure would 
be so immense as to be impractical today. 
Natural English dialogue, then, while it would be the best 
possible man-machine interface for man, is just not practicable in 
most commercial computer systems today. It might become practicable 
in future decades hence, but here we must be concerned with advan-
cing from the present state of the art. The alternatives all 
involve people with their wide differences in training and capa-
bility. In many cases we will be building man-machine systems in 
which a variety of man-machine configurations are possible for 
achieving a given result. The various system designs have some 
measure of choice as to what type of users are employed at certain 
points in the system [7]. 
The idea behind a man-computer interface is to present the user 
with a flexible human-oriented method of communicating with a com-
puter system. Users tend to make fewer mistakes if allowed to 
input information in a more "conversational" form. System messages 
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tend to be unrelated to the interchange of information which is in 
progress between user and machine. This is due to the internal 
workings of the system in which the user is not interested, and 
can therefore cause feelings of frustration. It can therefore be 
seen that the interface could lead to a reduction of errors and 
therefore leads to an increase in productive computing. It could 
also result in more satisfied users with a greater willingness to 
use the computer as a tool to help in their work, and therefore 
there should be less abuse of the system, [12], [13], [14]. 
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1.3 Security Objectives 
Any organisation that uses a computer possesses assets. These 
assets could include money, customer, addresses, lists of creditors, 
design data, marketing information and many other varied items. 
If some or all of these assets were either suddenly unavailable for 
use, stolen or rendered inaccurate then the organisation concerned 
might suffer various degrees of inconvenience, loss of money or 
maybe even go out of business. There is nothing new in these state-
ments and since time immemorial organisations (and individuals) 
have taken steps to ensure that the appropriate degree of security 
has been applied to their various assets. [10]. 
To eliminate any possibility of confusion, I shall first 
define the term, security, following or adopting the definitions 
of the,National Bureau of Standards and the Association for Com-
puting Machinery [NBS/ACM, 1974]: 
"Data Seaurity is the proteation of data against aaaidentiaZ 
or intentionaZ dest:r>uation. disaZosU:r>e. or modifiaation. Comruter 
seaurity refers to the teahnoZogiaaZ safeguards and m:znageriaZ 
proaedures whioh aan be appZied to aomruter hardware. programs and 
data to assU:r>e that the organizationaZ assets and the individuaZs 
privaay are proteated". [4]. 
As computers emerge from their years of infancy, they are 
taking on more and more responsible work. We do not know how far 
this process will go on or how responsible the computer will 
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eventually become in society. We can only observe its prodigious 
growth in capability and potential. The more vital the work of the 
computer becomes, the more important it is to protect it from 
failure and catastrophe, and from criminals, vandals, incompetents, 
and people who would misuse its power [8]. 
Now these computers are considered to play a very important 
role in our society and industry, one assurance must be demanded. 
It can be stated simply: 
The data-processing function shall not lose vital data, 
introduce errors into them, or permit data to be read or modified 
without authorisation. 
To accomplish this involves a variety of different techniques, 
because the data must be protected in some fashion from uninten-
tional occurrences, such as negligence, machine failures, fire, 
flood, program errors, and also from wilful human acts involving 
vandalism, sabotage, curiosity, or crime. The problem is made more 
interesting by the fact that the human malefactors may be 
ingeniously clever. 
The problem of security is one that must concern management 
in any corporation or organisation which uses data processing. 
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The question of security also extends beyond the data-processing 
centre. Access to classified or sensitive data needs to be controlled 
wherever the data is used in the organisation. In a corporation, 
corporate-wide control is needed of information that is confidential 
or secret, and this control extends into the computer centre, its 
terminals and far beyond [8]. 
As computers become better understood and more economical, 
every day brings new applications. Many of these new applications 
involve both storing information and the simultaneous use by several 
individuals. Users should not have identical authority, so some 
scheme is needed to ensure that the computer system implements the 
desired authority structure [9]. 
For example, in an on-line warehouse inventory management 
.system that generates reports about the current status of the inven-
tory. These reports not only represent corporate information that 
must be protected from release outside the company, but also may 
indicate the quality of the job being done by the warehouse manager. 
In order to preserve his personal privacy, it may be appropriate to 
restrict the access to such reports, even within the company, to 
those who have a legitimate reason to be judging the quality of the 
warehouse manager's work. 
Many other examples requiring protection of information are 
encountered every day: credit bureau data banks; law enforcement 
information systems; time-sharing service bureaux; on-line 
medical information systems; and government social service data 
processing systems. 
In such a society with the massive use of computer data banks 
and terminals, the issue of security of information becomes a very 
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important matter. Some of the information on the direct-access files 
of corporate information systems must be withheld from the average 
terminal user. More important, a terminal user must not be able 
to modify the data in an unauthorised manner; otherwise, there is 
scope for ingenious embezzlement or even system damage. The com-
puter systems must be designed so that unauthorised persons are 
securely locked out with no means of effecting illegal access to 
stored data. 
Also, data must be fragmented and access restricted to people 
who should legitimately have it. In addition however, we need a 
variety of system controls to ensure appropriate use of both the 
computer system and the administrative system that surrounds it. 
We need controls on what data is collected, what form it is stored 
in, and what persons are authorised to inspect it. 
A small part of this complex subject relates to the man-
machine dialogue. If a person at a terminal is attempting to do 
something he is not authorised to do, then the system must prevent 
him and appropriate action must be taken against him. A carefully 
controlled sign-on procedure is therefore necessary for security. 
Security procedures are sometimes designed in such a way that they 
affect the user to some extent. Careful consideration must be taken 
through designing the security procedure, so as to avoid making the 
sign-on procedure an obstacle course that will daunt the user, and 
so the security procedures, tight as they must be, should be built 
with attention to user psychology [7]. 
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In earlier systems when separate files were used it was easy 
to protect the data because file on tape usually had one owner and 
was accessed by one set of application programs. One person could 
be made responsible for what happened to it. After the data base 
technique became commonly used, the protection of data became 
more difficult because the data base may be used for many varied 
applications by many different p~op1e and may have no one clear 
defined owner. The controls to prevent unauthorised access to data 
.are thus extremely important [11]. 
Whatever is said about security we must bear in mind that 
absolute security is impossible. No matter how good the protective 
measures are, there will always be some circumstances in which infor-
mation will be lost, damaged or disclosed. 
Thus, any discussion about security is about minimizing the 
exposure that the data faces. 
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1.4 Previous Work 
Previous and related project work carried out in the Department 
of Computer Studies. Loughborough University, attempted to automate 
the development of user interfaces which control the performance 
of an application system [15], [16]. In these cases, emphasis was 
placed on the proper control of the routine execution of programs 
within the application; no regard was taken to monitor user 
activity or log exceptional events. This thesis describes the state 
of development of a project adopting some of these previous tech-
niques but also introduces important new elements - those of data 
security and user accounting. The advantages occurring from genera-
tive techniques, proved in previous work, are retained while new 
benefits are expected from the design of a' more capable interface. 
As this thesis was being compiled it was encouraging to learn that 
commercially available software products entitled 'MASTER' and 
'FIRST' were released from DATA GENERAL CORP. [17]. These embody 
a number of features which are closely identified in the previous 
work carried out in the Department. 'MASTER' generates menus auto-
matically and formats them dynamically for each u'ser; this com-
pares with work described in Blackburn and Mus1ih (1979) [16]. 
This reduces application development time by eliminating the need 
to write menu programs or re-write them during the maintenance phase. 
The current work proposes to introduce and test features which will 
help to safeguard data from unauthorised access and which contributes 
generally to the accounting function of the system. This system can 
also be implemented in such a way that the elements may be generated 
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and maintained through a simple to use interface employed by the 
system manager. This work is carried out in COBOl and will have 
more appeal and portability than its predecessor (in RPl). The 
previous work, referred to, considered the requirement of a very 
significant and growing commercial market and developed its system 
using a typical small business system configuration. However. the 
development language of this system was not one commonly found. 
For this reason, this project was developed using a more commercially 
acceptable and portable language (COBOl). This project also differs 
from previous work in that a more dynamic approach is made in the 
area of 'adaptability' of the interface. Previously, adaptability 
was achieved via re-generation or multi-generation of a range of 
interfaces to meet each individual need. Here, one interface is 
produced which when directed by a user profile dynamically selects 
the required structures of the interface. As with previous work. 
due care was taken over the cosmetics of the dialogue design [13],[18] 
since. to an increasing degree. the success of the computer system 
is dependent upon the use made of them by people who are not com-
puter experts [19). 
16 
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1.5 Summary 
In this project an acceptable model is developed incorporating 
features which are capable of being generated and managed with 
a minimum of supervisory efforts. 
This model is then simulated and tested before being packaged 
in a form suitable for further commercial development. This model 
offers the following features: 
a consistent user interface to any application 
easy implementation and maintenance 
generated menu personalised for each user 
system security using user authorisation tables 
accounting system to monitor the system usage 
The design, set out in this project incorporates these 
features and therefore should provide a good framework for further 
development work. 
Chapter 2 looks into the existing application package design 
constraints and the security requirements. 
Chapter 3 considers in more detail the system design. 
Chapter 4 considers in more detail the development of the 
system and specification. Also, the PRIME operating system and the 
language and its code development. 
Chapter 5 will discuss the results and conclusions, the 
tests that were carried out and the results of these are included 
in the Appendices. 
18 
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CHAPTER TWO 
INTERFACE AND SECURITY REQUIREMENTS 
2.1 General 
Man-computer interaction is now generally accepted to refer 
to direct, close coupled, computer usage by users with a job to do, 
whether their primary work is in computing or in a non computer 
field. 
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Man-machine communication is defined by Meadow [21] as a two-
way conversation that is goal-oriented aimed towards the accomplish-
ment of a specific objective and in which both parties contribute 
a necessary function. Each performs a role of which the other is 
not capable. Usually, the man provides creativity and originality, 
makes decisions or analyses the complex patterns or arrays of 
data. The computer's main contribution tends to be fast and 
accurate storage and retrieval of large volumes of information 
and extremely rapid calculation. The interface can be defined 
as an entity situated between a set of programs and the user who 
attempts to use these programs. 
In general, the term 'interface' might be applied to a group of 
related and structurally or syntactically similar exchanges with 
the system. The grouping might be related to terminal types or 
application areas. Within each 'interface' we might have a number 
of 'transactions'. A transaction is a self-contained exchange 
with the computer and will comprise one or more input and output 
messages. A sales accounting interface might include an Order-
Input Transaction, a Credit Note Transaction, a Customer File 
Update Transaction and so on. 
Any interface or dialogue must provide two operator facili-
ties [22]: 
1. The user must be able to make decisions. He must .be able to 
tell the system what he wants it to do. 
2. The user must be able to convey information to the system. 
The system may store the information, use it to carry out operations 
requested by the user or both. 
The interface must operate in such a way that contributes to 
the security of the system in the sense of controlling access to 
information by different users. 
Different interactive systems have widely different security 
requirements. The same also applied on those commercial companies 
which use these systems. A company that requires minimal security 
checks should not have to pay in system overheads for all the 
features of another company which might require more security fea-
tures. 
Different security systems, or level of security,can be 
achieved by using different safeguard combinations. Therefore, it 
is important to find an adequate combination of safeguards to 
secure the resources of a given organisation. 
A fundamental issue in planning computer system and network 
security is cost: what percentage of total system cost should be 
expended to attain a predetermined degree of security? For most 
purposes, a security cost of 5% of the total system cost may be 
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appropriate, whereas certain big companies may require 10%. 
The value of information on specific individuals can be 
expected to vary from almost zero to thousands of pounds, depen-
ding on the prominence of the individual, the nature of the infor-
mation, and his susceptibility to blackmail, political smear, or 
1 itigation. 
The objective of a security system is to deter an obstructive 
user by raising the intrusion cost to a level that reduces his 
expected profits to an unacceptable level. Security has become 
of great concern as increasing amounts of sensitive personal infor-
mation, classified data and trade secrets are stored in computer 
files which are accessible by terminals. In the dialogue of a 
user interface, the computer must ensure that such files are not 
inspected by unauthori sed users ..a"P( pr.lllNI ... f.- (;..~c<·c:I~ ... r""l. 
r:.,../Y",·,o"" o. ... rJ(or -et'~u./Vl.( "'pcJJ::A 0-1 fi(.u. 
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2.2 Program Packages 
Macros, subroutines and generators all rest on the idea that 
standard considerable amounts of computation will recur in many 
programs. 
The same principle is carried a step further in program 
packages. These offer standard methods of dealing with larger 
items of processing, e.g. sales control is a popular area of commer-
cial program packages, and a typical sales package might cover the 
following items: 
- Maintenance of sales ledger 
- Production of invoices 
- Periodic statements of account to customers 
- Credit control report 
- Listing of debtors by the age of the debt 
- On-demand reports on customer records, discounts 
- Catalogues and pricing 
The advantages of using a package are that it: 
a) requires no programming effort, and its development cost is 
shared between all who use it; 
b) is available for immediate use; 
c) is efficient, free from errors and proved in use; 
d) can easily be adjusted to match.the dimensions of a user's 
work. 
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Certainly, paCkages can be criticisedas crude ready-made 
solutions, but these need not imply that they are poor fits, for 
when they are written in a modul ar form and in· hi gh-l eve 1 1 anguage 
such as 'CaBal' there is scope for tai 1 oring them, more cl osely 
to match specific requirements. 
In the past the number of application packages supplied by 
software houses were very few, covering only a few of the applica-
tion areas, as well as being rigid in their design and usually 
produced by computer experts rather than application specialists. 
For firms acquiring these systems it was a problem, because a 
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firm's commercial methods have to be changed to suit the applica-
tion package, which naturally gave the appearance to the uninitiated 
that the needs of the business were being adapted to fit the computer 
rather than the opposite. 
Now packages are flexible, adaptable to suit most business 
differences in the application areas covered. This is particularly 
important to analysts who can now concern·themselves with the 
user's problems and therefore develop a better information system. 
Also, full documentation is usually available, ranging from user 
manuals to systems and operation manuals [20]. 
Appl ication package design strength depends largely on the 
adequate study of the formal functional specification of require-
ments. 
Such a specification will include relevant sections; for 
example, dealing with problem background, system objectives, related 
(or affected) systems, general approach (batch, on-line),I/O 
and file (volumes, sources), logic, hardware/software constraints, 
security, resource/cost/time requirements, etc. The specifications 
can form the basis for estimating the relative costs and benefits 
to the installation. It can also help to determine what features 
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a package must have and which are merely just desirable. The under-
standing of features in this sense is important in the selection 
process. 
Some aspects of requirement specification may be unique to 
a particular envisaged package, for example, if the aim is to 
define what results were expected and what action will be taken in 
each eventuality [12]. 
The application is analysed into a set of fairly orthogonal 
problem areas. Each problem area wherever possible shares its 
common features such as database or files and will resolve into 
a small number of program modules. The total set of modules toge-
ther with operational and reference documentation makes up a 
typical application package. 
The operational features are of particular interest because it 
is here where the system is judged to be 'good' or 'bad' and where 
the interface is required and to be introduced. 
A package which is des~9ned to sit in an interactive environ-
ment provides further assistance. However, the interfaces them-
selves require familiarisation and may contain features which are 
awkward or irrelevant to the user [16]. 
2.3 Requirement Needs for Controlling System Security 
In an organisation, people carry· out several and different 
jobs to keep the organisation running properly. People must not 
interfere with other people's work in the company so that each 
employee can carry out his own work correctly. Also, the infor-
mation dealt with inside the company by any employee might 
differ from that of others and each item of information might be 
of great value to the company. In this case access to information 
must be restricted to certain employees and must not be open to 
others inside or outside the company. This situation is not 
applied to the operational level only but also to management 
level. 
In a commercial company for example, running several applica-
tion programs, the system provided must be designed in such a way 
it controls access to information or programs. The system must 
check whether the user is authorised to use some of the applica-
tion programs but not all of them, whether he can have access to 
certain files but not all. Therefore it is useful to have a table 
indicating what each user is authorised to do, or possibly to have 
separate authorisation records for each user. Some authorisation 
techniques are simple, others can be very highly structured and 
complex. 
In the enhanced system, all control over security, authorisa-
tiQn and access control is vested solely with an individual known 
as the system manager. Access to a resource by a user will be 
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granted only upon authorisation by management. To ensure that any 
and all accesses have been authorised, the security system main-
tains a security profile. This profile contains information about 
user and controlled resources. Since the user profile contains all 
the programs that each user is authorised to access, therefore the 
user profile here can dynamically select the required structure of 
the user interface. 
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At the start, each user is given a unique identification. Only 
users with authorised identification are accepted for sign-on. When 
the user identifies himself, he is then permitted to have access 
to the application programs, depending on the structure of his 
profile. In addition the system also creates a menu structure. 
A menu structure is a hierarchy of menus that provides the user 
interface on a logical framework for an application. Conceptually, 
a menu structure resembles a tree, and is often called a tree struc-
ture. The menu choice listed on each menu are called branching 
points because they branch down in different directions. 
Menus are probably the single most important tool for making 
applications easy to understand. They are in clear, easily under-
stood language that is largely self explanatory. Users do not need 
to learn programming languages or refer to large reference books. 
They can process the application directly with almost no need to 
turn to other references for guidance [23]. In the enhanced 
system, each user is presented with a menu-selection control inter-
face which is determined by the profile record held on the system 
database. The interface presents to the user a menu-selection 
system tailored to his own requirements as directed by the menu 
file. Application system programs are loaded and executed by the 
user through the user interface to which they return control 
after completion. 
The monitoring of each user activity or logging of excep-
tional events and accounting aspects are the other important 
elements introduced by this system. 
When a real-time system is operational it can contain 
routines that can selectively log segments of the dialogue. 
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The logging facility may be switched on to examine elements of 
system that have previously given trouble. Logging system acti-
vities play an important part of the techniques for maintaining 
security to the system. It provides an audit trail which will 
enable the system manager to follow the history of transaction. 
The log can be printed whenever desired for examination by the 
system manager. The log file here is updated whenever the system 
attempts to employ its resources for a user. 
The account file in the system database contains a record 
for each user. The record contains vital information about the 
user and the system resources available to him. The account file 
is referenced at the beginning of a user's session and updated at 
the end. 
In summary, the current work introduces features which help to 
safeguard data from unauthorised access and which contributes 
generally to the accounting function of the system. 
2.4 The Objective of the User Interface 
This is a system directed dialogue interface. The important 
objective is to achieve rapid familiarity and appeal through 
recognisable elements in the system messages (achieved using the 
menu file). Other objectives are to retain good security and 
user control (achieved by using profile, logging and account 
files). The user profile determines which menu elements are to 
be presented and organises a suitable format and sub-menu struc-
ture. The user may select to name program modules for execution 
and circumvent the menu system if desired but checks are still 
made for authority to use the module. On leaving the system con-
trol returns to the log-in mechanism after system logging, ready 
for a subsequent user of the system [19]. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
SYSTEr1 DES I GN 
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3.1 Overview 
Previous work [12] carried out in the department resulted 
in the user designed interface being installed alongside the 
application but it contained no facilities for monitoring the user 
other than that of generating a suitably restricted menu (Figure 
3.1). In contrast, the enhanced system will achieve continued 
surveillance of the user activity by the use of (l) a user profile, 
(2) user's account record, and (3) a system log file for logging 
system events. This small database is maintained by the system 
manager (Figure 3.2). The main difference in this approach is 
that the user interface is not 'generated' but hand written; 
the flexibility being achieved by use of the system security 
database containing profile, menu and log data. The enhanced sys-
tem is a combined menu and security system. The menu system is a 
software development tool that can be used to tie together all of 
an application's COBOl programs into a single menu-driven system. 
The security system makes a number of security features available, 
including a unique identification and password combination for 
each user, and controlled access to the programs and. logging of 
both successful and unsuccessful attempts at using system resour-
ces. The system also has a generative feature enabling rapid and 
easy installation operations coupled with a range of system manager 
functions to control the overall capability of the system. The 
result of this design, thus, should be a consistent user interface 
- automatically driven from a set of profiles (one for each user), 
and flexible security features supported by a system management 
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report drawn from the usage log [19]. 
The proceeding overview discussion has led to an identifica-
tion of the following system components required to enable the 
system to perform as required (Figure 3.3): 
User interface program (use of menu file) 
Use of log file (activity recording) 
Use of account file (Tog in procedure and accounting) 
Application system via menu only 
System manager interface program 
- system generation dialogue 
- system maintenance dialogue 
- system enquiry dialogue 
Referring to Figure 3.3, the system user may only access the 
application system programs through the mechanism of the user 
interface program. This program is not 'generated', as with pre-
vious projects, but derives its flexibility from the contents of 
the system files which will allow the interface program to dyna-
mically assemble the interface requirements for a given user from 
these files. Thus, while a user is logged in, all the necessary 
control information from these files has been supplied to the users 
working storage. The log file is updated during the run of the 
interface, recording specific events whenever the system attempts 
to employ its resources for a user. The account file is referred 
to at the beginning of a session and updated at the end. The 
authority file is only referenced at the beginning of a user 
session. The interface program then presents the user a menu-
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selection system tailored to his own requirement a~directed by the 
menu file. Application system programs are loaded and executed 
by the user through the interface program to which they return 
after completion. 
The system generation dialogue allows the system manager to 
establish all the system components before users may start opera-
tions. This includes the initialisation of the system files 
(system data base) and the creation of the initial records in the 
Authority, Accounts and menu files. The system maintenance dialogue 
allows the system manager to make semi-permanent or permanent 
changes to the system database so that it reflects the way user 
department managers wish the system to be used. This including 
adding, deleting or changing records of the system files. Finally, 
the system Enquiry dialogue allows the system manager to interrogate 
any of the system files and extract reports to assist in the audit 
and surveillance of the system usage. 
3.2 Introduction to Interface Design 
Whether they remain centralized or become distributed, commer-
cial DP systems are becoming increasingly transaction orientated and 
less dependent upon batch processing. Such systems are designed to 
support their various users who interact with the system through 
computer terminals either locally or remotely connected [24]. 
The interface becomes fundamental to the user's perception of 
the system and how it operates. Clearly therefore the good design 
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of such interfaces (dialogues) is extremely important and can, in 
many cases, be critical to the success or failure of the total 
system. 
It is probably safe to assume that we are only interested in 
designing a good interface. But what exactly constitutes a 'good 
interface'? Some of the attributes of a good interface might 
include the following (as suggested by [24]): 
- Easy to learn 
- Easy to use 
- Easy to extend and modify 
- Error avoidance as well as error detecting 
- Unobtrusive 
- Economical 
- Efficient 
- Effective (relevant) 
- Consistent 
- Adaptive (learning) 
- Helpful (teaching) 
- Can be 'personalized' 
- Are user modifiable 
This project has considered carefully the above features and has 
attempted to incorporate these wherever possible. The major 
exceptions being 'adaptive' and 'user modifiable'. 
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3.2.1 Terminal Interface Design 
The terminal is the instrument through which a person, the 
user, interfaces with a data communication system. The user uses 
the terminal to carry on a dialogue with the system. Each time 
the user enters information into the system via a terminal, he or 
she expects the system to respond also through the terminal. 
The degree to which a system is used depends on the extent to 
which the user finds the interface rewarding. Thus, the object of 
terminal interface design is to avoid frustrating the user [22]. 
A good interface design strives to reach at least the following 
seven goals. 
1. Communication. The user understands what the system is saying, 
and the system understands what the user is saying. 
2. Minimum user action. The action required of the user is the 
minimum possible. Fbr example, if the user is to select one 
of several options, the options are displayed, and the user 
then selects one with a minimal operation such as entering a 
single character from the keyboard. It is not necessary to 
enter a description of the option chosen. 
3. Low special-skill requirement. The way the terminal is used 
is apparent to the user. It is not necessary to require 
special skills in order to use the terminal. 
4. Standardized operation. The user always performs similar. 
actions the same way. For example: 
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a) An option is always selected in the same way. It is not 
desirable to do it one way sometimes and another way 
other times. 
b) Abbreviations. If abbreviations are used, only one abbre-
viation is used for a given word, and that word is always 
so abbreviated. The user does not have to use an abbre-
viation one time and the whole word another time. 
5. Stability: It should not be possible'for the user to get into 
trouble. User mistakes do not go undetected, and the user is 
told what he or she did wrong and how to correct the mistake. 
6. Satisfactory response time: The response to the user's input 
is rapid enough to avoid making the user mark time at the term-
inal or disrupt his train of thought. 
7. One-hand operation: The user may want to operate the terminal 
with both hands, and it should be possible to do so. But it 
is not necessary to operate with both hands, because one hand 
may be needed to turn pages or use telephones. Thus for 
example, use of a shift key that does not lock is avoided. 
The degree to which the above objectives could be achieved 
within a given interface largely depends on: 
Network cost required to support the interface 
Cost of production of the interface program 
Whether 'ad hoc' type reports will be required 
Source of input to be entered from terminal 
How much resources (usually many) are available. 
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3.2.2 Functional Specification Aspects 
Developing the interface is an exercise in functional speci-
fication and design. Here we will concentrate on the functional 
specification aspects of the process [22]. 
The first step in functional specification is to determine 
what the user's problem is. The next step is to determine what 
will constitute a satisfactory solution to the problem. In these 
two steps the nature of the interface to be developed will be 
determined. 
The next step is to define the dialogue and this includes the 
specification of the input messages to the system by the user and 
the responses to these messages by the system. 
As the flow and structure of the interface is being worked out, 
error procedures must be determined. The syntax of the interface 
should be of such a nature as to minimize the likelihood of user 
errors. When the user does make errors, there should be the maxi-
mum probability of detecting them, and they should be corrected in 
a way that does not antagonize the user. In this step also the 
overall security measurements needed must be specified, as secu-
rity has become a matter of great concern. As increasing amounts 
of sensitive personal information, classified data, and trade 
secrets are stored in the computer files, accessible from terminals. 
In the interface the computer must ensure that such files are not 
inspected by unauthorized users or illegally modified. 
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The next step is to simulate the interface, first manually 
and then with the use of programs. At each step in the simulation, 
difficulties with the interface will be uncovered. The interface 
definition must be revised to eliminate the difficulties,· and the 
simulation step must then be repeated. 
The simulation should be carried out with enough different 
live users to maximize the probability that all ambiguities have 
been eliminated from the interface. 
The 1 ast step is termed "bull et-proofi ng" . In addition to 
thoroughly testing the programs before the system is released, the 
interface is checked to see whether the user can cause events that 
will stop the interface flow. The user here may enter a string of 
characters that cause the program to act incorrectly. So the 
program must be made immune to irrational user behaviour. 
As in most design processes, there is a re-iteration in some of 
the steps mentioned. A fault revealed during bullet-proofing will 
necessitate some re-programming: it may also necessitate a re-
design of the interface structure [7,22]. 
3.2.3 Conclusion 
To assist anyone who will design or influence the design of 
systems for others to use, perhaps it may be helpful to summarise 
in terms of the following three, rather general, precepts [25]: 
1. The orientation of the interface design to be user-centred, 
and to build flexibility into the interface. 
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2. Before the final production of the interface to the users, to 
build a trial model or prototype for thorough evaluation: 
by impartial experimenters using samples of expected 
users 
by end user department staff. 
3. It must be remembered that the designer as a person is unique, 
and cannot easily represent the other 99 unique people who 
who will make up the population of users for whom he is 
designing. 
3.3 User Interface Representation 
The generic use of the term 'interface', as defined earlier, 
might be applied to a group of related and structurally or syntac-
tically similar exchanges with the system. In the enhanced system 
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the grouping is relating to application areas and the term 'user 
interface' is going to be used instead of interface. In the system 
another type of interface is introduced to the system manager 'manager 
interface' which functions entirely differently from that of the user 
interface. This interface will be discussed later in this chapter. 
In both interfaces we have a number of 'transactions' (Figure 3.3). 
A transaction is a self-contained exchange with the computer and it 
comprises one or more input and output messages. IN turn, each 
message will consist of a number of data items and various formation 
and control characters. 
The structure of the user interface had been chosen to be 
a 'system structured' in which the system guides the user through 
the system. With system structured interface 'menu selection' 
methods adopted whereby the user makes a choice of an actual func-
tion required from a list of options or a selection of a sUb-menu 
(intermediate menu) containing the functions. 
In one way or another the characteristics qf the terminal may 
widely affect the design principles of the user interface [12]. 
Therefore, it is very important to select the appropriate type of 
terminal for such a task. The following design principles are 
introduced as a basic upon which the development of this project 
was established: 
1. Messages from the system should be free from ambiguity and 
cl ear. 
2. Each frame should relate to only one idea i.e. to clear the 
screen before each new communication begins. 
3. Each frame should be designed so that the amount of informa-
tion required in the frame is small; this will ensure the 
principles 1 and 2 are achieved. 
4. User action, e.g. selection made in a menu, should be con-
firmed by the system. 
5. Screen formats should be improved, e.g. by use of: 
- short messages 
- screen zoning (asterisks, etc). 
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, 
6. Security - requirements of user (incl uded for system and 
data protection). 
The most critical stage in the design process is the choice of 
the most appropriate style of the interface, the implications of 
getting it wrong can be alarming. 
The structure of the user interface consists of the security 
. procedure and the menu system. The security procedure checks the 
authority of each user to use the system and the extent of the 
authority to access information and also includes, user code, 
password, black marks, maximum logs/day, time limit, access time 
periods, and application programs. The menu system consists of 
one main-menu with any number of intermediate menus. Each appli-
cation package in the system is assumed to contain up to thirty 
programs and these programs are divided up into six basic cate-
gories of programs, with no more than five program modules per 
category (intermediate-menu). User access to application programs 
via a main-menu which provides a list of alternatives. Selecting 
a choice leads the user down a branch of the menu structure; 
typing the appropriate number moves him back up again. 
Another form of menu system ('transaction-menu') is designed 
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for users. This menu will be presented to users which are authorized 
to use ten programs or less in the overall packages. It is noted 
that it is not worthwhile to present the users with many levels of 
menu while they are using few programs. 
The menu choice in each menu is linked to a next-lower-
level menu or chaine.d to a program. Ultimately, at the end of 
each branch, a program is called. From the main menu, the menu 
choices are the branching points which lead down to the inter-
mediate-menu and programs, or to programs directly as in the case 
of the transaction~menu (Figure 3.4). 
In general, the technique of using menus depends largely on 
the application size. The number of menus and programs and overall 
size of the menu structure depend on the complexity of the applica-
tion. A large application, with many sub-sets, would probably have 
an equivalently large number of branching points and subordinate 
menus [23]. 
Each user in this system is presented with a menu-selection 
control interface which is determined by the records held on the 
system database (Figure 3.5). This is achieved in the following 
way [19]. 
i) The user is first identified by a user code (Account Number) 
and password check. 
ii) Other security procedures are checked. 
iii) User profile information from the profile file is used to 
load the menu structure of the interface belonging to that 
user. 
iv) The first menu in this structure is then presented at the 
terminal. 
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All the above is achieved within part of the user interface pro-
gram. The contents of the menu file, being user specified, enable 
immediate familiarity of the system to be obtained by the user. 
The other part of the user interface program deals with the 
following: 
i) Sp.lection of a menu 
ii) Branching to an intermediate-menu and a program or only to 
a program. 
iii) Loading a program. 
iv) Decision to leave the system or to change application. 
v) Updating the Account and Log files. 
3.4 The System Security Design - Features and Mechanisms 
Whatever the level of functionality provided, the usefulness 
of a set of protection mechanisms depends upon the ability of the 
system to prevent security violation. In practice, producing a 
system at any level of functionality that actually does prevent 
all such unauthorized acts has proved to be extremely difficult 
[9]. Sophisticated users of most systems are aware of at least 
one way to crash the system or to deny other users authorized access 
to stored information. Penetration exercises involving a large 
number of different general purpose systems have all shown that 
users can construct programs that can obtain unauthorized access 
information. Even in systems designed and implemented with security 
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as an important objective, design and implementation flaws provide 
paths that circumvent the intended access constraints. Design and 
construction techniques that systematically exclude flaws are the 
topic of much research activity, and no complete method applicable 
to the construction of large general-purpose systems exists. This 
difficulty is related to the negative quality of the requirement 
to prevent all unauthorized actions. In the absence of such metho-
dical techniques, experience has provided some useful principles [9] 
that can guide the design and contribute to an implementation without 
security flaws. Here are some of the design principles which have 
been applied to the system particularly concerned with the pro-
tection mechanisms. 
1. The design is kept as simple and as small as possible. 
2. Access decisions based on permission rather than exclusion. 
3. Access to information checked for authority. 
4. Open design, i.e. the design should not depend on the ignorance 
of potential attackers, but rather on the possession of speci-
fic, more easily protected, key or password. 
5. Psychological acceptability, it is essential that the user 
interface be designed for ease of use, so that users routinely 
and automatically apply the protection mechanisms correctly. 
The system security design in this project allows users to 
implement the following range of significant security features 
which may be of special value in certain business environments: 
A unique user ID/password combination for each user. 
Access time periods for each user. 
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System time limit for each user. 
Log-in limit/day for all users 
Individual user profile. 
Controlled access to the menu structure. 
Level of security responsibility. 
System manager surveillance. 
Reports. 
Each user in the system is given a unique identification 
(account number). Only users with authorized identifications are 
accepted for sign on. Moreover, an authorized identification must 
be used in combination with a password. When some one tries 
unsuccessfully to give a password more than three times, the user 
is locked from using the system again and a message stating the 
wrong action will be displayed. 
A password is selected by the individual user, and thus is 
known to no one else. It may be changed at any time, but only by the 
user who entered the original password. When the user is requested 
to give his password, at log-in time, the printer on his terminal 
is turned off. 
Each user has certain period(s) of time to work on the system, 
any attempts by the user to sign-on at other periods will result in 
the user being locked from using the system again. Each user also 
has a certain limit of time to use the system and all users have 
a limited number of log-ins to the system per day, once these limits 
are exceeded in both cases the user will be locked out. A detail 
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flow chart demonstrating the security procedures of the system 
will be shown at the end of this section which includes also the 
above mentioned features (Figure 3.6). 
Each user in this system is also given an individual profile 
unique to that user, comprising a number of optional authoriza-
tions (programs). This profile also determines the structure of 
the menu to be displayed. This system controls access to the menu 
structure at different levels and varying degrees. Each user is 
assigned a profile corresponding to that part of the menu struc-
ture he is authorized to access. Thus, users can be restricted at 
any level. They can be granted the right to access the entire sys-
tem; one or more applications within the system; certain menus 
within an application; menu choices within a menu. Equally impor-
tant, users can see only that part of the menu structure they have 
been authorized to access. All unauthorized areas are invisible 
to them. 
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This system provides two levels of responsibility. The first 
level is the system manager's level which is the highest level of 
responsibility, at which the overall security for the system is 
implemented. The system manager is responsible for setting up and 
maintaining the database which includes setting up users, establishing 
and maintaining their profiles, and monitoring their activities. 
The second level of responsibility is the user responsibility and 
basically it consists of maintain-ing the integrity of the user's 
password. 
The system provides four useful reports to assist in system 
management: 
Account Report - a print-out of all or part of the account 
file. 
Profile Report - a print-out of all or part of the profile 
file. 
Event Frequency Report - a print-out of statistical informa-
tion from the log file. 
Event Enquiry Report - a print-out of enquired system events 
from the log file. 
One objective of some of these mechanisms and features, such 
as concealment of the printed password, and user changeable pass-
words, is to provide an environment in which there is never any 
need for anyone to know a password other than his own. Not doing 
that, the system itself may encourage the borrowing of passwords, 
with an attendant reduction in overall security. Other objectives 
is to control access to the information (application programs) and' 
to maintain up-to-date information of the overall system operation. 
3.5 The System Manager Interface 
In this project an interface (SYSTEM MANAGER INTERFACE) was 
designed to be used by the system manager. This interface enables 
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the system manager to carry into effect his responsibility in crea-
ting and maintaining the system database as well as his responsibility. 
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in setting up the system security, e.g. maintaining user profile 
and user accounts, monitoring user activities. This interface is 
easy to use by the system manager because all the functions, which 
are provided for use, are listed in a menu and the system manager 
has only to choose the required function and supply the required 
information. Each function in the menu is designed to achieve one 
function only. 
The structure of the system manager's interface contains: 
a security procedure 
a system manager menu 
The system manager would not normally need to have the autho-
rity to access any element in the interface. However, a security 
record (only known by the system manager) is kept to be checked by 
the interface at the start, when the user (system manager) signs 
on to check the authority of the interface user. The system mana-
ger interface will be locked once an unauthorized user has tried 
to run the program, then the system manager is the only person 
who can unlock the program. 
Once the system manager signs on, a main menu will be repre-
sented (the system manager menu) listing the functions of the inter-
face. Each function is a program, once a selection is made a pro-
gram (dialogue) will be run presenting the system manager with a 
sub-menu listing the sub-functions available. Each sub-menu will 
differ depending on the selection made from the main menu. Each 
function selected in any stage of the interface returns control back 
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to the higher level menu. Further levels of menu are permitted 
inside the sub-menu (Figure 3.7). 
The main menu in the system manager interface consists of 
three functions. Each function will call a program (dialogue) 
which performs the function to the system manager. 
The three dialogue programs are: 
System Generation Dialogue 
System Maintenance Dialogue 
System Enquiry Dialogue 
The system generation dialogue allows the system manager to 
establish all the system components before users may start opera-
tion. This includes the initialization and the creation of the 
initial records in the system database. After presenting the 
menu to the system manager, the system generation dialogue 
employs a command and question-answer techniques which collects 
the database information relevant to the user profile (authority 
file), user account details and menu specifications. These details 
are initially supplied by the user departments and input by the 
system manager. Subsequently, the maintenance dialogue will be 
used to change various data values. 
The system maintenance dialogue allows the system manager to 
make semi-permanent or permanent changes to the system database so 
that it reflects the way user department managers wish the system 
to be used. The dialogue presents the system manager with a menu 
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listing all the functions available. These functions will deal 
with all aspects of the system file maintenance, e.g. delet'e or 
change records in the profile, account,menu files. 
The system enquiry dialogue allows the system manager to 
interrogate the system database files to display or produce on 
the screen or on hard copy, useful reports reflecting the way that 
the departmental users activate the system. The dialogue also 
presents a menu on the screen. with the kinds of reports available 
to produce, once the system manager selects a function, the report 
will be displayed as well as a copy of this report is created on file 
ready to be spooled later. Each function in the sUb-menu may produce 
another menu with the functions available. 
The four reports available in this dialogue are: 
Account report 
Profi 1 e report 
Event frequency report 
Event enquiry report 
The account report consists of the elements of each user 
accounts. The profile file consists of the programs that each user 
is authorized to use. In both cases, the report can be produced 
for all the file or for one user account. The event frequency report 
consists of a table containing totals of each type of event in the 
log file for the whole file or for certain limited periods of time. 
The event enquiry report consists of a summary of all users for a 
certain queried type of event, for the whole file or part of the file. 
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Figure 3.8 summarizes the functions available to the system 
manager. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM AND TECHNIQUES 
4.1 Development System 
The system used in this project is the Prime system which 
consists of [26] two 768 Byte Prime 400 processors, 320 Megabytes 
of disc storage, a card reader, papertape reader/punch, line 
printer (upper and lower case) and magnetic tape desk compatible 
with the deck on the ICL 1904S*. As it is an interactive system 
it is accessed by terminals spread about the campus and connected to 
it by telephone/telegraph lines •. 
Magnetic tape is used to transfer files to and from the ICL 
1904S* filing system under operator control. Ultimately, the card 
reader will allow the running of simple non-interactive jobs (e.g. 
compilation of interactive file transfer) from card decks. The 
tape equipment allows input and output for interchange with other 
computers. 
The system has a considerable variety of terminals attached to 
it: however they fall into 3 main classes: 
10 characters per second; printing e.g. teletype 
30 characters per second; display e.g. VDU's 
.30 characters per second; printing e.g. Trend 800 
10 characters per second terminals are operated in Half Duplex (i.e. 
the terminal prints what is typed and sends it to the computer) 
and others are operated in Full Duplex (i.e. the terminal sends the 
typed character to the computer which then generally echoes it back 
to the terminal). 
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The terminals are not connected directly to the computer but 
via a switching system {Private Automatic Computer Exchange (PACX)). 
Features of PRIME COBOL 
The initial service at the LUT Computer Centre is based on 
the programming languages BASIC and FORTRAN; compilers for other 
languages also exist such as COBOL and RPGII. 
The development language chosen for this project was COBOL 
and since this language is a business-oriented language it has 
more appeal to the target population; it is also more portable 
than the other languages available. 
Prime COBOL is based upon the American standard X3.23-l974. 
COBOL is a conventional compilation system. The compiler processes 
source programs from disc file and produces a file of loadable 
binary code. This is loaded together with subroutine libraries 
by the loader to produce a binary program file which is finally 
loaded and run. The compilation and loading process is not inter-
active and so is run by a simple 'batch' system. When the program 
is compiled and loaded it may be run inputting data and obtaining 
results interactively at the terminal [26]. 
For these reasons, this particular implementation of COBOL was 
considered satisfactory for development purposes. 
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Management Systems and the language Interface 
This brief discussion summarises the interfaces of the COBOl 
language to the following Prime systems [19,27]: 
- MIDAS, Multiple Data Access System 
- DMBS, Database Management System 
- FORMS, Forms Management System 
- Other programming languages 
MIDAS 
Multiple (keyed) Index Data Access System, MIDAS, provides a 
series of programs and subroutines for the creation and maintenance 
of keyed-index and/or keyed-index direct access (K1/DA) files. 
Keyed-index files are sometimes referred to as ISAM (Index 
Sequential Access Mode) files. MIDAS gives the user the advantage 
of ISAM plus additional useful features. 
MIDAS usage falls into four areas: 
Creating/modifying the template (file descriptor) - the user 
defines the data file, indices, etc. (CREATK) 
Building the data file - data existing in a text or binary file 
are converted to a MIDAS file (KBUIlD). 
Maintaining the file - data is added, deleted, changed or 
viewed. 
Performing house keeping - files are reconstructed after signi-
ficant maintenance (REMAKE), deleted in part or full (KIDDEl) 
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or rebuilt crashes (REPAIR). 
Maintenance of the file may be accomplished by more than one 
user simultaneously. A lockout subroutine protects data entries 
from attempts at simultaneous changes/deletions. All other opera-
tions require the user to have exclusive access to the MIDAS file. 
The COBOl user will be most concerned with CREATK, REMAKE and 
KIDDEl. Generally, the first task a user is concerned with is the 
creation of a template for the MIDAS file. A program, CREATK, is 
provided for that purpose. The interactive program CREATK allows 
the user to build, examine, and modify the MIDAS file template 
This template contains the information for the MIDAS and sub-
routines required to build and maintain the data file and its 
associated index file(s) and directions. When constructing the 
template, the user specifies file name, direct access support (if 
supplied), block, length and index requirements (both primary index 
and secondary indices, if any). For many parameters, the system will 
supply default values in lieu of the users' specifications if so 
desired. 
DBMS 
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The schema (global logical data description) and the subschemas 
are both used by the data-base management system, the primary function 
of which is to serve the application programs by executing their 
data operations. 
Prime's DBMS is a CODASYL - compliant system for management 
of large amounts of data. DB MS can be accessed from either COBOL 
or FORTRAN programs. It is compatible with MIDAS and FORMS. 
As a system resource available to CaBaL, Prime's DBMS provides 
generalised database management capabilities for describing, crea-
ting, manipulating and maintaining structured databases in a 
diverse range of applications. 
It is particularly useful for: 
Interactive business data processing applications with complex 
relationships amongst the data. 
On-line transaction processing. 
Standardizatio.n of data meaning and usage. 
A high degree of protected, concurrent usage. 
Minimized data redundancy. 
Integrity, back-up and automatic recovery. 
FORMS 
FORMS is a system for creation, maintenance and use of screen 
forms for interactive file maintenance. It provides a convenient 
and natural method of defining a form in a language specifically 
designed for such a purpose. Since in this project interactive data 
entry and file maintenance in large volumes was not a requirement, 
this supporting feature of the system was not used. 
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OTHER PROGRAMMING lANGUAGES 
These programs provide a facility by which a program can commu-
nicate with one or more programs. Control may be transferred from 
one program to another within a run time, and both programs may 
have access to the same data items. 
4.2 COBOl Compiler 
Prime's COBOl compiler operates on COBOl source code to 
generate object code. It is also possible to generate a program 
listing only. Since syntax checking can be achieved in a shorter 
period of time this feature can produce a quick and useful reference 
to the source program. 
There is one COBOl compiler for all Prime computers and PRIMOS 
level. Source programs must meet the requirements of Prime's COBOl 
as specified in the Prime COBOl manual [28]. The COBOl compiler 
generates object code in the segmented-addressing mode (V-MODE or 
64V) suitable for processing by Prime's segmented addressing loader 
(SEG) utility on Prime mode 350 and UP. The COBOl compiler is invoked 
by the COBOl command to PRIMOS: 
COBOl pathname [-Parameter-l - Parameter - 2 •••• - Parameter-n] 
where pathname is the pathname of theCOBOl source program file. 
Parameter-l etc. are the mnemonics for the option controlling 
compiler functions such as I/O device specification, listing and 
others. 
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If errors occur during compilation, an appropriate message 
will be output to the console, the listing file, or.both. 
An error is a mistake in a statement which makes execution 
of the program impossible. A warning occurs when a statement is 
encountered which, although legal, may cause unexpected and/or 
undesirable results. 
4.3 The Editor 
EDITOR is a system designed to allow the user to create and 
edit text files on the computer. EDITOR has a few dozen commands 
[29]. Some of these do work on a file; others make it easier 
to do this work. Programs and data are normally entered in the 
computer using Prime's text editor (EO). This editor is a line-
oriented text processor. 
Editing a file consists of three basic operations: 
Searching 
Examining 
Changing 
The EDITOR has two modes: Input mode and Edit mode. One can switch 
from one mode to the other with ease. EDITOR determines whether it 
is Input or Edit mode depending on what is entered, but in any 
given session, one is likely to switch between Input mode and 
Edit mode a number of times [30]. 
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This Editor was typical of the command string line type of 
editors. It did not have the advantages of the more recently 
available editor, e.g. the VDU screen Editor but proved satisfac-
tory in the development of this project. 
In summary, with the combined usage of various aspects of 
the system software outlined above the model system was developed. 
4.4 Development Techniques 
The major area of program development lies in the two inter-
faces referred to as: 
a) The user interface. 
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b) The system manager interface. 
i) Database creation program 
ii) Database maintenance program 
iii) Enquiry program. 
Before coding began it was important to further specify objectives 
for each interface which leads to a detail design for the interfaces 
structure and program specifications (see Chapters 2 and 3). Coding 
in CaBal then proceeded. Source code first entered (via the keyboard) 
by using the EDITOR in the input mode. When complete the first 
compilation was attempted, source is corrected if necessary using 
the Editor in the edit mode and the cycle repeated. 
4.4.1 Test Procedures Techniques 
The test of the performance of the whole system was approached 
using a Top-Down test approach. The Top-Down testing is a strategy 
of testing the high-level modules of a system before the low-level 
modules have been coded and possibly before they have been designed 
[31]. 
One of the important benefits of implementing this approach is 
that Top-Down approach tends to force important, top-level inter-
faces to be exercised at any early stage in the project, so that 
if there are problems, they can be resolved while there is still the 
time and the energy to deal with them. Indeed, one usually finds 
that (as the project develops), the bugs become simpler, i.e. the 
interface problems become more localized. 
The test of the high level control falls into two parts: 
a) System manager interface testing. 
b) User interface testing. 
SYSTEM MANAGER INTERFACE 
This interface is a simple program which was coded and compiled 
in the early stages after the whole design was completed. The func-
tion of this program is to link the three main modules ,of the system 
together so that each module can be called through this interface. 
These modules are: 
- CREATION MODULE 
- MAINTENANCE MODULE 
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- ENQUIRY MODULE 
Each module represents a dialogue which performs a certain routine. 
This routine is also divided into lower level modules called sub-
modules, each sub-module is also divided into further levels of 
modules (see Figure 3.8 - Chapter 3). 
The performance of the interfaces between the main modules 
and the interface was tested first, then the lower levels of 
modules were written and compiled and tested until satisfactory 
performance was achieved. At any stage of testing, the modules were 
tested by using simple but meaningful artificial data. These tests 
were carried out by the developer and then by inexperienced user. 
In these stages, comments were accepted and changes made to improve 
the performance of the interfaces. 
USER INTERFACE 
The user interface consists of several modules or sUb-systems. 
The first test made on the interface was to check the performance 
of the interaction of these sub-systems with the interface, then 
with each other. Perhaps the single most important advantage of the 
Top-Down approach is that one can demonstrate a skeleton version of 
the interface to the user which allows him at the time to make an 
early check of the performance of the dialogue. Thus, after 
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testing the several modules by the developer using artificial data, 
other users from different backgrounds were asked to check the per-
formance of the modules to ensure that the initial design specifications 
of the user interface performance were met. The next test was 
made by an inexperienced user to see the extent of acceptance of 
the user to the interface performance. Again, noting subjective 
and objective observations for corrective purposes. 
In many man-computer dialogues, a large number of possible 
circumstances can arise because the user is able to key in any 
combination of characters that comes into his head. Even if he 
keys in only legitimate messages, the dialogue may be able to 
progress down a large number of different paths. Each of these 
paths must be tested [7]. 
During the previous testing both interfaces were tested for 
the different paths to ensure that the dialogue(s) will not behave 
incorrectly and to avoid the breakdown of the system. 
It should be noted from the above discussion that tests were 
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made by employing users of different backgrounds and also noting the 
different reactions for both interfaces. Notes were taken of comments 
made at the time of the tests. Particular note was taken of critical 
remarks and observations, and if found relevant, was incorporated into 
the interface. Where the criticisms were of a broader' nature, notes 
were taken with respect to further development. 
4.4.2 Program Coding Specifications and Technigues 
The source and the object files of all the system programes are 
kept on the same disc. The coding lines of each source of these pro-
grams consists of (see Table 4.1): 
minimal taken documentation for· identification purposes. 
program logic specification. 
The structure of the program logic specification of the system 
manager interface falls into two' parts. The first part is con-
cerned with identifying the system user which is in this case 
must be the system manager. The second part consists of menus 
which specify the system manager functions. Each function is a 
program (file), which is to be called once the system manager selects 
a function. The structure of the program logic specification of 
each of these programs consists of menus and sub-menus. Each 
program (dialogue) requests specific data to be entered so that a 
certain function can be performed, whether this function deals 
with the creation or maintenance of the database or for enquiry 
purposes. 
The structure of the program logic specification of the user 
interface consists of a set of paragraphs. Each set deals with a 
certain function as follows: 
security procedures 
authority check 
menus presentation 
accounting 
The programming technique used for most of the system programs was 
to some extent 'structured'. This technique suggests to code levels 
of blocks of instructions to do a basic function and these blocks to 
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be performed once a certain function is invoked. That is to say, more· 
dependent on using PERFORM statements with little or no use of the 
GOTO statement. 
In fact by eliminating GOTO statements - especially the wild 
GOTOsthat jump pages in the program listing, it will result with 
a code that can be read and understood, literally, from the top 
down: if we begin reading code at the top page, and continue rea-
ding in a straight-line fashion, by the time we reach the bottom 
of the page we have finished doing something. 
Coding the program following this technique (structured) means 
that the development programmer can understand what he is doing. 
Consequently, he can write more code with fewer bugs, thus becoming 
more productive and reliable. 
However perhaps one of the most significant problems in imple-
menting structured programming is that the most common high-level 
programming languages interfere with the programmer's natural incli-
nation to design and code structured logic [31]. That criticism is 
not really valid with Pl/l programming language; however it is 
reasonably valid with CaBal. In terms of structured programming, 
the CaBal language is a mediocre language at best. While it has 
PERFORM-UNTIL statement to provide for GOTO less loops, the body of 
the loop is required to be out-of-line in contrast to the in-line 
DO-WHILE of Pl/l whilst allowing several statements to be included 
in one sentence. This kind of block structure is informal, and 
causes trouble when blocks are put inside other blocks. This 
informality causes severe problems when combined with the concept of 
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nested IF statements. (These are problems that do not OCCUR in 
other languages). In addition, COBOl lacks a CASE structure, 
a REPEAT-UNTIL loop structure, and perhaps most important of all, 
the concept of local variables [31]. 
The official committee that defines COBOl (e.g. ANSI) is 
aware of this problem. However this committee has developed a 
new version of the language to remedy these weaknesses. At some 
time in the near future we probably will have a much-improved 
version of this language available from the major computer manu-
facturers. 
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. Project Documen- Percen-
Program Source version logic tation Total tage of 
name name lines I ~,i,~~~" lines I ~~~umen-'; nn 
System manager MANAGER-INTER- 163 54 217 25% interface FACE 
I.rea~lOn ,l,uen-
eration) dia10g e CRETPR 407 84 491 17% 
Us'er interface USER-INTERFACE 829 188 1017 18% 
Mal n];enance MANTPR 733 175 908 19% Dialogue 
Enquiry 
n;~lnn\J" ENQYPR 673 124 797 16% 
Ca 11 Program CALLPR 349 21 370 6% 
Create-update, MANAGER-SECURI Y 89 . 10 99 10% sec.rec.program 
Sort Program SORTPR 34 - 34 -
SYSTEM PROGRAMS - 3277 656 3933 17% 
TA8LE 4.1 
CHAPTER FIVE 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 
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5.1 Illustrations 
The main objective of this section is to demonstrate the 
capability of the project design through samples of the system's 
performance. It is not intended to illustrate a system having 
complete mechanisms which will prove perfect in operation. The 
chronology of development and testing has been described in" a 
previous chapter. This section shows some of the result samples 
obtained from the system tests carried out by the system developer. 
These results fully illustrate the performance of the operation 
and general control provided by the system dialogues when in use. 
The complete record of the system test results are shown in 
Appendix B. 
The User Interface 
At the log-in process time, many system activities occur, 
some of these were mentioned previously in Section 3.4. The full 
list of the system activities at the log-in time are: 
** request of the user account number 
checking the user account 
checking of the black mark field 
checking of the log-in limit/day 
checking of the time limit allocated to each user 
checking of the time period(s) 
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** request of the password 
checking the password 
** 
** 
** 
request to change the password 
update the password if the previous request is granted 
request for the application required 
request to assure the entered application 
checking the requested application 
displa~ the last log-in date and time 
At any stage of the checking, the system will display a message 
(if a wrong action occurs), stating the wrong action. In List 5.1 
there is an illustration of part of the log-in process; those fea-
tures which can be seen by the user are marked (**). 
After the completion of the log-in process the system will 
present the user with a menu. This menu differs from one user to 
another and this .depends entirely on the user profile. The user 
profile represents application system programs which the user is 
authorised to run; if the users have identical profiles, then they 
will be presented with the same menu. A transaction menu will be 
presented to a user who is authorised to use 50% of the application 
programs or less (see Appendix B. user dialogue). In summary, the 
user menu displayed will have different menu items depending on the 
user profile resulting in the improvement of security since the user 
is not allowed to see menu items which are of no concern. List 5.1 
illustrates the above discussion and shows two different menus for 
two users. 
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When the user wishes to leave the system, he will be logged 
out and two functions will be completed at this point; these 
functions are: 
updating the account file 
recording all the system events into the log file. 
In updating the account file the following activities take place: 
updating the password if changed 
updating the last log-in date and time 
updating the used time for each application 
updating the total used system time 
updating the black mark field if wrong action occurs 
updating the log-in limit/day 
The log file records those events which are of importance to the system 
manager to assist him for surveillance purposes. The log file 
records the event, the transaction type, time and date of the event. 
These 'events are: 
(type) (meaning) 
-01 : log-in 
-02: incorrect password 
-03: change of password 
-04: access time violation 
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-05: 
-06: 
-07: 
-08: 
-09: 
-10: 
-11 : 
updating the black mark field 
time limit exceeded 
allowed log-in limit/day exceeded 
trying to access an unauthorised app1 i-
cation 
trying to access an unauthorised program 
the user switches from using an app1ica-
to another 
log-out with the total used time 
List 5.2 shows samples of the log file produced by a run of the 
user interface (see List 5.1) and also shows the account file before 
and after updating, i.e. at the start of the log-in and at the end of 
the log-out time. Two records of the profile file (USER-AUTH-FllE) 
are also shown in the same list. Further illustrations of the system 
activities and the dialogue of the user interface with the test data 
are shown in Appendix B. 
The System Manager Interface 
The system manager interface can create and maintain the data-
base, also he can enquire after database information and produce 
reports for surveillance purposes. An enquiry made on the database, 
will be displayed on the screen and at the same time a file will be 
created or updated with the same information displayed on the screen. 
This file then can be spooled by the system manager to assist him in 
surveillance or documentation purposes. list 5.3 illustrates samples 
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of the account and event frequency reports produced when interroga-
ting the account and the system l.og file. More samples will be 
shown in Appendix B. 
In the creation phase of the system manager interface, the 
system manager can set up that part of the database which needs to 
be created such as the account number, application system programs, 
password, time periods, time limit and the application(s) for each 
user (see List 5.4). The system manager can also set the elements 
of each menu and sub-menu. He can create up to five menus, each 
consisting of up to six sub-menus and a sub-menu of up to five 
program names each. 
In the maintenance phase, the system manager can update all of 
that part created by the creation phase. List 5.5 illustrates the 
maintenance of the account and profile files. 
Appendix B will show more samples illustrating the creation and 
maintenance phases of the system manager interface. 
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LIST 5.1 
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*****.~'****.~'*****.'I:****.'I:***************.,/:**.~.** 
* LOUGHBOROUiJH UlHI/ERSIT'r' OF TECHNOLOG~' * 
* COt1F'UTER STUC>IES DEPARTI1ENT * 
.'1: fjENERAL USERS C>I ALOGUE FOR * 
* COI1I1ERC I i'lL APPLI CA TI ONS * 
******************.'I:*********.~'.'I:*****.t:*.,/:*.,/:*.'I:.f: 
ENTER USER CODf::: USR881. 
ENTFR ~'O/.lR PASSWORD: 
DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE YOUR PASSWORD .? N 
ENTER NAI1E OF APPLICATION: PR~'ROL 
ARE ~'OU SURE OF THE RPPLI CR TI ON NRI1E ? Y 
LAST 1.l7GIN ON: 88: 99: 99 RT 89: 98: tltl 
DO ~'OU KNOW ~/H.fCH PROGRRI1 TO USE ? N 
L. U. T. CONPUTER STUDIES DEPRRTNENT 
**.'I:******************.'/o'**.'I:********.'/: 
ENTER CHOICE: 1. 
**NRIN I1ENU** 
PAW,'OL tlENLt 
.1. PA~'. FIRST CRT. 
2. PR~'. THIRD CRT. 
1. PA~'. FIFTH CRT. 
4. HELP. 
5. CHRNGE RPPLICRTION. 
6. LERI/E S~'STEI1. 
2:31tl1./81. 
1.J : 1.9 
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continue List 5.1 
tlj- PA'r'. TRAN. 
02- PA'r'. TRAN. 
IU- PA'r'. TRAN. 
04- PA'r'. TRAN. 
1~5- PA'r'. TRAN. 
I~ - RETI.lf.;'N TO 
L. U. T. COI1PUTER STUDIES DEPRRTI1ENr 
*****,,,,·.'/o·**.'/o·*****.1-:**.1-:.t:****.1-:********* 
***SIJF.I NENIJ.'Io'*.'Io' 
PA~''''OI.. I1ENU 
, 21/tl]:l8:J.. 
:13:i9 
M 
I~r.' 
I~.:? 
114 
05 
THE I1AIN I1ENU. 
ENTER CHOICE: 0 
DO'r'OU KNOW WHICH PROGRAI1 TO USE ? N 
ENTER CHOICE: 6 
L. Lt T. COI1PUTER STUDIES DEPARTI1ENT 
***********',:**.1-:***.1-:****.'/0'****.",***** 
**I1AIN NENU*·'" 
PAWm!. I1ENU 
:t. PAl'. FIRST CAT. 
2. PA~'. THIRD CAT. 
l. PA~'. FIFTH CAT. 
4. HELP. 
5. CHANGE APPLICATION. 
6. LEAVE S~'STEI1. 
2J/tU/Si 
:13:20 
**.1-:********************.1-:.'/0'*.'/0'.",*************** 
. .,.. I..OUGHBOROUGH UNH'ERSITI' OF TECHNOL01W * 
* CONfUTER STUDIES DEPARTl1fNT .f: 
* (,ENERAL USERS D I AWGUE FOR * 
* COt1l1ERC I AL APPLICArI ONS of: 
**********.1-:**********""*********.1-:**.""*.'/0'****** 
Continue List 5.1 
ENTER USER COf>E: USRllt12 
ENTER ~'OUR PRSSWORD: 
ENTER ~'O/.lR PRSSWORD' 
DO ~'OU WRNT TO CHRNGE ~'OUR PRSSblORD ? I' 
NHI PRS.O;bIORD ? 
ENTER NRI1E OF RPPUCRTION: STOCK 
RRE ~'OU SURE OF THE RPPLl CR TI ON NAI1E ? ~' 
LRST WGrN ON: tltl:llll:llll RT llO:OO:O(1 
DO ~'O/.l KNObI blHICH PROGRRI1 TO USE? N 
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L. U. T. COI1PUTER STUDIES DEPRRTI1ENT 
.'Ie ** * .t: **.t:.'Ie.~ *:f: * * * * * * * * * * * * .t· * -*.t:.t:.t: *.t: *.t: 
ENTER CHO.rCE: 2 
**f1f;I N f'IF:"NU.t:·t: 
. ,mc/( I1ENU 
.t. srI<". Sf.WND CAT. 
2. STI<". FOURTH CAT. 
1. STI<". LRST" CAT. 
4. HELP. 
5. CHANGE APPL I CA T" ION. 
6. LERVE S~'STEI1. 
21/01/.91-
11,"22 
L. U. T. COI1PUTER STUPlI:S DEPAPmENT 
.t:.t: * * *.t: * *.t::/'.t::/'.t:.~.t: ·t: * .t;.t:.t: * * .t..:/'.t: * .1.':f: * .t: * * * * 
***51.18 I1ENU·'/.··"'* 
16- S TK. TRAN. .16 
1.?- S TI<". TRRN. :11 
1.8- 5 TK. TRAN .18 
. ,TOG/( NENU 
o - RfTUf:N TO rHE I1RI N I1ENU. 
2],/0]/81 
1 -, . "'"' .)..L.L. 
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Continue List 5.1 
ENTER CHOJCE: II 
no ~'lJ/.I KNOW ~/HICH PROGRflr1 TO USE? N 
ENTER CHorCE: 6 
L. U. T. COr1PUTER STUDIES DEPARTr1ENT 
***·'/>·*****.w*******.~:.'/>'***** . .,.·.~.'/>·***.'/>'*** 
.w.'/>' lofft .eN N EN U.W .'/>. 
.'iTOC/t. r1ENU 
.1.. .s TI<'. .sfCON[) CAT. 
2. STI<'. FOURTH CAT. 
1. ST1C LAS1' CAT. 
4. HELP. 
5. CHANGE APPL I CAT ION. 
6. LEAVE S~'S1'Er1. 
23/&3l81 
13:22 
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LIST 5.2 
Of(', SLIST S~'STEI1LOG-F ILE 
IJSROIH 01 H:1809 81tU2] LOGIN 
USRIJIl1. .1 .. 1 .1.32t139 Sit1321 LOGOUT, TInE USE!) Otl : 02 : ]0 
lJSRIJ02 l:t.t .1.32.1.(10 6'.1 '~321 LOGIN 
lJSROO2 f.12 .1.32117 8:1.1:.1]21 INCORRECT AUTHENrICArION 
USRIJ02 l~.~ .1.:~ 2.1. 4 4 S:Ltl121 PA5S~/OR!) CHANGE!) 
USRf:102 .1..1 .f32.:<1,J S1tU2] LOGOUT, TInE USf!) 08:02:13 
Of(', SLIST ACCOUNT-8EFORE-UP!)ATE 
USRtlI1:1 PA S5XXtltltltitltltltltltit1tlt19:1 ti12162t12 2 titltl titl tltltl tltltititl titi tltltltiti 
1111 II till II OtlH OOtll111tl12tltltl 0 PR~'ROL 
tl5Rt11l2PR5St't'tltltitltltit/tit/tit1tlt19:1 6 tltltliWtltlt10t1t1t1t1t1t1tit1t1t1tl 
110tltllltlt1111111000l10tl.?tlOllllSTOCf(' PfWF.:OL 1 N~'O 1 C 
OK.. SL 1ST RCCOUNT -RFTER-UPDRTE 
USRO 01 PR S5XX8:1 tl323:1 31809t191 t/121621:12 2 tititl ti2 100tltl0tltititl tlti tltltl 
lllJlltll1110tlOnO!:12.?Ot. 20!:ltl.t PR\-'ROL 
USRtlt12PR55\-'\-'81 tU231121 tltiti91t; tifttiti21]titltltltltltititlOtitltl 
Il!1Ot1000tWn0t12HtUtlO01.5TOCK PiWROL 1 N~'OI C 
lW, SLIST U5ER-F/UTH-FILE 
U SRtl tit. PR\-'tlO 1 PRI-'ti02PRW1.tUPAI-'t1ti4 PAI-'tlti 5PAI-'tl:11 PA\-' 02:1 PA'r't12 2PA 'r'023 
PRI-'t124PAI-'02511011tlOtlOtlHM!1tltlt1tltlt1tltltltltitlOtitlt1tltiOOOt1tlfttlt.lt1tltltltitltitltltl 
tl0t1!:1110 
lISR002ST0006STO0!1 75 TOI1085 TOtlt195 TOOt. ti5TOtl16STOtll ?STO0185 TOtl26 
5 TO02?S TO t1280 Ht1ll0 llO 0 0 OOOtltl tltltltltl0tlt10tltltltltitltltiiitl 00 titltltl tltltitiOOtiO 1:1 
OIJt1tlOtl 
LIST 5.3 
;.:·:~/~:t.~/~:.1 
.1.4: 1'11'1 
ENTER CHOJCE: 1 
AI./.. fILE? N 
ENTER USER COI)E: USROtl1 
L. U. T. CONPUTER STUDIES DEPRRTI1ENT 
·'/.·*****.1'*****.'1>*.'1>***.'1>****.'1>*****.""*."1<***.'1> 
GENERAL ENaUH.'~', F,'H'Of;'r S~'5TcN 
***** . .,.'***.'1>*."'·*.1'*********.'1>****** 
1. [NTEk'k'OGATING ACCOUNr FILE 
2. INTERROGAr ING Pk'OF!LE F!LE 
1:. EVENT FRE1WENC~' REPORT 
4. n'ENT ENPU]k'~' REPOF;'T 
5. ENI) OF EN~iU 1 R~' 
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RE}'ORT FOR HI1ERf.:'OGRl1NG ACCOUNr FILE 
-------------------------------------
* USER COUE: 
* PA.~.<;I,IO,.:D· 
I.AST 1.0GIN [lA?/::: 
LRST IOGIN I·IN[: 
* ACCES.~ n m: ,.·EP lODS: 
TOTAl TU1!::" FOR f U-5T APPLICATION.' 
TOTAl .. TIN!::' FOk SfCOND RPPLICATiON.· 
TOTAl .. TIN!:: FOi--~ THIf;'l) APPLICArJON.· 
TO TAl TH/I:: FOf;' ,'OUl?TH RPPLI CA TJ ON.· 
TOTAL U.~ED TINE.' 
* W.QEN 1.6E rJNE UNIT: 
'" BI .. AI~K NARK: 
LA.q IIATI:: NUNf.ll:'P OF l.OGIN: 
US'f;'OOJ. 
PASSgX 
SitU2.? 
111809 
tl911J12162022 
000021:0 
00001:11.10 
(tOI}OOIt" 
00000(1(1 
OlltW2JO 
120 
o 
tl1 
.'1> THESE FIEf. D.>; CRN BE RL TERED US [NG NRJ NTENRNCE 1 NTERFACE, 
Continue List 5.3 
7e/OJ,·..'8:1. 
1]'48 
ENTEP CHOICE: ]. 
ALL FILE;' 'r' 
L. U. T. CONPUTEF.: 5TUME5 DEPAF.:TNENT 
*****~****************************** 
GENEPAL ENOLl Jj~'V, PEPOF:T 5ri5TEN 
****************************** 
1. INTEF.:,\'OGFiTWG ACCOUNT FILE 
2. INTEF.:F..'OGATING F'F.:OnLE FILE 
J. EVENT FF..'[OUENC~' F:EF'ORT 
4. EVENT ENOU I F' 'r' REPORT 
5. ENO OF ENOUIF..'~' 
EVENT FREOUENO' F..EPOF..'T (NWIE:ER OF NE55AGE~~) 
EVENT CODE5 01 82 8J 04 05 Ot7 Or BB 
U5POO1 01 
U5P@02 @1 81 01 
U5Pf'!?'4 ei 0:1. [d. 
U5F..'f'@t7 @1 01 01 
U5F..'@0? tiJ' 
U5Ptt:l.1 ti :I. 
U5POLJ. ti1 01 01 
U5P014 01 01 01 
U5R015 0:1 04 01. 
U5F..'0i.6 (11 Et1 01 Et:1. 01 
ENTEP C TO CONTINUE OF.: [ TO E@ ENOUU:\-': E 
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09 10 1.: 
0; 
0; 
0; 
tl 
82 0. 
0; 
tl 
O. 
0. 
0. 
LIST 5,4 
LOUGHBOROUGH UNH'ERS I n' OF TECHNOL06~' 
COI1PUTER STUDIES DEPARTNENT 
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***:j.'***.f:*.f:,""*******.f:****************** 21l01/81 
ENTH-' CHOICE: 2 
NOTE. : 
SY5TEI1 I1ANAGER CREAT [lJN DJ ALOG 
THE FUNCTION AVAILABLE ARE: 
1> CREATE I1ENU RECORDS 
2) CREATE PROFILE RECORDS 
J) Cf.-EATE ACCOUNT RECORDS 
4) END OF JOB 
1- CHECK f;N~' I)ATA ENTR~' BEFOR PRESSING RETURN. 
2- IF NO NOf..'t: Wl"f.:''r', PRESS RETURN. 
DO ~'OU KNOW HOW TO ENTER THE INFORNRTION ? ~' 
ENTH-' IISff..' COI>E: USR001 
ENTE.R THE r.r RSl F'ROGRRf1: PR~'Ot1J 
ENTH' THE NEXT PROGRRI1: PRVOJO 
ENTER THE NEXT PROGRAI1: STO020 
I 
ENTER THE NEXT PROGRAN: 
00 'r'01l WANT TO ENTER RNOTHER RECOIW ? N 
END OF f"UNCrrON 2 
14:29 
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Continue List 5.4 
LOUGHBOROUGH UNH'ERSIH' OF TECHNOLOG'r' 
CO/'tPUTER STUDIES DEPARTNENT 
.'/:.'/:.'/:.'/:.'/:.'/:.'/:.'/:.'/:.'/:.'/:.'/:."'.'/:.'/:.'/:.'/:.~·.'/:.'/:.'/:.'/:.'/:.'I>.'/:.'/:.1:*.'/:.'/:.'/:.'/:.'/:."'·.'/:.'/:.'" 
23103181 
14:]] 
."'r'STEN NANAGER CREATION DIALOG 
THE FUNCTION A~'AILABLE ARE: . 
1> CREATE NENU RECORDS 
ENTER CHOICE: J 
NOTE: 
2'> CREATE PROFILE RECORDS 
1) CREATE ACCOUNT RECORDS 
4> END OF JOB 
1- CHECK RN'r' DATA ENTRy' BEFOR PRESSING RETURN. 
2- IF NO (101\'£ fNrR'r' .• PRESS RETURN. 
DO 'r'OU KNOW IW/.J TO ENTER THE INFORNATION ? 'r' 
ENTEr.' USER CODE: USRtltl1 
ENTER PASSf,JORD: 
F.:"NTE('~ 11 NE F'E"'Wl>S: t~9141121 
ENTER T1 NE LII'1I T: tl9tl 
f.NTH' APPLICATIONS: PAWWLSTOCK SALES INVOIC 
DO 'r'OU WANT TO ENTER ANOTHER RECORD " N 
F.NI) Of- F I.INC j' lON ." 
• 
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LIST 5.5 
LOUGHBOROUGH UNH'ERSIH' OF TECHNOLOG~' 
CONPUTER STUD I ES DEPAR TflENT 
***.'I'*****.'/.·*****.'/:.'/.·**.i'-·*****.'/.·****.,/:.1:***** 
231tU/81 
14 :39 
SYSTEI1 I1ANRGER I1A I NTENANCE DI ALOG 
THE FUNCTIONS A~'ALIABLE ARE: 
1. ACCOUNT FILE I1ANTENANCE. 
2. PROFILE FILE I1ANTENANCE. 
3. I1ENU FILE 11A1 NTEIIANCE. 
4. END OF ,TOB. 
ENTER CHO.! Cf.:: 1 
L. U. T. COI1PUTER STUDIES DEPARTI1ENT" 
**********.'/:**********.'/:**********~:* 
2~~""O.?/f:.1 
1.4: 40 
f>1AINTENANCE I1ENU FOR THE ACCOUNT FILE 
ENTE:"(';' USC(';' COl>f' USRtl02 
THE H.lNClIONS A~'AILABLE ARE: 
1. "'ECO(.,'I> {)El..rT HW 
2. F'f/SSIJORD UPDA TE. 
:t. USER COOl .. UPDATE. 
4. TIf1f.:' I. Jf11T Uf'DATE. 
5. BI..ACK f>1f//O:K UPDATE. 
6. RPf'l...! Cf,' 1'1 ON.':: UPDATE. 
? RCCE.':;S 71I1L l'fl<'./O/)5 UPDATE. 
S. END. 
ENTE(';' CHOlC/..': 4 
ENTER THE NEW VALUE: 09tl 
PAS5AA 
U5R0t12 
tUe 
t1 
STOCK PA~'ROLIfNOIC 
0916 
Continue List 5.5 
~:I .. (/~:t,?/~tt 
14:41. 
L. U. T. COI1f'UTER STUDH:-S DEPARTt1ENT 
****.'/.'* . ,..***.,/<**.'/.'*********'1'****.'/<*.'/<*** 
I1AINTENANCE I1ENU FOR THE RCCOUNT FILE 
ENTER 1J.':it:P COO[: t/SRBtl2 
THE FUNCI IONS IWRILRBLE ARE: 
1.. ,,'E:C(If.,'{) OEl.f' TION. 
2. PflSSWO!-:'D UPDRTE. 
::<. I1SI::'" eWE UPORTE. 
4. rIl1E:' UI1IT /JI-'DRTE. 
5. Bl.RC/( 11ft"'/( UPDRTE. 
PASSRR 
USRtl02 
tl98 
ti 
6, ftf'PI.1 CRn OUS UPDRTE. STOCK PRWWLIN~'OlC 
09:1.6 7. ftCCf:SS rI I1f f'Ud Ol>S UPDRTE. 
S. ENt). 
FNTEf.;' CHOICE: 8 
ENTH' CHO.ICt:: 2 
LOUGHBOROUGH UN 1 ~'ERS I H' OF TECHNOL OG~' 
CONPUTER STUDIES DEPRRTnENT 
*********.'/.'****.,/<*·,/<·'/.'******.1:*.1:****.'/.'***** 
23/01/81 
:1.4:42 
SYSTEI1 I1RNRGER I1AINTENANCE DIRLOG 
THE FUNCTIONS RVALIABLE RRE: 
:1.. RCCOUNT FILE I1ANTENANCE. 
2. PROFILE FILE NANTENANCE. 
J. '1ENU FILE NA I NTENANCE. 
4. END OF ,TOB. 
Continue List 5.5 
;'?3/0.~l~::t 
1.4: 4.<: 
L. U. T. COl1PUTER STUDIES DEPflRTI1ENT 
******** . ,.·*************.***.***.W***** 
I1f1INTENflNCE t1ENU FOR THE PROFILE FILE 
ENTE.f: USE'" CODE: USR002 
THE. FUNCTIONS flVRILRBLE RRE: 
1. "'f:Cm:l> unr TION. 
2. USI::'F: CODE UPDRTE. 
::<. FI"'S r SET (I PDRTE. 
4. ~it:CONl> ."if.-r Uf'OflJ'l .. 
5. rHI,,'f) SH (If'[)fHE. 
6'. FOUR m SE r (Jf'l'fl1E:. 
7. fIFTh' SET Uf'Mll'E. 
8. E.ND. 
ENTF.R CHO I Ct:: 5 
USRti02 
S1'OOtl6 STOtlO? S1'Otl08 51'01309 
5TOtlltl ST0016 STOtl1? ST0018 
5 TOt126 S1'Ot12? 5 T0t128 tltl0IJOO 
tltl00tltl tl0tltltlO tltl0008 OtllJOOIJ 
tl tl tl 0 tl tl t1 (I 0 tl tl t1 tl 0 t1 IW 8 t1 0 tl 8 ilt1 
ENTE'" 1Hl RU SET OF THE PROGRRt1S: 51'082tl5T0021 tltltltltlOtitit180tl 
r.:f.?/O.~/&.1 
.1.4: 44 
L. U. T. COt1PUTER STUDIES OEPRRTtlENT 
. ,,************************.'/1******** 
t1f1INTENRNCE I1ENU FOR THE PROFILE FILE 
ENTER U.o;f:R COUE: USRtlt12 
THF. FIINC l' IONS R~'A ILABL E ARE: 
1. F:F.:CO"'U OF.:LfTION. 
2. l.ISE~· CODE UPDRTE. 
.1. FIRST SET UPDRTE. 
4. SECONO SET UPl1RH .. 
5. 7 HIRD SET Uf'Df:l E.'. 
6. FOIIIHH SET UPDRTf. 
7. FIFTH SE T lIF'Dfn E. 
8. END. 
ENTER CHOICE.": 8 
USfWt12 
S1'OOtl6 S1'Otltl? S1'OOtl8 STOtl09 
ST001tl S1'Ot116 STOtl1.? STO018 
5TOt120 S1'0021 tlOtitlOO tlt1t1tl1'Jt1 
tlOOtltltl OlJtltlt1tl tltltl(lt1tl O(ltlilOO 
tltltltltlO tlt1t10t10 00tlt10tl tl00ilOtl 
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5.2 Benefits Obtained and Conclusion 
Clearly the menu system is the most significant feature of the 
system providing the system user with many important benefits. 
, 
Menus are considered the single most important tool for making the 
system easy to use, especially to users unfamiliar with data pro-
cessing. Menus are automatically generated and they might vary 
with the application or from one user to another (depending on his 
profile). However, all users see a consistent appearance of these 
menus. Each menu displays a complete list'of processing alternatives 
to the user. This is a simple but effective strategy - it saves 
time and reduces errors by minimizing the number of keystrokes which 
the user needs to make a choice. It also means that users do not 
need to memorize names of programs or command words. 
These features of menu-based systems significantly reduce 
training requirements, making data processing power directly avail-
able to more users within an organisation. 
The planning of the menu structure in this system is independent 
of the programming effort i.e. it is an added structure. Also, this 
system offers to create the menu structure interactively and to 
generate menu and/or security features, with no additional program-
ming necessary. As this is the case, the system developer benefits 
from the system since he can define and organise the menu structure 
before doing any programming. Also the menu's structures are easily 
and quickly modified and expanded and can be used to unify a collec-
tion of different programs. Time and effort in this sense are saved 
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that might otherwise be spent in writing code to generate menus or 
to implement security. 
Business users like simple, easy to understand applications. 
As this system is interactive and menu driven, it therefore matches 
these requirements .. The interactive environment serves and benefits 
the user in many ways such as to allow them to converse with the 
system, offers them choices and acknowledges their actions. Thus 
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users feel that they are in control and are participating in the 
processing of transactions. Since the menus are in clear, easily under-
stood language that ;s largely self explanatory, users do not need 
to learn programming languages or refer to large reference books. 
This is largely due to the fact that the messages (menu content) are 
determined by the user. They can process the application directly, 
with almost no need to other references for guidance. Moreover, 
users see only those menu choices that they need to perform their 
jobs. This in turn removes the confusion between what a user can 
or cannot do, or between the user who is authorised or not. 
This system is fully interactive. In interactive data processing 
environments, information is always available up-to-the-last minute 
to the user. Using COBOl programs, users can obtain access to data 
files and programs from disk storage instantly •. Just as quickly, 
new data and updates to existing data can be stored for immediate 
or future use. 
In traditional batch processing systems, paper reports are the 
principal means of examining the database. In this system, database 
availability and the interactive terminal is an ideal window to the 
database. It gives the system manager absolutely current information, 
and reduces the need for costly, bulky reports that can never be 
really up-to-date. 
As the system manager is provided with an interactive environ-
ment, he can carry out his surveillance function in inspecting the 
log file as well as other database files at any time. He can set up 
and maintain the database, he can create and qelete data sets. As 
changes occur in users, data sets, authorisation and other features, 
the system manager is able to enter these changes into the system. 
This project successfully achieved a short term solution to the 
problem of generating man-computer interfaces for controlling commer-
cial applications. This interface was designed to be comfortable, 
flexible, secure and easy to use by the casual user. The interface 
achieved the objective of bringing together logically and functionally 
related separate programs in such a way that the user sees the whole 
system in a more meaningful way. 
This project, it is hoped, successfully solved the interface prob-
lems related to many users (up to 30 users) working in a multi-appli-
cations environment (up to 5 applications). This achievement was 
accomplished by simulating this process, since the Prime COBOl lacks 
special enhancements to the language which makes interactive COBOl 
an ideal tool for building mUlti-terminal systems. 
This project achieved an acceptable packaged commercial system 
which incorporated features embodying an acceptable security and 
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accounting features such as: 
Authorisation to users, to control the access to the 
system programs 
A consistent user interface to any application 
Easy implementation and maintenance 
General menus personalized for each user 
System security using user authorization tables 
Accounting system to monitor system usage 
This therefore should provide a good framework for commercial 
packaging and development. 
5.3 . Further Development 
The enhanced system has achieved the initial objectives of 
the project and by using COBOl as the development language a cer-
tain amount of commercial attractiveness has been achieved. How-
ever further work must be done to the system in order to expand 
its capability and to introduce more flexibility and security to 
the system. 
The user interface in the enhanced designed package was made 
flexible for the casual users work in a commercial company. The 
interface offers him many choices such as selecting a program with-
out referring to a menu, selecting an item (program) from a sub-
menu after displaying the main menu and selecting an item directly 
from a main (transaction) menu. Although this is the case, the user 
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interface can be developed in the future to expand its capability 
to introduce, for example, two other dialogues which will conform 
to two different techniques as follows: 
1. Question and answer technique - for intermediate users. 
2. Command language technique - for dedicated users. 
Although the designed menus in the system are self explanatory 
(as it gives a clear idea about the function of each of the appli-
cation programs) it is sometimes desirable for a file to exist for 
on-line interrogating. This file could be made accessible via a 
'help' item in the main menu of the user interface program. This 
file could contain a brief discussion on the function of each of 
the package programs. If List 5.1 is referred to it will be seen 
that the 'help' item was introduced in the main menu. This item 
of the menu was chained to a dummy paragraph, this I only intended 
to demonstrate the idea of the help file for further development 
work. 
The development system language (CaBaL) used in this system 
has no facility to accept the terminal number or to identify the 
system user. This resulted in skipping the idea of restricting 
access to the terminal by users. Users can be restricted to one 
specific terminal, also menu choices can be restricted to one or 
more specific terminals. The system manager can also have his own 
terminal that accepts his dialogue, and a high level of security to 
surrounding his terminal. Therefore it is important to consider 
defining each terminal to the system as having a security level 
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and a set of access categories for further development work. 
The system could also include a mechanism by which the user is 
automatically signed off, if he or she is inactive for a pre-
determined length of time. The time-out mechanism works as a guard 
against carelessness - for example, if any authorised user forgets 
to sign off and leaves a terminal unattended. The time-out mecha-
nism might work also for a varying interval, making it more user 
dependent, i.e. it may be shortened to as small as one minute or 
increased to as much as one hour. 
The authorisation procedure established in the enhanced system 
was related to those users who work in the same environment. These 
users only use the account number and the password for authorisation 
purposes. 
Although other security measures mentioned elsewhere exist, no 
attempt was made related to users working in different departments. 
Because there are many users belonging to many departments in a 
company, who have access to the system programs, it is likely to 
establ ish different procedures of authentication for those users at 
different security levels and to add this to the enhanced system for 
further development work. 
When the terminal user's dialogue is interrupted, it is some-
times advantageous that he should be able to start again where he 
left off [8). Therefore in a more elaborate structure and lengthy 
dialogue, it is likely that the user should not have to go back to 
the beginning each time. For this reason, checkpoints can be built 
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into the dialogue structure. At intervals the decisions made up to 
that point in the dialogue can be reviewed (and changed, if neces-
sary). When the user agrees that they are correct, they will be 
recorded. If anything goes wrong from that point onwards, the 
user will be able to restart the dialogue at the previous check-
point. 
Finally, it is expected that the system manager will introduce 
the security features outlined in a phased manner. This will'allow 
time for users to adapt to the various.new controls they will be 
experiencing and also allowing users to comment and make suggestions 
on 'variations' in the procedures leading to a greater degree of 
user acceptance. 
5.4 Summary 
This project has attempted to develop a prototype system to 
prove the capability of an interface designed to increase the secur-
ity provision surrounding the use of a typical application package. 
The security provision is incorporated in two main features: 
a) the menu structure, and 
b) the system manager's control interface. 
Between them effective control of the user population is observed. 
A clearly presented menu structure affords an attractive 
method to non-technical personnel for exploring the power of a OP 
system. This interface to date appears, with few exceptions, as a 
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hand-written bespoke feature in many packages. The software 
tool designed here attempts to automate the production of this 
essential interface area while at the same time building all the 
necessary constructs for accounting and logging the user activity 
thus adding even further to the security rating of the interface. 
The system described in this project comprises Interactive COBOl 
programs that solve most of the problems confronting a systcm mana-
ger at the start-up point in the life cycle of system operation. 
During system operation the interface guards the user applica-
tion by controlling the user sign-on process and the passage of 
control to and from the applications program selected. The menu 
presented includes only tasks for which the user is authorised, i.e. 
menus are generated dynamically. At the completion of a user ses-
sion the interface activity ensures that appropriate account records· 
and other system actions are carried out so that correct actions may 
be automatically determined next time the user logs in. 
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APPENDIX A 
SYSTEM MANAGER GUIDE 
1. Introduction 
This document is a guide to the system manager to assist him in 
exploring the database of the enhanced system. He is introduced in 
full detail about the structure of each of the database files, i.e. 
the size of the file, the contents of each record, the size of each 
field in the record and what each field represents. 
The use of the system manager interface and the performance of 
each of its dialogues is simple, and each dialogue is self-explanatory. 
Although this is the case, it is likely to have some information on 
some parts of the interface which I feel gives the system manager 
some help in preventing mistakes. 
The main system programs are those programs which deal with the 
performance of both the user and the system manager dialogues. Other 
programs related to the system manager also exist in the system. This 
document contains a full detail on these programs, which needs to be 
known by the system manager to complete his task. 
2. Database Files 
The system's database consists of four files, these are: 
1. Menu file. 
2. Account file. 
3. Profile file. 
4. System log file. 
The user interface is able to access all these files and update 
only the Account file and the System log files. The system manager 
can have access to all of the above files through his interface and 
can update them all except the System log file using the Editor. 
The system manager can also have access to some other files (report 
files) which are created during the interrogation to the system data-
base files when the enquiry dialogue is in operation. 
Menu File 
This file contains all the details of the sub-menus. Each sub-
menu is a record and consists of up to five brief commentaries on the 
application programs. The size of each commentary is 44 characters. 
The sub-menu record consists also of two other fields (a) the menu 
name (30 characters) field, (b) the sub-menu name (20 characters) 
field. Therefore the total size of each record in the menu file is 
270 characters. 
It is mentioned previously that each menu consists of up to six 
sub-menus, therefore the maximum size of each menu is six records. 
The system is designed to accept up to five menu details for up to 
five applications (this can be changed by a simple updating to the 
system programs). This means that the maximum size of the menu file 
is 30 records. 
In creating the menu records by using the creation dialogue, 
the system manager is provided,with some notes concerning this func-
tion. Here is the summary of the details required by the system 
manager: 
• 
1. Up to twenty characters to be entered for the main-menu name. 
These characters are to be entered as follows: 
a) If the menu name is less than six characters:· spaces must 
be added to complete the menu name (e.g. (SALES) is to be 
entered as (SALESV)). 
b) The menu name is followed by a space and the word (MENU). 
2. While creating certain menu records,the system manager must not jump to create another kind of menu records unless he finishes 
creating the first menu records. 
3. In any menu creation session, the session can be terminated by 
entering spaces •. 
In the maintenance dialogue the system manager can delete the 
whole menu (up to six records). He can also delete or insert a new 
sub-menu and update any transaction in the sub-menu. 
Account Fit e 
The records in the Account File contain information (fields) 
related to the system usage and other accounting features. The sys-
tem is designed to accept up to (30) records (this can be changed by 
a simple adjustment in the system programs). Each record in the 
account file is of size (105) characters and comprises the following: 
Characters 
6 
6 
6 
6 
16 
28 
7 
1 
2 
24 
Record Contents 
user code 
password 
last log-in data 
last log-in time 
up to four access time 
periods 
four applications time 
total used time 
black mark 
no. of log-in/day 
up to four applications 
Through the operating of the system manager interface, the system 
manager can create and maintain the account file as well as making 
an enquiry on the file. The following points should be considered 
when operating on the Account file. 
1. In the creation and the maintenance phases of the manager inter-
face, and while creating or updating the password, the keyed 
characters are not shown on the terminal. Therefore it is of 
importance to enter the password carefully .. 
2. In creating the access time period(s), the system manager enters· 
four characters for each time period. These four characters 
represent the start and the end working hours on the terminal. 
If for example the user is only allowed to work between 9.a.m. 
and 11 a.m. then the entered characters must be entered in the 
form (0911). 
3. In creating the authorised application(s), the system manager 
must enter six characters for each application. These charac-
ters must be the first six characters of the application name. 
As if the application name is called purchase ledger, then 
(PURCHA) is to be entered, and if it is called. stock control 
then (STOCKv) is to be entered. 
Profil e Fil e 
The Profile file consists of up to (30) records. This can also 
be changed by adjusting the system source programs. The number of 
the records which is to be created by the system manager must be the 
same as the number of the account records .that already created. 
The size of each profile record is (126) characters and consists of 
six characters representing the user code and up to twenty fields 
representing the authorised application programs. 
It is considered through designing this system, that the number 
of any application programs must not exceed 30 programs. Each program 
name consists of six characters. The first three characters are taken 
from the first three characters of the application name. The second 
three characters are an assigned number to the program in the range 
of 001-030. If for example, the number assigned to a payroll appli-
cation program is 10, then the program name in .the system will be 
(PAY010). 
In creating the user profile record the system manager must 
enter the programs of each application in ascending order according 
to the program number. And the sequence of the application programs 
entered must follow the same sequence of the authorised applications 
entered through creating the user account record. 
If a user is authorised to run the seventh and the tenth programs 
from the stock control package and the first and the ninth from the 
payroll package, then the following example will clarify the above 
discussion. 
Example: 
If the entered appl ications in the account record for the above 
user were in the following sequence: 
STOCKvPAYROL 
then the entered programs while creating the Profile file must be as 
follows: 
STfil007 
STfil010 
PAY001 
PAY009 
System log file 
The records of this file are created while the user is in dialogue 
with his interface. The size of each record is 60 characters consis-
ting of the following: 
Characters 
6 
2 
6 
6 
32 
Field contents 
user code 
event (transaction) type 
event time 
event date 
event commentary 
Other files (report files) also exist in the system's database. 
The records of these files are only created when the enquiry dialogue 
is requested. These files are exactly the image of the reports produced 
on the terminal when the interrogation of the system database files 
occurs (Account, Profile, System log). The system manager can delete 
some or all of the fi'lerecords or he can spool them for documentation 
purposes. The main structure of these records (see Appendix B) con-
sists of the heading and the requested information. 
The first file is called the event-frequency report. This file 
contains a statistic on the occurrence of each event in the System log 
file for each of the system users. The record size·of this file is 
(62) characters. The second file is called the event-enquiry-report 
(record size is equal to ten characters). This file contains informa-
tion about a certain event for all the users. Both files records 
are created through the interrogation of part or all of the System 
log file. 
The remaining report files are (a) the account-report (59 charac-
ters) (b) the profile-report (46 characters). These two reports 
contain information about the data existing in the account and the 
profile files respectively. 
3. Other Programs. 
The system package programs include three programs in addition 
to the dialogue programs which are mentioned elsewhere in the thesis. 
These programs are: 
1. The call program. 
2. The create-update security record program. 
3. The sort program. 
Ca 11 Program 
This program is one of the most important programs in the system. 
This program is responsible to call any application's program. There-
fore the call program is capable of calling up to 150 programs, since 
we considered that the system can deal with up to five applications 
and each application might have up to thirty programs. 
This program is to function between the user interface and the 
application programs. It uses a data name in the user interface pro-
gram which represents the program name to call that program from any 
application. The system manager must update the source program once 
a new application package is installed in the company. The source 
program is written, using five dummy data and paragraph names. Each 
dummy element represents the first three characters of the application 
name. Therefore the system manager must update the source program by 
using a certain Editor command to change any dummy data or paragraph 
name with the first three characters of the application name. At the 
same time the system manager must re-name the application programs 
and change any "STOP RUN" to "EXIT PROGRAM". 
The call program wasnol designed to be separate from the user 
interface program since the call program is likely to be machine depen-
dent. . 
Create-Update Security Record Program 
This program is used by the system manager to create or update 
the security record. The security record is a record of size 21 
characters consisting of (a) the security manager code, (b) the pass-
word and (c) the black mark field. This program is used only once to 
create the security record. It can be used any number of times when-
ever the system manager wishes to change his security code or his 
password or to update the status of the black mark field. 
The main target of this program is to create a record which is 
to be kept as an authentication procedure for the system's user 
(must be the system manager) whenever the system manager interface 
starts to operate. 
Sort Program 
This program is used when a request is made to run the enquiry 
dialogue. The program is called through the system manager interface 
to sort the System log file. The sort of this file by the sort program 
is made in ascending sequence according to (a) the user code, (b) the 
event type and (c) the event date. This program is useful to make the 
interrogation of the System log file easy and simple. 
The total list of these three programs are shown in Appendix C. 
Finally, these instructions to the system manager should be under 
restricted access, made available only to personnel or appropriate 
authority level. 
IMPORTANT 
I~ THE COPYRIGHT FORM*I' 
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APPENDIX B 
SYSTEM TEST RESULTS 
.. 
DO l'Oll WANT TO C~ANGE I'OUR PAS5/JORD ~ 11 
Ll1UGHBllROUGIf UIIII'EIISI TI' OF TECHNOLOGI' 
ConPUTER STUDIES C'EPARTnENT 
-------------------------------------
28/04/81 
15;O~ 
ENTER CHOICE: 1 
s\'snn nANAGEII I NTERFtlCE 
THE FUNCTI,1N tl\'AILtlBLf ARE:: 
1- C,tlTA-BASf CREATIOII. 
2- C'ATA-BASE nAINTEIIAIICE. 
]- EIIQU I RI'. 
4- END. 
LOUt1HBllROUGIf UNlI'fllS I TI' OF TfCHNOLOGI' 
CM/PUTfR ST(I[)ffS DEPtlHnfNT 
**.f.·;f,·*~:f..· .. ·***:u:**.f: ... · ... · ... ·*f..·* ... ·* . f:.f: . f,* ... ·.f: ... ·*****'" 
2S/ft41S1 
1S:ft2 
SI',TEI1 nANAGER CRftlT ION f>I AL 06 
TIfE FUNCTION RI'RILABLE ARE: 
11 CREATf nENU RECORDS 
21 CllfATE PROFILf RfCORC'S 
21 CREtlTE tlCCOUNT RfCORDS 
41 END OF lOB 
EIITER CIfOICE: 1 
1I0TE: 
1- CHECK A/lI' DtlTA EIITRI' 8EFOR PRESSING RETURN. 
2- IF 110 HaRE EIITRI', PRESS RETURN. 
EIITER IItlNE OF tlPPLlCtlTION FOLLOWED BI' THE WORD nENU. 
UP TO TH/RTI' CHtlRACTERS TO BE ElITERED: PAI'ROL HEIIU 
EIITER FIRST CATEGOIII' III /'tENU. 
UP TO TWEIITI' CHARACTERS TO BE ENTEREll: PAl'. FIRST CAT. 
EIITER UP TO FllURTI' CHARACTERS FOR THE FOLLOillllG EI/TRI'. 
EIITER FIRST TRANSACTI Oil IN THIS ;:UB nEII(I: ,tlfW. TRAil. 
EIITER SECOND TRANSACTfOIl IN THIS sue NEIIU: PAl'. TRAil. 
ENTER THIRD TPAII5ACTfON III T HIS SUB /'tf/W: PRY. TRAN. 
E/lTEII FOURTH TRANSACTION III THIS SU8 nEIIU: PAY. TRAN. 
EIITER LAST TRANSACTION IN THIS ;:ue nEN(I: PAY. TRAN. 
EIITER 5ECONC' CATEGORI' IN nENU. 
81 
1:.12 
DJ 
84 
OS 
liP TO HIENTI' CHARAC TERS TO BE ENTEIIED: PAY. >fCOND CAT, 
EIITER UP TO FOUI/TI' CHARACTERS FOR THE FOLLOWING ENTRI'. 
ENTER F1 RST TIi'AN51lCTI 011 III THIS 5ue nEN(I: PAl'. TIIAN. l16 
EIITER StCONC, TRRNSIlCTIOII III THIS ;:ue I1EIIU' PAl'. TRIlN. O? 
Ell TEll TH I RC, TIIRN5AC T! (Ill IN THIS ;:US liE NU; PA~'. TF'AN, 8S 
£IITEII FOURTH TRRNSACT! ON III THIS ,:UB IIEII(I: Pili', TRIlN. 09 
£IITEP LAST TPRNSA8TION IN THIS SUS 1'IEII(I; PilI', TRIlII 10 
EIITER THIRD CIlTEG(lRI' III NEII(I, 
UP Te mEI/H' (HR,'IlCTER5 Tl1 BE ENTERED: 
DO 1'0[1 IJflNT TO ENTER RNOTHER I1EN(I ',' I' 
£NTfP. NAl'lf OF APPLICATIOII FOLLOWfD 8" THE w,lRD 1'1£11(1. 
UP TO THIRH' CHARACTERS TO 8E £IITER£D: STOCK I'IfllU 
£NT£R FIRST CATEGOR,' IN I1EN(I. 
UP TO TIIENH' CHARACTERS TO 8E £IITER£D: STK. FIRST CAT, 
£NTER UP TO Ft1URH' CHARACTERS FOR THE FOllOllIIlG Ell rR I', 
£NTER FIRST TRAII,IlCTIOII III THIS S(l8 11[11(/: srlf. TRAil, 81 
£NTER 5ECOIID rRAII51lCrIOII III rHIS SU8 I1EII(I: 
DO 1'0(1 IIAllr ro ENrER AIIOrH[R I1EIIU ? 11 
£ND OF FUlle TI ON 1 
LOUGHBOROUGH UIIII'HSI H' OF r£CHIIOLOGI' 
conpurER STUDIES DEPfiRrnEIIT 
**** .. · ....... · .. ·* ..... ·.".·.·:f:**4o·* .. ''*** .. ·*.f:.f: .. ·*****.f: ... · •....... 
SI'H£N I1fiIlAG£R UEfi TI 011 [)[ fiLM 
£NT£R CHDIC£: 2 
NOT£: 
THE FUIICrIt111 MRILIl8LE IlRE: 
1) CREAr£ nEIIU R£Ct1f:'DS 
2) CREArE PROFILE RECORDS 
J) CREArE ACCO(lllr RECORDS 
4) EIII> OF J08 
1- CHECK IlNI' DA rll ENrRI' 8£FOR PRESS I IIG ,'[TURN, 
2- IF NO I10RE £lIrR,', PRESS RETURN, 
DO I'OU KNOll HOII TO [NrER rHE I NFORnATI ON ? N 
1) SIX CHARACTtRS TO 8[ ENT[RED FOR USER CODE, 
2> UP ro rUENrI' PRt1GRAn ENrRIES, 
£ACH £IIrRI' IS OF SIX CHARlleT£RS, 
rHE FIRsr THR"£ CHARAcrHS AR[ THE FlRsr 
. rHR££ L£Tr£RS OF rHE APPLlCArION IIAn[, 
rHE LAsr rHREf CHI1RI1CrERS I1Rf THE PROGRAn IIUI'IBER, 
J> A SPI1Cf EIITRI' TEp.HINArE rHE ENrRI', 
fllTfR USER CODf: (/,RO,19 
£IITfR THE FII1Sr PI10GRAn: PIlI',11£ 
fNTER rHE NEIIT PROGRAI1: PR'r't124 
fllTtR THf NEXT PROGRAn: PfW029 
ENTfR THf IIEXT PROGRI1I'1: srOOO4 
ENTER THf IIEXT PROGRAI'I: STO,1,15 
ENTfR rHf NExr PROGRAI'I: STOOD. 
£NTeR rHf NExr PROGRI1I'1: STOOH 
fNTER rH£ NEgr PROGI1AIt: STt1,;U2 
filTER THf NExr PROGRAI1: 5TOl:.11.1 
ENTER rHf NEXT PI'OGRAI1: 5rOO14 
fNTER rHf N[Y-r PROGRAIf: srO,11. 
ENTER rHf NEY-r PROGRAI1.' STOt121 
ENTfIl rHE NExr PROGRAH: 5r0022 
EIITER rHf NEXT PROGI/AI'I: ST0026 
EIITfll rHf NEgT PI<OGRAIf: STOl129 
ENTER rHf NExr PROGRAI'1: 
28(04(S1 
15:11 
oa \'0[1 IIANT TO eNTeR RNOTHeR RECORt> ? \' 
DO \'0[1 KNOll HOII TO ENTER THE INF,1RI1RTlON 
ENTER [lSE:l1 CODE: [lSR018 
ENTER THE FIRST PROGRAI'I: ~TOO'l1 
ENTER THe Nn:T PROGRRI1: STOOO6 
ENTER THE NEiiT I'ROGRRN: 5TOt126 
ENTER THE NEXT PROGRRH: 5 TOtUtl 
ENTER THE NEIIT PROGRRI1: 
DO \'0[1 IIRNT TO eNTER RNOTHER RECORt> ? N 
END OF FlINe Tl ON 2 
? \' 
LWGHElOROUGH UIII\'ER5I n' OF TECHNOLOGI' 
conpUTeR STl/MES DEPARTl1ellT 
.. · ... · .... .f,·**·.t:·.:**·.f,·**·** .... ****** .. : ... *· .. ·.f<· ... ·**** .. ·**'*' ..... 
ENTER CHOICE: :1 
NOTE: 
SVSTEn nRNRGER CRERTION t>IRLOG 
THE FUNCTION AI'AILAElLE RRE: 
1) CRE:RTE nEIIU RECORC>S 
2) CRERTE PROFILE RECORDS 
J) CREATE RCCOUNT RECORDS 
4) END OF J06 
1- CHECK ANY t>ATA ENTR\' ElEFOR PRESSIIIG RETLtRII, 
2- IF NO 110RE ENTRY, PRESS RETURN, 
DO \'OU KNOll HOII TO ENTER THE INFORI1ATIOII ? 11 
1) 5111 CHRRACTI,RS TO f;E ENTERED F,1;: USER CODE, 
2) UP TO SIll CHRRACTERS Tt1 6E fllTtREf, FOR THE PASSIIORD, 
s) UP TO FOUR GROUP TO ElE ENTERED FOR THE T IIIE F'ERI Of,!: 
28/84181. 
1.5:18 
ERCH GR<1lIP CONSIST OF TIIO CHRRACTERS FOR THE STAH TIIlt 
AND TWO CHARRCTERS FOR THE EIID TInE 
4) THREE CHARACTERS TO 8E ENTERED FOR THE T1I1E LInIT,' 
5) UP TO F<1lIR GROUP TO ElE ENTERED FOR THE APPLICATIONS 
EACH GROUP COIISIST OF THe FIRST 5111 CHRRACTERS OF THE 
APPLICRTION NRHE. 
ENTER USER CODE: USRtlt19 
ENTER PRSSIIOIIC': 
ENTER TInE PERIODS: 1)924 
ENTER TIHE LII1IT: 999 
ENTER RPPLICRTIOIl5: PRI'ROL,roCK 
£)0 \'OU WRNT TO ENTER RNOTHER RECO~'D ? \' 
DO \'0[1 KNOll HOII TO EIITER THE INFOF::I1ATIOII ? V 
ENTER USER CODE: USR010 
ENTER PASSIIORD: 
ENTER TIIIE PfRIOI)S: 0924 
ENTER TINE LII1IT: 999 
EIITER APPLICATIONS: STOCK 
DO I'OU I/RNT TO ENTER RIIOTHER REC,1RC> '? 1'1 
END OF FUNCTION] 
ENTER CHOICE: 4 
28/04/81 
15:21 
ENTER CHOICE: 4 
OK, 
Lt1tIGHBOROUGH UNII'E:RSI ri' OF TECHlIOWGI' 
COttPUTER STUDIES PEF'ARTI1EIIT 
.·~''''·*'''·*''·'''·.,fO''·*Jf;''·;f:'''·'''·'''·'''·*.·*'''·*'''·'''·'''·'''·'''·*.*'' ........ : .... 
SI'STEI1 I1AIIAGER CRERT!l1ll HALM 
THE F(fIlCrrON AI'RILR8LE ARE: 
1) CREATE 11[IIU RECORDS 
2) CREATE PROFILE RECORDS 
1) CREATE ACCOUIIT RECORe,s 
4) EIID OF JOB 
. 
2S/.,41S1 
15:21 
LOUGHBOR(lUGH UlIlI'E:RSIrI' OF TECHIIOLOGI' 
COI1F'UTER STUD! ES DEF'ARTI1ENT 
SI'STEI1 I1RIIAGER IIITERFRCE 
THE FUIICTIOII RI'RILABLE RRE: 
1- DATR-BASE CRERTIOII. 
2- DR TR-BRSE nAIIITEIIAIICE. 
]- ENQl/I RI'. 
4- EIID. 
PAI'POt /'/[N(I F'A~'. FlRST CIlr. 01.- Pili'. 82- NW TlIIIN. 02 n:~AN. 01 
04- PRI'. T~RN. 84 t11- F'H~f. T~III1. Ill. ~5 85- F'A\', TRIIII. PAI'ROL /'/fN(I PAl'. S[CI1N~ CIlT. (;17'- PAl'. TFlflN. 07 86- PAl'. TRAil. 06 
,19- Nil'. TFlIIII. M tlS- F'R\', TRfllI. OS 10 10- Nil'. rRIIN. PAI'POt /'/[N(I PIIV. THIR~ CIlT. 12- PAl'. TFlflN. 12 11 - Pili'. TRfllI. 11. 
14- PIIV. TRfllI. 14 11- F'A\'. TRfllI. i]: 15 15- Pili'. TRIIII. 
Pfll'ROL /,/E:IIU Pfll'. I'I1(1RrH cllr. l. ;'- PfW. TIIIIN. a 16- NW. TRIIII. 16 
19- PRI'. TRflN. 19 t.8- Pili'. Tf'fllI. t.8 20 2tl- F'A\'. TRIIII. 
Pfll'ROL /'/E:N(I PflV. FlFTH CIIT. 22- PIIV. TRflN. 22 21.- PR\', Tf'IIIJ. 21 
24- Pili'. TFlAN. 24 21- PFH'. TRflN. 21-25 2S- Pili'. TRIIII. PIlI'ROL /,/E:NlI Pfll'. LRST CRT. 27- PR~I. TPIlN. 27' 26- PR\', TRIlN. 26 
29- PR\', TRflN. 29 28- PR)', TIIIlN. 28 10 J:O- Pili'. TRIIII. 
STOCK /,/E:NU STK. FlRSf CIIT. 01- STk'. TRIIN. 01 02- STK. TRAN. 02 tU- srr.:. TRAN. tU 1l4- STK. TRIIN. M 05- !:7n::. 1'111111. 115 
STOCK /,/E:IIU STK. S[CI1N~ cllr. /1(.- sn·. TRIIII. 86 07- STK. TFlAII. t17 ft8- sn::. TRAil. tlS 
1l9- STK. TRAil. M 10- STK'. TRRII. III 
STOCK /,/E:NU STK. THIR~ CIl r. 11- ST~·. rRRII. 11 1.2- STK. TRAN. 12 H- ST~·. TRRII. t]. 
14- STk'. TRAil. 14 t.5- STK. TRRII. 15 
STOC#':' /,/[IIU STK. FOURTH CRr. If.- sn·. TRIIII. If. 17- Sft<. TRIIN. 17 18- Hr. rRRN. 18 
19- STK. TFlRII. 19 28- STK. TnN. 20 
STOCK /,/E:NU STK. FIFTH CIIT. 21- STK. rRRN. 21 22- STK. TIIIIN. 22 2]:- srK. rRIIII. 2]: 
24- STK. TRIIN. N 25- STK·. TFlIIN. 25 
STOCK /,/E:NU STK. LIIST CRT. 26- STK. TFlIIN. 2f. 27- STK. TFlIIN. 27 2S- sn:. TMI/. 29 
29- STk.', TRRN. 29 ~8- sn:. TRIIII. 10 
SLIST (ISE:R-IIUTH-FILE: 
USIIO'lIPIII"l'lI001'01l1'OI'I",tllltll"l'l"0,ltltl'10"0M080001'000"00"0001'00000000"00000"00000001'" 
OI.:10tlOOOOtlOtlt1t11.:1i.:10tlOOOtJ0t1t1t10t1l1t1t1t1t10tltl0080tltlt1Ot.1tltl 
USRtl"2 PRI'O 01 tlOO" "" tl tlao" 00 0" t1 0 (1""0,,0"0 tlt1!1 t1 0 OM I; OM M 0 t1 t1 0 011"011 /1 ""MO DO,l 01100" 0 t1 t1 0 0 tl 
0000000000000000000000000000000000000800000008 
(ISRt101PRI'''ll1(100.,OOt1tl(101lll1'01'1l0''0,10,,0tl000''00OOOOOOI1000t1000,100(100,100000t18000,'001100t1 
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
USf;'Ot.14PR~I001000000J]00t1000tl0tl0t10(lt.l00BOOOt10tl('O0800flOOOt10t/(/tl00000tltlt100tlt10t"ltl0tltlOtlt100 
t100000000000000tl'(lOOOOOOOtlOOOOtlOOOOOOt10tlOOftOOOO 
US R 00 SPA ~'OO 1. 0 Otl 0 0 t1 0 00 0 0 0 tiO 00 t1 t1 t.iLl tlOt100tl0 0 0 0 t1 0 00 Ot18 00 [1 i1 [I 000 eo Ofttl t1 t1 t1 t1 (to t1 0 t1 i1 t1 0 t1 t1 Oll t1 0 
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
USROl16PA~'t."'01000000000t100t1&(tt10t1tl00(lt'1l1f'Ot"'OOftOOOftOOOOOOt100tltlOOtlOtltlOOOtltl08tlt1tfift100tlOO 
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000080 
USR 0" {PIII'" 0 1. Pili'" "2 PAl'" ,U PAl' 0116 PII 1'(1" ,PRI' 0 t1 r. r- 11 1"'1.1 P A 1'('1;: PA 1'01 J PR 1'0 J. (. PR 1'0 J. ,p fj 1'('1 SS r 
OOOfST0006STOOffSTOOf65T002fST0026008000BOOOOO 
USR OOSPRI'OO 1 PIII'a 02 PAy",16PA I' O,17PII 1"'1 1 Pili' 0 1 2 F'AY" 1 6PA 1'0 1 ,PAl' 1121 S TO 0 0 f S T" ,1 025 1'''011 5 S r 
00065T00255T0830000000000000000000000888000000 
USRLll'9PH~·Ol6'PA\o·024F'R~·tl29STOtl04STOtltl$SrQOtl[:STOtH.1.STO£t12STt.1011ST0014SrOEtJ6Sr002fST 
l10225T0026STl10290tl0tli;108t100000001.:1000tltlt1tlt1tlftt'hlt.l0 
USROfOSTOOOlSTOtl06STOt.12e7STt1iilOtltltltltltl(ttltliitl0t.1tltltlftOttftftOOfltTOOOlTtltltltlOOOOOOtlt1t1tlt'Ot"tt'llOt"t 
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOt.l0000('Otl0000000000eOt1tltl0tltlftOOtltl 
SLIST (IS[~-RCCT-FILf: 
USROOfPASS01Sf042~ll24100924 
OPIII'ROL 
USR002PA5502S10428f~2210091J1420 . 
1.PIII'ROL 
USROO]PASSOJS104 2 7112410091214162021 
ONH'R,lL 
USR004PASS040000000000000910 
OPIII'ROL 
USR005PASS058104271J24108922 
,lPIII'ROL 
USR006PRSS068104271324100924 
"STOCK 
USROO?PRSSO~S104271]24100924 
ON/I'POL STl1'~k' 
USPOOSPASSOSS104271;Z4100924 
llPR~''''L'LSTt.1C/( 
USROO?F'ASS09S104271J24100924 
llPfWROLSTOCK 
tlSROl OPRSSl 08104 '2 71 ]241 00924 
OS Tll("K 
0000000000000000000000000000000000099910 
t1 l'l tlil tit1 tlt1 t1 tllT t1 it t1 (t titl flllt"ttl0 t1 lo' tl t1 tl BtU 1 t1 tl0 tl 0 1 (I tl 0 
tl00t10tlt10000t1t100t1t1t1t1t1t10000t1t10tl000t1t1t199900 
tlt1000000000000000000000t10tl0000t1t100099900 
tlOOOOOOOOOOOOt)tlt1t1tTt.1tl0000tlt1t100000tTt)t1999tl0 
..... • ... · ... · ... ·;#.·CIk"'· ... ·•• ..... ·... ••· ....... · .. ·".·I/Io· ... · ..... · .. iI<i.·JI.: .... • .. ••• .. ·.·A· .. ·a:.' .. :..:"' ... · ... ·
FIllSrTERMINP.L "J.' L(IUtif-iflJ~'IWdH UNIL'F:P.SI p.' OF TECHNOLOIW ." 
* l'lW,'UIEP SrtlMF.S N::PIiF.'TIlF:Nr * 
.... ue.-Nl:"Ff-L O.'F;:_~ r,iHi.06UF: FOR ... . 
... t't.I"iNE~t'IRL RPF'I.!CArlflN~ ... . 
......... ' ••.••..••• ' ............... .f, .... '................................................... '..... : ............. ;. ............ : .... . 
ENT£,..' LlSff.: flll.if: USRt.M~ 
TINE' L I11IT EXCfI=:C,Ef,. .. SE'F. SI'srF:f1 NIiNfI,;F:F: . 
..,.. ".-.• " .+-.• -.'#,'II .. ~, •• ' ......... 0; ....... ::f."..;,' ................... :A .. • ;;a' .................... ' A· ... ·"'· ...... ·... · Ji,. ...... -IA"~' ik 
•. LOOotJf·I..)/t>'I.'Ul~H UNIt'F.PS! rv OF TF.tHNtlf./.llW Ii.' 
",. t'OI·lj-'Urt-p .,Tt.m, F.S r,fpfip rl1F.N r .... 
". ce-'''ie"';'';L lI~F.A.':; r,rft/.n/TUF. Fljf~ ;j,' 
•. {'l.l;'*~·j:fl;1i. RPP,JCRi!i1N.o::. 1#..' 
•• -..... ' .. ' ..... 'fo' .#-............... :.,."" ...... :., ...... ..., 'a· .... ·,..·"'· .... · .... ""·,..·"..· .. · .. · .. · .. · .... · .. ·""· .. · .. · .. · "'IN .......... ,.,. 
£NTf:.P f..I5c·j.' COLil--: LlSRt.1i:.19 
£NTff,;' ~'(.WR PASSMI..1pr,: 
ENTH' NAI1F. OF IiI'PLfCflTrt1N: I'AI'ROI. 
LAST Lt1(HN OJ"-I: 27.0.=.:81. Rr lJ.:£,.t:!tl 
frO r'(iO KNO/lI ~II-i 1 CH pPoriF.'RN rt.i USE ? N 
L. (I. r. CIJI1I'I.ITF.F: SruMF.';; r,F:I'IiPTI1F.Nr 
.... · .. ' .. ·..,;.·,.,,.,· .... ·JI<:A· .......... '~:..,.:.,..·)O.· .. ·J/I.: .... 'k ... ·~:IN .... ·:.,· .. ·)o'·:» .... ·iA· .. · .. ·~,.,' ... • 
......... r,; ;.i1-j,!-·~I: r i 0"1 fifNi.l .... · .. · 
j.!f.i t'; liL i-1f- ,"'ij 
l'l- I-'~I'. 
('2- ,.',,"~I. 
r''';\-'. 
""'f'LP. 
r;~N 
r'·FN. 
r':'~N t,.l-
(,4-
05-
(tt-'-
fNn;p ("~I..i1Ct:.-: 05 
f:HANliF. AF'Pf.!eRT!I1N. 
1.F.r1i.'F ~~f • .;rFi1. 
E'NTE,' N~"'F. llF APPLICIlTION' STOCK 
Lft51" L06th ON: 2?,{).:l·S1. AT L~·;'.:l:.1Jl 
e,o ~'OLI ~:'N(lU f..iH 1 UoJ F'f.'.'Ji'iFi'At1 Tt, LlSF. ? N 
2S/~.J4/81 
!.5: 5,~ 
L u. r l;t1/'rPl.lTFP ~TutllF.~ f-F.PHF:TflF.NT 
.... ' ... ..,.. "... ......................... ,.,: JI.'.'#.: .. ' .,...,., :1, ..... "'. "'/k 11; lA· .... :.,..·:.,·:.,· :"'JI.' A· .. · ... • A· .. · 
"" .. ,.HRIN 
5· fI:'I/ .. ~f 
NFfvU ... ·· ... · 
I'F~tl 
1.. Sn:·. F I': ~ r t'~ r. 
2. Sri:'. SFfI.iNf, (RT. 
~'. STJ:·. TH!Pf, CAT. 
4. ST?". F.ll1l'ri/ tAr. 
;. srr.:. F!pifl fHT. 
e:. sri:'. LAST (HT. 
? HEtP, 
S. CHANIlF: Ilf'P/.! '~Il T I IW 
~. LF.RVF. S.ISTFll 
2~/t14/SJ. 
15: 5.~ 
... ·~·.."'JI ...... .f,·:'<"J~ ... 'kA· .... ·A·~· .... :A·.· ..... ·lfo.·,,,.·.,..''''·''''·A·JA·.-.· ... · .. ·~: .. ' .... · ... • .... • .. ·"'·A·:.,· .. ·A.IA.JI..A ... 
".. LOU&"'81.)j·'IJUI~H ilNJi,IF.F' .... :/nl 1)(: iF.CfmOI.I)lJ!,' "" . 
• '10' CU{4Fi..lrt"i"· .':;Tiir,!F.~ {,FPA;·TIIF:UT ..... 
..... tif,..fFH U~FF.'.':; r,IRl.Ill;liF ""1f..' '* 
.... Cl)t'i/~rJ.-t'IRI. HPF'/.U"Hrrl.~NS ... 
.... :+ .t'..,. ............. Jj>' .... ..,. ...... f. .... "')0.' , ............... lA' .. • .. • JI.' "'.:., ..... M",: A'A' ... ·A· ... • A' A' ...... ·A· .. · JI. ..... JI.' 
SECONO-rrRMINRL 
•.•. ** •. .,****.f>*** ........ *** .... * •.•. *** ............. ., ............. **' .. *** 
.. LOUGHSllRDl/GH UNH'ERSITY OF' TECHNOLOGI' .. 
.. CtlHPUTER SW{)IES DfPARTl'lfNT .. 
.. GfNfRAL USfRS DIALOGUf F'OR .. 
.. COl1l1ERCIAL APPLICATIONS .. 
• *JIt$.""','** ....... I<II>.*** •. **** ........ **** •.•. * .................... *** 
ENTER USER CODE: U5RiliJ .. 
I1I,5 USAG£' OF TilE SV5Tcrf ... SEE ~\'srEI'I I'IANAGER . 
••.•. ,fo:*** ................ '''' • .f: ..................... ** .... .f; ... :f,.** •. ..... * .......... .,._ 
.. LOUGHBOROUGH UNH'ERSI n' OF' TECHIIOLOGI' .. 
.. COHPUTEI': SWHfS DCF'ARTI'IElIT .. 
.. GfNERilL USERS DIRLOGUf F'OR .. 
.. COHMfRCIflL APPLICATIOIIS •. 
*** ... ,* •. * ......... "' ......... :* •. ** ... * ......... :* ... **** ....... ; ......... ** ........... :f: : 
ENTER USER CODE: U5RiJ10 
ENTER I'WR PflSSlIO~{): 
DO I'OU lIAHT TO CHANGE I'OUR PASSWORD ? N 
ENTfR HAME OF' APPLICATION: STOCK 
fiRE \'DU SlI/« OF' THE flPPLICATIOII NfllIE ? '( 
LflST LOGIII OH: 27:iJ4:81 fiT 1$:24:18 
00 I'OU KNOll UH I CH nOGRfllf TO USE ? ~ 
EIITEII Tf<f FR06f:1AIt R(Gt/IIl"O' 5Tooe. 
~/,-/"/ '.. 
L. l/. T. COI/PllTER SWDIE5 {)EI'ARTIIEIIT 
.,,* ... **** .... ...,*** .......... *** ..... ***** ... ****** 
''"'.''.-;- fn:t;,;~~." ' ... "'".. 
1 ~ ? ~ , 6 7 ~ ~ 
:,~;- I;;: ;1 .. ',', 
Sil:O( fJ!r::~J(1 
2S/t1a/~'f 
16 :<11 
0') ;'!I]f.i :'J~". r iD ;'iJ'. ':'.A~I; Y' .. ':;' j:,;.(o/:j;':·i111 ! N tl.:;'i.'F:.'i": N;··:'U CO; r: (i·V·'I,' 
00 "OU KNQW /.Ill/CH p",.'t;r',~/I m (1,:[.' N 
L U r '~'~or,lp'l~T;' ';':Y'flt,r:,:"' f.1'·:·~·,:.:T.·,1~Nr 
.",.:",;:; , .... ~* 't:~.:;.~.Jt> ,~:.~.i·.t;:I:~ '~';:.-I,"~ ~'::.+. .,.;:. , ..... >;.:.,.:01. . . ;. ,+.. 
. +.~. T.~;:N'!':'C T t !~.'i l';[;.'.JLh':+.· 
STeel(' 1ii"i~1 
•. 11-
;:;.-
0:-
,j4-
1:;.5-
h> 
1];- •. 
95 
STI( r;:,;,v .}1 
Sj~" r;'.':'~J. t.'1,:~ 
ST<-' rf-~··J. 2; 
~7' ~" fF'':'U ,:1 
."" ... / .. 
CHANGE RPPl.lCAiI Otl 
L E/lVf Sy,1F1I 
RU'J ~JP' --i::i..? ,;;"ILE n ·!!; .... if:.'. 
(;I.J ~!I.iIi ;,;''in: ;yi-/lt"H F;'\iG;:'':','·j n't U~:~ ;.. N 
Z":::·Vf:'+,,!M . 
H~: (t.:.~ 
L V r .~Ci:·I;{lrf'" 5P)i)tES t·r::';:f'i","tENi 
~: 1o~, ... ' ...... .-.,: .... : .... ";.+. of'.'" .,; I . • :;".,:,;: ,"'';' </-. ;:"l: ..... :.1 ..... ·":,.:.1:" 
,~,:~ r~,'1(SACTI0'" MfJIJU;:·"': 
,r,'CK 11[1'1<.1 
D!- STk ~~~ 01 1),,- ST~ TR~~ 96 
"> srK TR~H 26 
.!J - HI< TR~/J 11' 
,':'- flflP 
"0- CIIII/lfdi ~PPLlCA"'IOlJ 
<7- LfAVE sy,TfH 
ENTER CfWfCE; 61. 
~',~'/i!4.··t;! 
11:>(:2 
L. U. T. COHP(lTER ST(lDIES DEPARTH£NT 
•• .f;* ........ ******.f:,f. .......... ,f. ................................... ** ...  
'1,-.,.;.- ST0001 'II''''¥ 
';TO'~ I'tEN(I 
28It14/$! 
16:83 
!.~:'4S'; 
Eht· ,j~ PI:1. 
~.!) Ye{' ~i;~. T 
7 S ,~ 
L. U. T. COl'tP(lT£R STLtDI£S D£PflRTH£NT 
.************ •. **** ..................... ***** ... **** 
**." $'j':":2.~ ·,.."t·\I,' 
sru'~~:' :·.'E',.,.} 28It14/$1 16:8>4 
! 2 ~ 4 5 ~ 7 ~ q 
~~.~) :;; ;:::"0' 
DC 'r'Du i .• ~,.T TI.? ,Cl)'" "\07H£,;' F':'/lt;;~11 /:./ (:~,'f·;-r.':; MPF~If.';PDN~'N 
L. U. T. COI1PVT£R ST(If)IES DfPflRTl'tfNT 
****** ........ ** ......... .f;.f:** .................... " ............. ,f. ..... ** .... . 
"~o"Ns"rrON I'tENlI,'· 
,-C;:K /'/£NlI 
I.~!- :-ifo' ~::; .. ,. ; •• 
t~;: - 'i '7" I(, :·,:·.~l " /1!"~ 
j!:!:- 5T!t' T.;'C,."!. ~~.t: 
if~- 5r~.. 7";;'':''·,'' ;:1:: 
e~- ~~I_; 
.6- CflfllIGE APPLICATION 
.7- LfllYf 5YSWrr 
28/84/81 
16:iJ" 
fllTfR cl-lora; e7 
..... *** ............ '**** ......... ********<t: ......... .., ... ',f; ... ,...f .. " .. jf: ........... .. 
.. LOOGHBORO(lGH (INCI'E:RSIT,' OF TECHNOLOG,' " 
.. COHP(lTE:R ST(lI>IE:S O£PARTI'tfNT " 
.. a£NE:RAL (lSE:RS 1>1 flWGVE: FOR " 
.. COI1HERCIAL flPPLICRTIONS " 
* ... · ..... ****4 ... · .. · ... · •. 1:* .. ·*4: .. · .. · ... ·*** .. ·.,.· ... · ... ' ..... : ... * .. ·"'.f.." .. **, .. ,f: 
E:NT£R 05fR CODE: E:NDJ08 . 
...... ,fI********.f:f: .... **** ........... ,f:.f:.f.: .................... : ........ .f: ........... ,f:** .... ,f.: ...... .
• LO(lGHBOROVGH (/NCI'£R5I r;' OF T£CHNOLOG,' " 
.. COI1P(lTE:R STUMfS DfPARTI1E:NT " 
.. GfN£RflL (15£1<5 DIAL OaVE: FOR " 1mRDTERMINf\L 
.. COIl11£RC I flL APF'LI CA T IONS " 
***** ............ .f:**.f:f:,f..,f. ..... #:** ........ .f:.f:f: ..................... ,f..** ....... ":.f ................. -,f: 
ENTE:R USER CODf: USR09! 
BLACK I'tflR~· . .. 5E:£ ~"STEI1 I'tAIIRGE:R. 
**** .... ,f: ................. .,.' ............. '*** .... ,,:* ...... : .... .f:.f: ........ ** .... .f: ........ * ...............  
.. LO(lGHBl1RO(1GH VNH'fRSI r;' OF TE:CHNOLOa\' " 
.. COI1F'l1TfR STUDI£S r,£F'ARTI't£NT " 
.. G£/lE:RRL (15£RS I>IALllGUE: FOR " 
.. conHERe I flL RPPLI CA TI llNS •. 
*** ...... .f;l#I .... :fi .............. '**.f: ... ' ... *** ... '#, .... .f:** .... .f; . ., ........ .f. .... '.f< ............. , .. "' .......... . 
ENTE:R USER CODE: USR005 
ENTE:R YOUR PflSSlia~·&· 
ENTER YOUR PRSS"OR~: 
ENTER YOUR PRSS"OR~: 
"'RONG PRSSI/ORD .•• SEE SYSTEn /'IANRGER . 
••• ** ............ ** .... *** ................................. ,f .. *** .............. ** ...... ** 
.. LOllGHflOROllGH UNH'ERSITI' Of' TECHNOLOGI' " 
.. COHPUTER STU~IES PEPRRTnENT " 
.. GENERAL lISERS PI RLt1GUE FOR ., 
,. COHHERCIRL RPPLICRTIONS * 
***** ... · ... · ... · •• ·.·;f.'**.u' ... · ... ·.·*******¥ ••• ·** ... ·**.·,u;._ •• 
ENTER USER CODE: USR087. 
ENTER 1'l1UR PRSS"Oft>: 
DO YOU WANT TO CHRNGE I'OUR PilSSIJORD ? N 
ENTER NAHE OF RPPLICATION: STOCK 
RRE I'OU SURE Of' THE RPPLICATION NR/'IE ? N 
ENTER NAf1E OF APPLICATION: PAYROL 
ARE l'Oll SURE OF THE APPLIl:RTION NAI'1E ? I' 
LAST LOGIN ON: 27:84:81 RT 11:24:18 
DD I'OU KIIOII WHICft PROGRRI'1 TO llSE ? N 
L. U. T. COI'1PlITER STlIDIES DEPRRTI'1ENT 
****111*** ... ·**** ... ·•· .... · ... ·, ... ***., .. * .... ·* .. ·•· ...... ·*** 
EIITER CHOICE: 2 
**HRIN HElIlI** 
PAI'ROL HElIlI 
1. PRY. FIRST CRT. 
2. PRY. SECOIlt> CRT. 
3. PAl'. THIRD CRT. 
4. PAY. FOURTH CAT. 
S. HELP. 
O. CHRNGE RPPLICRTION. 
7. LERI'E SYSTEI1. 
28/84/81 
11>:87 
L. 1I. T. COI'1PUTER ST(lHES C'JEPRRTI'1ENT 
................. ******* .............. ** .... **.t: ........ **** .... .f; .... ** 
*"_SUB I1ElIlI*"" 
PRI'ROL /'IENU 
86- PRI'. TRAil. B6 
87- PRY. TRRII. 117 
es- PAl'. TRRN. OS 
Il - RETURN TO THE HRIN I1ENlI. 
ENTER CHOICE: Il 
00 l'Oll KNOW IIHICft PROGRAI'1 TO lISE ? 11 
28/t14181 
10:87 
L. (I. T. COI'IPlITfR STlIDIES t>EPflRTI'I£IIT 
ENTER CHOICE: 7 
*** .... ** ........... **** .... * •. **~:** ........ *,f.'*:f..**,f: .. : .... *.f.. 
"'HRIII HElIlI". 
PRI'ROL HENlI 
1. PRY. FIRST CRT. 
2. PRI'. SECOIIl> CRT. 
3. PRI'. THIRD CRT. 
4. PRY. I'lWR TH CA T. 
5. HELP. 
•. CHRIIGE RPPLlCRTIOII. 
7. LERI'E SI'HEn. 
28/04/:::1 
16:t18 
*** ... ** .. ' ... **** ....... * ........... * ........ **** .. : ..................... ** ... ***.f. ..... * .......  
" LO(IGHBORllllGH UNII'ERSITI' OF TECHNOLOGI' * 
" COI1PUTER STUDIES C'EPARTI1ENT * 
" GENERAL USERS DI ALl1G(I[ FOR • 
" COI1l/[RCIAL APPLICATIONS • 
~:** ... **** .... * ... * .... ,f.** ..... :,f.* ... ' ... ,f. ..... ,* ........... *** •. *** .......... **** 
ENT[R USER CODE: [NO JOB 
FOlLRiH TE"RM!NflL 
,f..,f. • * ............ .f.' ..... ' ........ -... ,f.: ... ,f'f...*,f ... ' ..... ' .. ' ... *.f:.f::.f;,f: ....... *.:,f: ... ' ...... '*** 
" LOUGHBOROUGH UNII'nSITI' OF T[CHNOLOGI' • 
" COI1PUT[R STUDI [;7 C'EPRRTI1[IIT ,. 
'" GEN[RAL US[RS DIALOGUE: FOR ,. 
'" COI111[RCIAL APPLICATIONS • 
... :*'.,..:fr** ..... Jf..,f.  .f:Jf.: ... ' ....... :fI.f..** ............. '., .. ' ..... : .. : ... * ............. **.:.:*.f.' ... ' ..... ' ... 
[NT[R USER CODE: USRt3t"!z 
........ ***** ................ **.:* ... *** ..... -* ....... : ..... ,.,~,* .... .f .. ,f:.,.1. .... **,f ... . 
'" Ll1llGHBOROUGH UNII'tEITI' OF T[CHNOLOGI' ,. 
" COHPIJT[R SWDI[S r,UARTn[IJT .-
* G[II[RAL (IS[RS DIAL OG U[ FOR-
* COI'/NERCIRL APPLlCRTIONS • 
.......... -.,. ......... ;f: ... ' ............. * .... ***:f, ..... .f:f.' ... ,f:* ..... -.................... :* .......... ** ...... ,f. 
ENTER USER CODE: USROt'5 
ENTER \'OUR PAS5I1a~D.· 
E."iTEP /-IRN[:: !..iF' RFFL!CAiION: Pft'r';'uL 
HFE ~'DU -:;.iPf (iF THE ftFPl.ICRrJ;.iN NftNE ? ¥ 
.... ** ............ ****** •. * ... ******** ... ** •. ******* ........... * ....... '.'f! 
" LOUGHBORllllGH UNII'nSIT\' OF TfCHNOLOGI' • 
" COI1PUTER STUO I [5 [)[PAR TI1ENT • 
" G[N[IIAL US[RS [)lflLOGU[ FOR • 
" COIfI1[RCIflL APPLICATIONS • 
... **** ... ' ..... * ... * .... * .... .ft* .... *** .......................... ",** ..... :**** ......... * 
E:NT[R USER CODE: USRt1O? 
E:NTER 1',1(IR PASSIIOfD: 
00 I'OU WANT TO CHANGE l'll(IR PASSWORD "? N 
E:NTER NAI1E OF APPLICATION: STOCK 
fiRE: I'OU SURE ,1F TH[ APPLI~RTION NRIfE ? I' 
LA5T LOGIN ON: Z7:84:S1 fiT H:N:18 
00 1'0(1 KNOll IIHICH PROGRAIf TO (IS[ ~ N 
L. U. T. COIfPUT[R STUMES D[PARTI1£NT 
** •..• '* ............. ** ... * ............... -*** ....... **4: .......... * ........... * 
p·r,;,,~',;:5~:.r;DN l!F"NU~"~' 
STOCk' foiENU 
81- sa, filM, et 
82- 511<. TRR~. C2 
e3- STK. 1R~!I. /IS 
a4- !iT". fRAil. 85 
0,- STI<. TRRN 15 
80- sn<, TRRII· 18 
07- ~LP. 
ENrR CHO ICE:: ." 
8!l- Cii~tlG. ~PPLJCRTfOIl. 
09- Lf~v. SYST~ 
28""0"'/81 
J~::Hi 
L. J. T. CONPUrrR • .:;rUDTi:3 lJfPriRrnEfJT 
"'.f' ;.'Y<' .... .,.··~','f:".·*Jto.·' •• **·r·.'#',.,.··.,:"'· . .,. . ""~· . .,.'.,.· ... ·**".·,"",f. '/o',#'.,#( 
... ··t·· ... • ::i,.~~~'5 :~ .. 1-•. "t.' 
1 ~ 1 4 ~ ~ 7 a ~ 
r:N'~' ..-.. F ;i.-h 
;; :~;;" :'1:-,'W 28/04/81. t,;: 111 
1>0 YOU IJPNr iO 1lV" A"'OTHER f~GflIII1 IN CIJfl.fl.FflT Afl'L lCATiON7N 
i.. " T ~.,.:',";:=!.i;.F.~' ST;.!iI!;':E: ;·:·:-.-F'iiF:'iNE .... r· 
.. ' , .' f.' • .,.. '/:. ,. .f.' f. .• .,. . .... ,f,' ... '.r: ·~;,I· ,"r>' T' w·,.: ,'jo. •• .,.. '/0' • .,.. •• '/< •• ,..,# .. f,' ,.,.. .p:.!-: . .,... 
~r~A"'>~C1:3N H<NU~. 
STOCk NfN{) 
fl1- Sf"k'. TR~N. et 
92- srr. T£A~. 62 
83- STI\' TRAIf. es 
If- >tk. TR~H. 86 
6$- STK. TRA~ 25 
le - STIc. TRAH. 31] 
117- IIfL/' 
t:1IT£~ 040 ICE": fI' 
18- CHRNGF Rl'PLlCflTrON. 
C9 - LfAve svs rat. 
2S/ti4/81 
ib:tll 
*** .... *~ ..... *~.~.~.~.~.~ ...... **~ ..... *~.* .... ~ ......... * .... * •. **.f. .• :~ . .f:.f:~.~ .•. .f,* .... 
.. WlIGH80ROUGH UIJH'ERSITI' OF rrCHIJOLOG\' " 
,. COMP(lTE:R STUDlE:S I>E:PAf:TME:NT " 
,. GE:NHAL USE:RS DIALOGUE: FOR " 
,. COI1I1E:RCIAL APPLICRTlONS " 
If.·*.f:· .. ··...,,' .... ·Jf:* ... ·* ... ·* •• ·***** ... ·*~·~· .. :* ... · ... · ... ·*.f: ... · ... · ... · .................... **~ ....  
ENTER USE:R CODE: XI(XXXX 
ENTER USER CODE: Y\' yyyy 
ENTER USER CODE: ENOJJ8 
USF (r(tlfri5S01 Sll..i':; 2 5'15 S~ 25:(1924 
IPA'r'PuL 
U SF'('02PA5Sfl2Si. 042 S 152 ~i(tt1P 1 J 1. 420 
IPAI'F.[lL 
U5F'(lO;PASSCtJ 51. 0428 1. 55~;;: 5091 ;'1 41. oZO;"l 
lPH~'RCtL Ct t1 OLl (1 tl('tli (1 [t (t (i ti i, Cr (r [rir (to t1 (I Cl ii Oti it t1 OC, fl (I [I [r Of/9.~ 1 0 
fr (I (t (, (I [I {to 0 V it [I t.l [t L1 (I (to ii Cr U t.1 it [r itu [,[lCIO (10 [r~: B 9 5t 91 t1 
U5F:(t04 PAS ::-:04 S.1 04;;: S.1 .5'5J 501..1.9 1 0 
IF'ii~'F'(ii.. 
LlSF.0t.15PASS (r 5B 1 (14;: S1. .5'54190922 
IFH~'~DL 
US~f'i)6FASS(ie7S1[r~2S1~5::541.1924 
1. 5 T[r(,j·,: 
,.lSF-DO '(PASS 1..1 ..... 81 [14:: S 1. e70€ 20(t? 24 
1.PAt',i;':JL5 TDCt<;' 
USi,.'OJePAS5 t'S' S 1. 04;2 S 16 1..  ~ 2 21.19 24 
IPAW::OLSTOCK 
USF.'009PRSSI..19S11)4;2 S1 55{,.1 t50924 
061 PR ~'ROL5TOCI-: 
U5f.'01 ('PASS 1. (jB! 04:: S1 e701 t1209 24 
1STOCi" 
O[tDlt2::200tiO,i'rOifO[rC1ti[rOOOtiOOO(lOti0002229990t1 
OOO(t000002040000tiOtlOOOiiOOfl[uJ(,[t[f020499!MO 
(to liD 117 (t t) (I (I [f oS Si tJ [r t1 ill)(t (t 0 ii (;(I[r ('I 0 (I'tJ[t (t t1 ti.2 2 e 9 9 9 
SLIST SI'ST.HLOG-FIL. 
USROL11 01 155125 810428 LOGIII 
USROOJ: 05 15~]25 810428 SLAC'" HARk' . ... R.CORD LOCKOD (fSROO]' 06 155325 810428 rIll. LIHIT EXC .. D.D 
USROO; 11 155125 81.0428 LOGOUT, TIH. US.D Ot1.' t10.' (11) 
USROt19 01 155716 810428 LOGIII 
USROt19 10 155841 810428 APF'LICA r 1011 CHANGE (fSROt.19 11 155942 81ft428 LOGOUT, TIlt. US./) Ot1.' t12 : 26 
U,ROO4 01 155Z50 810428 LOGIII 
USROO4 04 .155350 810428 ACCESS TIHE: I'IOLATION 
USROt14 05 155;50 810428 SLACK' I1A,,·r . ... R.CORD WCKED 
USROO4 11 155150 810428 L(lt;tWL TIItE: US[£) OIi:OO·t1t1 
USROiO 01 1£0.102 818428 LOGIN 
USR010 11 160500 810428 LOGOUT, TIn. lIS.C> 00:01:58 
USP.OO1 01 155221 810428 LDGIII 
LlSROO1 11 155228 SJ.t1428 LOGOUT, TIll. US.D M: 8t1:t1i 
USRtl05 81 155419 81.8428 LOG III 
USROO5 02 155444 8.18428 IIICOF"Rfl~T AlITH.NTI CATI 011 
USROO5 02 155451 81t1428 IIICORRECT AurH.NTICATIOII 
USROO5 05 155457 81£1428 SLACK I1AR": . ... R.CORC> LOCK .. /) 
l..ISROO5 11 155451 81t1428 LOGtWTI TIH. llSOD t1t1.' (/1:1: 38 
VSROO? 01 160620 810428 WGIII 
LlSROOl 11 160 .. N2 810428 LOGOUT, TIt;. US.D tltl: t12.' 22 
LlSROO2 01 155252 81.0428 LDtlIN 
USROO2 0;:' 155:~52 S1.t14~8 LMIII LIMIT .xc.m.D 
l..ISRti02 05 155252 810428 SLACK' IIA;'·,,· . ... R.CORD LOCk'W 
USROO2 11 .155252 81.0428 Lt1GOUTI TIn. USEr, Oil: t10.' 1..10 
USRtl06. 01 155554 810428 LOGIII 
USROO6 1..11 155621. 810428 F'ASS/4IJRO CHAIIGEI> 
USR806 05 155636 810428 BLACK' fIAF:k· . ... R<CO~'[) LOCK'EC> 
LI5ROO6 llS 1556J6 81(1428 NOT ALLOli.D APPLI CA TI ON F'Af'ROL 
USRt106 11 1:5636 810428 lOGOUT, TIll. USEl'J Ot1: I..'lt).' 42 
lISRt10S 01 1~O922 8104~8 LOG III 
U5ROOS 11 161:126 81t.1428 LOGtlUT., rIIIE USEr, t1t.l: 02 .' 04 
• 
IIICORRfCT AUTllfNTICArllW .. rRf' A~RlN. 
DO "'OU I4RNT TO fHRUt'le ~'OU~ F'RSSMDP.[) ';. '" 
PASSWOP.D? 
J,O/tN/Sl 
12:42 
fNrE:!' CHOICE:: 2 
ENrER CHOICE: 1. 
LOUt'iHBORO£/GH UU 1 ~'[;.~-: 1 n' OF TFCHW(tL OGP 
CllI1PUTfR ~~r(lM [5 C'fPA;-rl1fll r 
Sf'STf/i I1ANADER IIlTfPFRtf 
rHE FUIICrIOII AI'All.Af:LE APf: 
1.- C'ArA-BA'~f CREA TI 011. 
2- MTA-BA'~E ItAIllrmAIICE. 
]- EN(!UIR~' 
LOUOHBflROU/}H UN r~'fR~ 1 n' OF TfCI-IIJOLOG'r' 
COI1PUTER ~~TUM f' DEPAPT/tfllr 
,Y:*"".""·**:1:*:f.'******.t:.f:.t'.1:!I-':#.·,f:,'f,'.f:.f:.f,:.t.-.• :f;,#.,**.#.·.t:*~:* 
J.O/04/S1 
1.2:41; 
Sf'SrE:11 /tAI/AGE:R HAINrfNRIICf MALOG 
TI.ff FU,VCTIOII, AI'ALIABLE: RRf: 
i. ACCOUllr FILf /tAUTfURNCf. 
2. PROFILE: FILE I1ANTFNAIICf. 
$. I1E:II(I FILE: IlffI NTE:NANCE:. 
4. fNC, OF JOB. 
. ,.,.".·*-'#.·*.".·.** . .,..*.1' ... '1<** NOT E ,of:JI.·.lo· . .,.,.".·· ... · .. ·I/.·,#.·· ... ·,f.·J#:,f.·:t·,f.· 
'* ".. 
.• 
'* * t.'**CHECK Fi'J'r; tlF/TA BEFORE P;"E5S1Nfi RETURN":·.,.' 
'" """IF NO 110Rf CoRTA fNrRI', 
'" .•
* PRESS RUURN",· 
" .. 
'* * !f.·..,.'* .. '·.:·.,.·if;,f.·.t.-*.f.·"'·* .. · .. :.f:·.,.·",·**,f.·,f.·.f.-*..,.·.f:,.;.:t.-J#:.f:,f.".f:.f." ***"'".t:.f. ** 
PRE:SS RETUPN k'EI' TO CONrI IIU[: 
30/04/81 
12'44 
L. lI. r. COI1PUT[P. srUDIfs C,fPAHHfNT 
.1: .• J#..*J#. ... '#:J#..f. 1:!f.·".,;:"."'''':.rj<'4:f.'$.·$.·f.'!f.·,'I.'-1:.f:.1."!f.'. 1 .. $.·~:f.·.f.·$.· 
1IA1/1TE:NANCE I1f.11U FO,' TilE AC(:(1(INT F!LE 
ENrER USER CODE: IISP.tiOl 
rHf FlIlICrIONS AI'AILABLE: ARt.' 
1. PECOP.D D£LfrI llN 
2. PRS-£iJO;;:D UF'f/HTE PAsse!! 
J. USEP CODE UPDriTr. US;'(lf1j 
4. TINE LIt-fIT UPC'ATf. 99~ 
5' BLAO:' NAP'\:" UF'f/ATF.. 1. 
6 APPLICATIDt6 (lPf,ATE" P;W;"OL 
~. ACCESS TINE 'p~prM',~ /iNI/~r~ I')C .... ~>.1 
EIITER CHOICE:: 1. 
L. tt. T Cl1I1PUTfR STUM rs r,FF'ARTl1fNT 
:t< tr _f:"""'''''.' .-.... .f..,;: "",: .... "",** 4< ...... .t: ....... If: ,,:,f:** .t."''' .f:.f:.f.' 
;0/04/81 
12:45 
I1i/INTENilNCE: I1fNU ,(li' THE ACCO(lIIT FIlF 
ENTEP. USE~ CODE: U5Rt1t.12 
THE ,UNCTIONS AI'i/llABlE ARE: 
1. RECORD DElETrON. 
2. PASS/·IORD (lPr.A TE 
1. USER C{.1(iE UPNHF 
4. TIltE LIltIT (lPMTf. 
5. SLACk' I1ARK (lPr,ATF.. 
6. APPUCATIOIIS UPr'ATf 
c. ACCESS TI I1E PER lOOS UNA Tf. 
S cND. 
ENTER CHOICE: ? 
F'A~!--:02 
U$~'(lft2 
999 
1. 
PAI'RelL 
t191J:J.42tl 
ENTER rHE NEiJ ~tRUIE'.' 1.014161824122 
JO/04/81 
1.2:47 
L. U. r Ct.1HF'I.fT[P. STiff· rES C'fP~F'T!1FUr 
*·'f.'''''*4,*,,:.··t.·.f.·'''-'''':f:-~:J.;>f.·;f:'''·.f.·!f..·'''·f:*''''·'','''·.'#.·***.f;.t:,f:.,: 
I-tAflJTtNANCf I-tflJ(I ,OR THE: F,,::COUNT FILf 
EIITER lISER CODE: liSP-OM 
THE FlIl/CTIOI/S AI'Alli/BLf ARf: 
1. RECORD DELETION. 
2. PASSIJORD (lPC<ATE. 
3. USfll CODE UPDATE. 
4. TIffE unIT UPMTE. 
S. SLACK HARk' UF'DI'ITf. 
6. APPLICATIONS (tPMTE. 
c. ACCESS TI IIf PER IODS UPC,i/ Tf. 
S. END. 
ENTEII CHOICE: S 
PFlSSti2 
USRB02 
999 
i 
F'AI',,(lL 
11:11.41. ~1.S2tii.?2 
LO(lGHBOI<'O(lGH 1./IJ11'f.R:'ITI' 0, Tf.(HNOLOGI' 
COI/PUTER STUD I fS r'FPFtNNfIIT 
** ... '.' ... ·.f;,f.· ....... '*lf.· ..... *.f:-f .. "'''.,f:.f; ... ·*.f.· . ,.''',,:.f:*.f: ... ·,f:.f: ... ·.f:.:·'#"·f:": 
1"1),.'04/81-
12: 4? 
ENTE!': CHO ICE: 2 
5~'$Ttn NAUA6EP I1AINTE:NAtJ(;f" C,[ALO(, 
THE FUIJCTIOIIS A\'AUAeLF: AfE.· 
1. ACC(lUIIT FIL[ I1AIITEIIAIiCF 
2. P,'OFILE FILE: ~/AIITfNAIJ(E. 
S. 11fll(l FI Lf. HA (NToNANlT 
4. END OF ..T(18 
""* ..... .,; ......... "..* .... * .... :#0 ........ fJ 0 T E ·•··•· .. , ..... · .. :.f; •. ~:".." .. f:.i·":.1:*' 
· ".. 
"" ".. 
• • 
. u· ... ·O-iE(:J( AN~' CIf/TA E:[FOF't F'ft'ESSING ;'F.TUP1j.i;* 
• 
.... [F NO f10f.:E DATA £Nrk'~'. 
.• 
.• 
• F'~tS5 ~[rUp.N.+-·* 
. . 
• ,. 
PRESS R£TUW ~EV TO CONTINUE: 
10/,.14/81. 
12:48 
L. U. T. COl1pUTER ,:TUVl ES DfFRRTnfNT 
*"":f,..* ........ :f,.'*:f,.,**:f..* .... :f,..*".Jf. • .f..f.'.f. • .f, .... .f. ..... :f,..f;*.f;.~' ... .f: ... '* 
HRINTEIIRNCE I1ENU FOR THE PROFlL f FILE 
EIITEII U5EII CODE: U5111112 
WIICNG U5EI1 CODE . .. Till' RGRIN. 
ENTER USER cor,£: USROOt 
THE FUNeT I 01/., RI'A I LRBLE RPE' 
1. RECOPD DELETION. 
2. USeR CODE IJF'N~Tf".. 
3. FIRST SET UP(,RTE. 
4. 5ECOIID SET UPDATE. 
S. THIRD SET UPDATE'. 
6. FOURTH SET UPDATE 
7. FIFTH SET UF-OATE'. 
S. END. 
ENTER CHOICE: i 
tiSRt1fl! 
PH~IOj-H 
tll.ltlft~jj:l 
(lOtlf/Mi 
t:10tlt1t1ft 
Otlt1t1ftO 
Bon.]i)O ortitOll0 ("llMfHJO 
00:10(10 fttl0!100 ftOt1f""iftti 
000(101) tlth1lJi10 Ofu)rJiiO 
01:10001) onoooo ftftt1fltiO 
O{IOOI:lO fttiOtilift Ofu)OOO 
L. U. T. COI1PUTE'1I HLlvIES N:PAIi:TI1[IJT 
*** .f'*'" '" **** '" "',,: **:f,. ..... :f,. ......... .f::f,. ................. ..f; ........ jf,.:f,. . .f:* 
30/04/81 
12:49 
HAII/TENRI/CE HE,VU FOR TflE: PROI'ILE FILE 
ENTER USER CODE: USR001 
WROIIG USER CODE . .. TRI' RllR I N. 
ENTER (ISER COOE: U5Rt1t12 
THE FUNCTIOI/S AI'RILRBLE RRE: 
1. RECOPD DELETIOII. 
2. USER CODE UPC,f/ TE. OSIUtt12 
• ".. FIRST SE'T UPC,ATE. PR~'tlt11 
4. SECOND SET UpDRTE tlt1t.it1Otl 
S. THIRD SET UPDRTE'. Ot.1t10tiO 
6. FOURTH SET UPDATE. OI'8~OO 
• , . FIFTH SET UPDATE. Mt1t1M 
S. E'IID. 
ENTE'R CHOICE: 3 
OtlOOt1O 8t1t1tl00 tl1;1t1tMt1 
OOt10ti t1 t1tiIJ(tOt1 08f1t1tiO 
000980 fI fI [1I'),)tl OO(t(J[ltl 
tli.:1aOtltl tlt1t1001:1 tltit1ti[tO 
tl0tit1tiO 8titiOOtl Otit11)ftO 
ENTER FIRST SET OF THE PROGRRHS: PIlI'Oll1pRI'tl19PRI'020Pi1I'022 
10/t14/S.1 
12:51 
L. (I. T. COHPUTE .. 5TUDlf:S r,EPARTtlnir 
.... 'If:Jf.·:f,.·*.f,.,**'''*******.f;*.f;.f:* .. ·***.f:·'f.·:f:.1;.f:.f·~:.f:.f: 
HA II/TEliAIICE NEHU FOR THE p/;'("!LE FILE 
ENTE'R USER CODE: ')511002 
THE' FUNCTIONS RI'IllL.RBLE RRE: 
1. RECORD DELETION. 
2. USER CO/lE UN,ATE:. 
3. FIPST SET UN'ATE. 
4. SECOIID SET UPDIl TE:. 
S. THIPl) SET UPDRTE. 
6. FOURTH SET UPf,ATE 
c. FIFTH SET (iPDATE. 
S. END. 
ENTER CHOICE: S 
{lSROt12 
PRi-!f1l.i1 
1;100tit;tl 
00t;1100 
OOti[t(lO 
t.iftt1tiOti 
F"A~'t1J.9 
tiOl1rtfh~ 
nOli/lOt; 
t10,100t1 
t.lt1ftt;titi 
F'A~'li1t1 F'M'Ii.-'2 
t"1t"ttll1fu) i;1f1fliiMl 
jjO{II),111 (lor,i"IO!1 
0[101111(: OllOfltlli 
;;Tiit;;;j-i,; t~1I:1ti{tr.1li 
LOUGH80ROUGH UNI~'ErSln' or: TECkN(;Ll.iG~' 
COI1PUTER ,TUMES CoEPANIt[IJT 
***,f:,f<.f: • • ,~,;~·*,f:.'f:.f, .f..f..Jf; •.• ' .... -.f,.""' ...... ',f: ...... : •. .f . .f..f..f '~''''., ' .. 
~.O/t.:14".-:;f. 
12'51. 
EflTtR CHOICE: J 
SI'STEI1 nANA6ER f1A1NTENANCE DhlLCtG 
THE F(lNC T I OIlS M'AU ABLE APf: 
1. ACCOUNT FILf lliiNTf"ANcr. 
2. PROFILE FlLf f1ANT[IJAIJCf. 
J:. I1fNU FI L f HA /lITE/IAlift 
4 END OF .rOB. 
.*** . .,.  ..".,..."'."..". .• *.." . ..".** 1-1 0 
.. 
T ~ .. ·.f:~:*.· .• :.f:4: .. ·".· ... ·*.f.··f.·:f.· 
.• * * 
• • 
***CHECK FlNI' DflTFI BEFORE PRESSING RETURII·.·.· ,. 
* 
..... IF I/O nORE C'ATR ENTIi:I', PRESS ~·ETUF.W· •• · 
* 
• 
'" 
•. 
•. 
• 
****"..*:f. ..... .f, • .f. • .f..*iI--.•• ***.f: ... iI--. .f:* ..... .f:*if."**.f:.t:'t:.f.:.f:.f.·~:.f:.f:;f.·.j;.f::f;:f,· 
PRESS "rrURII KEf' TO CONTII/UE: 
]'11/l=t4/81 
12:52 
L. U. T. conpUTER STUDIES DEPARTnENT 
.f..Jf.* . .,. . .f:.:.f.-,f:;f. .... '.:*** ................ : •.•. * ..... f. ......... .f.:.f.:.f;.f;* ... ..... 
I1AIIIT[NANCE f1ENU FtlR THE IIENU FILE 
ENTER THE FIRST SI)! CHARACTERS OF THE APPUCATIOII IIAnE: STOCK 
THE FUIICT/ONS A\'AILASLE ARf: 
1. FIRST SUS /-rfNt} UPC,ATf. 
2. 5ECO~JC, SUB NElfU (IF'DArE. 
J. THIRD SUS 11ENU UPC,ATE. 
4. FOURTH sue 11fNU upe'ATE. 
s. FIFTH sus I'ENU UPMTf. 
6. LAST SUS I1EIIU lIN'FlTf. 
7. INSfRT A NEII S(lS I1EIIU. 
s. DELETE THE IIHOLE I1ENU. 
9. EIID. 
ENTER CHOICE: 7 
110 ROOIf FOR R IIfll SUS I1fNU. 
L. U. T. C,lI1PUTfR STUMES DEPFlRTl1fllT 
if. ...... f..****.:.f.:JI. ........... ;f. ........ ;f..**Jf..:f..Jt ........ .f;.f;.f<**.:.f:,f-: .... :f.' 
].O/t14IS1 
1Z:5l 
11F11 IITfllAIICE IIfllU FOR THE nfNU FI Lf 
EIITER THf FIRST SL~ CHRRACTfRS OF THE ANLICArtOl1 NAllf: STOCK 
THE FUflCTIONS AI'AlLABLf AliE: 
t. FIPST SUB /1E:-J[1 UF-VHT. 
2 SECOND SUB NENU UPN?TE 
~~. THlf'D SOB ~tENI.I UF'r,RTt 
4 FOURTH sUB NoN/.! UPMTE 
s. FIFTH SUS IfENU UPDATf. 
6. LAST SU8 NflJU UN'ATE. 
7. INSERT il NElI 5U8 /1[11(1 
s. DELETE TilE IIHOLE I1[/Jll. 
9. END. 
Efl rEP CHtHCE: S 
L. (I T. COIIPUTt/:' SHIMES r,tPAHI1EIJT 
."'.f.:.": ... ",.., .......... >f..* * f.' .... · ... t' ...... ·,f; '" #:. if.' ,f, .• : .f,'Jf;,f.'""", .... "'.". .... . 
ZO/O-#/S1 
12:5] 
t1ilI NTENANCt MENU FDR TilE I1EII(I FI Lt 
ENTt/? TilE: FIRST SIX CIIARACTE:RS OF THt APPLICATION NAIIE: STOCK 
/.J/?OIlG APPLI CAT ION . .. TRf' AGM N 
EIITE:/? TilE FIRST SIX CIIRRRCTERS OF TIlt APPLICATltlN NAllt: PAf'ROL 
TilE FUlICTlOll5 fWiIlLABLE A.E: 
1. FIRST SUB HENU UPDATE. 
2. SECOIID SUB NEIIU Uf'NlTt. 
J. Till RD SUB I1ENU UPDATE. 
4. FOURTII SUB HENU UPDATE:. 
S. FIFTII SU8 11<1i(1 UPvATt. 
6. LAST SU8 HENU UPDATt. 
7. INSERT A IIEI1 SUB I1ENU. 
S. DELETE Tilt WHOLE NENU. 
9. E:ND. 
EIITER CIIOICE: 6 
L. (I. T. COllPUTtR STUD I ES C,EF'>lRTltfNT 
.~·* . .,.-** ... ·*".·Jt.·II: .• :*.f:"·*>f.·**.f.·**.t:;f."",f:.t:*""*.t:.t ...... .t:.t: 
;0/04/81 
1.2: S4 
TilE: FUIICTIONS AVAILABLE RRE:: 
1.. FIRST TRAil. UPDATE:. 
2. SECOIID TRAil. UPDATE. 
3. TIIIRD TRAil. UPDATE:. 
4. FOURTII TRAil. UPDATE. 
S. FIFTII TRAN. UPDATE. 
6. SU8 t1E:NU NAllE: (lPDATF. 
c. DELETE THE: SU8 HEW. 
S. E:ND. 
ENTER CIIOICL c 
;O/t14/S1 
12:56 
26-
2'(-
28-
29-
30-
PR'r'. 
TilE: FUIICTIONS AVAfLASLE ARE: 
1.. FIPST TRAil. UPC,ATE. 
2. SECOND TRAIl. UPDATE:. 
J. THIRD TPAN. UPDATE. 
4. FO(lHII TRAil UPDATE. 
S. FI FIH TRAN. UPDATE:. 
6. SU8 11£NU NA/1E UPDATE:. 
7. DELETE: TilE SUS I·lEN(I. 
S. END. 
ENTEP. CHO I CE: S 
PR~'. TRAil. 26 
PR"'. T.·AII. 2(' 
PAf'. TRAil. i:~S 
PAY. TPAII. 29 
PfH'. TRAIi ]tl 
LAST CAT. 
JO/04/$1 
12:57 I'tAINTENANCE MElI(I FOR TilE 11EIIU FILE 
<I," CHA"ACTERS OF THE Af'PL! CATI ON IIAI1E' PAf'RtlL 
E:IITER THt FIRST"" " 
THE: FlIliCTIOIIS A,'AIlA8LE ARE: 
1. FIRST SU8 IIE/vU UF-C'ATE. 
2. ,ECOIID SU8 11E:NU Upe'ATE. 
J. TIIIPC, SU8 HENU /.IF-NiTE. ~ FOliR TII SU8 /1ENU UN'ATE. 
S. FIFTiI SUB ItF:IiU /.IPC,ATE . 
.; LAST 5(18 nEI>IU UN,A TE. 
r. ItISEPT A NE~ 5(18 liE/ill. 
S. DtlErE TilE WIIOl.E HE/JlI. 
9. END 
EliTEP CHtHCE' 7 
ellTeP SUB I1fN(1 NAHe: PA,'ROl lA;T CATfGOR,' 
ellTfR FIR;T TRANSACTION r,HflIL: 26- PA,'POl PROGRAH NO. 2. 
el/TfR SfCONC> TRAII5f1CTION C>HflIl: 27- PA,'ROl PPOGRAI1 110. 27 
ellTER THIRC, TRANSACTION C,frAIL: 
el/TO, FOURTH r>:AII5ACTION r,HRIl: 
ellTfR LRST TRANSACTION DHRIL: 
L. U. T. COI1PUTeR 5TUMf5 C'fPRRTnfIlT 
:t:~";f:."'·.f,·~;40·*~".·"'·.f.·"'·*"'.f:·.:·.:*"·"'·*"'·.·*.f""''''·,f.· .t:.f:.f:.f:* 
10/t14/S1 
11:00 
HAINTfNRNCf Hfll(l FOR THf l1ellU FILE 
filTER THE FIRST SI;; CHRRRCTERS OF THE APPLICATIOII NAnE: PAf'WL 
THE FUNCTIONS AVAILRBLf A.·E: 
t. FIRST SUB HEN(I UPDA TE:. 
2. SECOND SUB NfNU UPDATe. 
J. THIRD SUB HfN(I UPOATf. 
4. FOURTH sue I1fNU UPDRTf. 
5. FIFTH SUB I1EIIU UPDRTE:. 
b. LRST sue I1fllU UPDATe. 
7. IIISfRT R N[l1 sue I1nl(l. 
s. DELHe THE IJHOLE I1fNU. 
9. ellC>. 
ellTER CHOICf: 5 
L. U. T. COI1PUTER STUDlfS C>fPARTl1fIlT 
* ........ ". ....... **** ... '***** ... :.f:.f.;.f:.:"' ........ ,f:.f. .... .f:.f: .... .f: .• : .... .f; 
30104/81 
13:02 
THE FUNCTIONS R\'RILRBLf ARE: 
1. FIRST TRAN. UN,ATe. 21- PAl'. TRAN. 21 
2. SeC,Wc> TRRN. UPORTf. 22- PR~l. TRRN. 22 
3 .. THIRD TRAil. UPDATe. 23- PA~'. TF:RN. 21 
4. FOURTH TRRN. (lPOATE. 24- F'R~·. TRAN. 24 
5. FIFTH TRAil. UPDATe. 25- F'A~I. TRAN. 2S 
O. SUB NENU IIRNE UPDATE. PA',. FIFTH CRT. 
7. DEL HE THE SUB f1fIlU. 
g .. fIID. 
EIITER CHOICE· 1 
EIITER THE IIEIJ TRANSACTION: 21- PAI'ROL FILE UNRT< 
L (I. T. CONPUTER STUDIES C'EPARTllfNT 
*": .. ~ ...... .f:"'.f .. .t· .... '.f· .. "',f: .. ·.f:.t-.f:*,f:"'·* .. ·* . ., .. "'·.f: ... ·,,: ... ·.f:.f:f..t: ... 
10/04/$1 
1.1:04 
THE: FUIICTIONS i1VAILASLE: ARI'· 
1. FIRST TRAil UF'MTE. 
2 SECOND rRRN UPDtH[. 
J TfII RC, TRAil UPDA Tt: 
4. Ft1(IRTfi TPAII UPDATE 
S FIFTiI TP,qll (IN,ATE 
6. sus "[!iU IIAI4e URC RTf 
... [-[LErE Tf.I£ 'Sus HfNIf. 
~ £tJ~ 
ENTER CHOlef: S 
21- PAW;·t1L FILE UN,ATE 
2~-'- F'A~' TRAN. 22 
2],·· PA~I TRAN. 2]; 
24- rA~' TRAN ~4 
2S ~ F'i'W Tt;:AN. 25 
PR>' FT FTiI CR T 
11.1/04/81 
1.'1.04 
L. U. T. COIIPUTE,' 5TUM £5 r,rPARTltEIIT 
••. *-'#:,t ...... If: * ... "."..- .f:.f.-•. .f::f:.f- f.' t· .:.: ... .., ."·f::":Jf.""--"''': ,f:,I.' 
"IAINTrIlA/ICE 11£:111./ FOR THE 11F.IIU FILE 
EIITEP. THE FIRST Slit CHilRRCTERS OF THE APPLTCRTlOII IIAnE: PAI'ROL 
THE FUNCTIOIIS AI'AIlR8Lf RRE: 
1. FIRST SUS IIENU UPMTf. 
2. SECOND SUR f1ENU UPijA TE, 
'" TH I Fe, 5llS "'[NIl IlPi'ATf.. 
~. FOUR rH ::UB I'fi:NU UN'ATE. 
5. FIFTH SUS IIE/lU Upe,ftTE. 
b. LAST ,U8 NEIII'/ UN'ATE'. 
7. INSERT A Nnl SUB nFfJU 
S. DELETE THE ~JHOLE I1EIIU. 
~. EIID. 
EIITEP CHOICE: 9 
L(IU13HP.DRI.lUGH UNT ~!£;"5 t n' OF" TECHNOLOG~' 
COliPUTER <;TUC'If>: DEF'A,'THEIIT 
EIITER CHOICE: 4 
;0/04/81 
1.3::05 
ENTER CHOICE: .5 
*' 1/<- .'I.'.~ ... .f,' ·f' Jf.'.' .#: It: if: "'I#: I#: :t; of:"'". "'-1#: ~:.'I: .: * .. t:·'I; 1#: .t; .'#: .f:,f:.f,- .#; :t: .'1.' ,t.. 
51'STEI1 fiR/lAGER I'IHIIITfNAllCE D I FlLOG 
THE FUNCTIONS AI'AURBLE ft,'E: 
1. ACCOI.ltJT /="lLE I1RUr~,l./AlJCE. 
". N:OFIlE: FILE IIANTEIJANCE'. 
;. NENU Flt.E /IAlI/TENANCF'. 
4. [NO DF JOB. 
ZO/ti4/t"':j 
1.J:05 
LOUGHBOROUGH UNII'U'SI n' ,1F TECHIIOlOGI' 
COI1I'UTER ,TUMr, DEPRRTI1[NT 
S\'STrl1 11AIIRGEP IIITFRFACE' 
THr Fl./IICT I ON AI'A TI. ARl E' ARr.: 
t.- C,ATR-RA"E CREATrON. 
2- DH TA-BRSE: HA 1 NT;'UAUCt:. 
]- [Nt'JUTR~'. 
4 - E'IID. 
UPI.JNI] FUtJl~ T j ON TR~' AGAT tJ. 
Et.'TEP f'l-iO[C£: ] 
Sl1.~T elF LOG FILF. TN P;·OI.iP{;S'5. 
01 ..... 0.5/.St 
14 '14 
SYSTEi{ HRURGEP TNTEPFRC! 
11 T !~I:m.,lIrC.e:' .o:;rf!f,!" ,cc; tFPH;-::~F.·Jr 
.", ...... ", .. ~ ~ .~: ..... 't:.f ·f .'/o:.f .~ . . 40' ~ ~ ~ '" t· .... · ..,.··t .. .,.·~. t··t .'f: ..... .,. .1.'.f:.,.'''' .1-' .~. +: 
1~F'W:;HI. F'ftliJ/t!;·V. p;:Pi:;r ·;'.'.::;r:::t1 
* f' If,- If.'~: ~'.". .... t; .,.·t ·t.". ~ ·"'··f .'t: ...... ". .t· ...... '/0. .", •• ". • ."...+ ".. of: .". .. >/<. 
rfJTFPpl]i]~TP:I] .~f":CI1i!.'.'r FT! F 
;2 ftiTF';-~111~.'~rn:;-: t:'P:1.c r! F FTi F' 
~ F:Vf'iT F;:'~(·I.'~j.iC~' "FP1:.~T 
,J .=I'FNT ;:.·JtJurp~' ~FF'tl;'T 
~ ;:lIt' I);: FIlIill' p~' 
&;oFF'r1PT f:(:~ r~(,!'Tp.p{lti~TPUJ qCf;l:~~;r i='Ttf 
-------------------------------------
,'It U5t:R Ct.1Df' 1i-;;'11Ii~ 
,.,.. PR55UO~D' ~R'::-;'1:'" 
LR5T LOIHN CIRTF' .':;1.14~:S 
LRST (flaTU TIl1e' 1~~?:';~ 
·10' HCfE-;~ TTt1t PFPTI1D'=:' 1;1~4t,;~,~;,. ... oi~~? 
TrJTRt TrNF FOR r:rpO::T Rf:'PL j('4TTI1,'J' j.;1N1(il1il 
TtJTHi_ TIt-ff FOP ~FN!~ .. r, ~P~I. rfArrl1N ,Y/i"il::lf:,; 
TDT,~L TUfF. FOR Har;r, RF .. ~L r,· .... ATTtlN, tnil1I1;;I10 
;ljTH( TT.-'f FO,~ Flif.:(;o;i-j R;'P!, Ti',qTTIiU' {11;;'!(ul.1:1 
TI.n~i. iI~ti) n ttt' iMPI1;!/iil 
,f' -;'r'STF.N i./o;E 'rp-iF L Tf1TT' 4~q 
f. SLAtl:' NH~K' 
LRST (!Hi"F nUNRf:p j":~ 1.1)1~nJ· (., 
.10' Ti-IF':::P F'TF.I.()':; I~R!J Rr:' AI.if:;PF:, !)'::~!J!1 t1.Qr,-':7'P!,',q,','(F T,·.,Trf;·PRI .... P. 
E.~ TER C TO Cli,ll T [Ni,i.;;: I.1P ~ TI1 F:N(, F.N(i!.! ': P\" C 
-------------------------------------
." .. u;;:.~ (1~'!'iF' 
·10' pHS£UD9f,. 
LAo;T L[lIi rH DRTt;· 
LR~T (OGItI TrnE' 
.+.' Ht-:CES5 TINE ~E;[r,J['~' 
1J~P(1l1? 
PR":;~f1':: 
.-q1042.':: 
1.'15.72.' 
fI'91:?14j':; .. ?Ct21 
TPTflL TINE FO~ FIPSr flNL[CfirrOIl· 
TOTflL TINE FOP SEC/JI'i) RPPLlCfiTICtIi· 
TOrflL TINE FOR TI/IF·r. "'i'PUffirIM· 
n.1T~L T [rt~ r:op. F(lU~ rH AF'Pt [CH T1 flU' 
TDTRL I.I~ED TINt: 
flf1jlj101)~1 
ttl1i:inrttl~1 
00/.'1'11011/1 
l;iiilif1/1,)d 
01 j fnMft 
,'It: 5~f5TEH USE HHt LINTT: 
>f.' BLRCK n~RK' 
010 
1 
LRST DRTE tJUNB~R I)F Ul/) tu· tl1 
.~' TI.fES7E ~I£LDS CHtJ F.'E Hi. TePee, U';FNG NRtAlTPJRNtF: [JJTERFRCE. 
EI:TEP C TO C(I.vrl!~~lc jJ~ F. TO END FNt.iUTRf," E 
IJ1,'(i,5,.'.s1 
14: I:: 
ALL FILE ., N 
L U r CONP/.fTF:' -;Ttlf)IF'i f,FPARTM[NT 
1:.t·.,.·".·t$,' . .,.,Jf,..#.· ,.·.#.·.f.'.f. .. *·'f:·~·'*··f: . .,.·.t ,,"'.,.·t:,;:.!f.,f. ,,'.'1.''':***'':** 
Citt:FPA{. FIJ(JU!Pr,', RFPf:PT '5\I~rEf1 
.1- .to .. y. .....• 't: 10 .lo' .t .. of.''''' • .,.. ·f •. 1o .f.' It' .f.','/.' .t' :fe .t, ,f. +. J/: .~.' ''#-' ..,.. 11: . .,.·It'.'I: 
1 JfJTF:PRI).'jRTJtJli RCCOI)~.lr f"lLr 
2 f,\'TERPOtlATUil, N~11FlI. [ FILr 
l, n'FJIT f:'IN~OI.iENff,' ;r;~'11RT 
4. EVEUr F.·~'c)ilJ;'~' REPO;:T 
5. F.;;r; OF EN(U1;' ~' 
ENTER USER CODE: USR;J07 
----~--------------------------------
USER CODE 
01/05/81 
14: 18 
F'1H'nI11 F'1:W~ij'l? 
PFt;"11(/.~ PA~!.l' 1 
PA'~'r'17 PH~'r11 ,~ 
51(11116 C:Tlil1.:'j 
/' .. 
Pfi~;nl~·7. 
PfH'nt.-' 
~Tnl1t'l 
~TOIf~-'i. 
11 
PI1 ~'J1n,; PH ~;('il) 7 
PH~'I1.f ? PAWH6 
5~(;t1/l'; STOMl 
ft,lt/Oftll ;J (1.; (I Ct~.l 
L. I) T Cl)t1N,ir~;' ~rlll',rF"=: f,F;HRTI:' .• ,'JT 
1. 
.+'.f..+.:.1o'.f.,~ ''''',1 . .t','I: ,,'.1:1.' .. ,:,f. ,1: t: ,~,.f .,...,.."'" .f:JI' 1, >/: Pt:~· :1 •. ~ ... ." ,f: ;t •. f. ,of: 
t'ff,·lFPFU. FNNi[;'~', ;'FrnPT q'O:;;,C'N 
.f: .f:.+..'I; ,f: ·f: t'.f:.f·""'.;:.f.:f .. " ".f. .f:."·:f; t:.': f . .f., t·"", :~ . .>t. :t" 
fUTF{;'('1.11"iAilUfj, AtCiJifUT ;"1{ F 
TUTFi'~OI~Hi[t,jr-; F'1N)FfLF FlLf 
? n'[NT F;:r,)iiFUe,' ;,r,c"-tp: 
4 n'FIJT f)JOf.:r ~~; ;'FPlj; T 
5 F.IN'! OF f,'./',)fi l N' 
I 
• i 
I 
I 
i , 
eNTeR 0.(0 ICe: 3 
ALL FILE' \' 
eVeNT CODf'S 
USRl1111 
USROO2 
USROl.;14 
tlSROO5 
USF.·OL16 
USR110? 
USROOS 
USR01.1J 
01./05/S1 
14:19 
EtJTER CHO ICE· ] 
ALL FILf .;. 11 
t11 • ..1,"' IF i14 (I.~ li,'; 0;- \."1.'::' 
0&"' 
02 Ili: 1)2 01 
01 t11 M. 
ll1 02 l11 
t1.2 02 t12 02 
(12 l11 
01 
02 M l1J (11 
L 1.1 T COt·1PUTF" STI/IIlfS r.tPH.~rNtNr 
..,:* .... ·*.""·'*"* .... *~: ..... '*"·.f..f.· .. :*.'f:~,**'.f.· . .,.·.'#:.t·.'#:.'f:.f.*.'#:~:.t··f:*.f:.t·of: 
" 
GFUFRRL FlJnf.lrr~!, P[F'OPT ~:;~!5rfl1 
...... f, .1: .f, . .f: ...... 1-. .f. .• f, . .f:.'#: of: .1-. .t .. ,: ..... 'I:.'#: ,t; .'1' ·t, -+:.1<.,. ...... :1: .f, . .,.: "'.'/." 
1. 
.. 
, 
-'. 
I UTF;oP()GF.· rJ 1.'6 AI~(r)fJtJr F lL f 
JNTF;.'~(lril~Tnh~ PROFILE ;OH F. 
t~IFNr F~F';'I.IE,lJC~' PFPI)PT 
4. F.~IENr fU~iurR~' PF.POPT 
5. END 01=" E'UOU J R ~I 
El/fliT FICfDUE:NC \' PfP(1PT i.V(lMRER CIF MtSSR(~F.~) 
-----------
--------------------------------
EVEIIT CODES 
US;·t1lJl 
U5RIJ02 
USRt106 
USPt1O? 
USR1110 
01/05/81 
14:c:O 
ENTER (kOrCE • 
01. 02 0:;: 04 ns 0;;: 1)7 OB 
01 
01 ~J2 t11 
I)t 01 Of. 01 
01 ,11 
01 M. [1J tIt 
L. U T. (:OHF'LiTf.~ 5T1.fj") f F"£ t'FPM,c:niF.UT 
.+- ...... "f: .+-.+-.i> .. , ....... i> . .f..;. ... ""';f: .... ;f ... :f: ...... f .. .of:".. .#: ... * t··f: ·f: t::t··+ ... ·.,. .#: t: .. 
6fNFrAi. FfJf'lilr..·V. RFF'O;'T S:~''':;~TN 
.f,:t:.'f. "...,.·.;f:!f ..... * ... ·.t·'*":.:;f:.t.;f:·f .. ,..· .... , .. "'.;f . .;f .... ..,. . .,..: .. ; . ...- . .,.. 
1. 
., 
.. 
tNTfF';:OGATtNG AcrCiflNT FUE" 
ItJrF,~·~'I1/1ATfNl~ F'RtlFfl.f FtLF 
[!iF-UT FRFI'IIF}'r:~! P[:POPT 
J n'E,vT EtJOf./;,"~1 RFPo;or 
5. EIIO OF E:NOI.II~\' 
~19 1<1 
t1J. 
01 
lH ll' J .1 
0: 
01 
t1l 
01. tH 
I1J 
1. USERS Lt1G TII TO TilE S\'STI'H 
2. USERS t.IlTI-I rNC('l~;-;::Cr HUiI1FUrrC~rr(IU 
], USERS urn·, PRSS/,iORCI (HHfJl1Fi) 
.I, USERS V[OLRTTNlj THP HC(E~7S rrHF. 
5. U~tPS urn", R BtACK MFI~'f( 
6. USERS UIrM TUfF i. nUT EA'CFFtIF"(:. 
,', USERS urTl'; Lt1G[N {.[NtT n.'l~F'Ff'F"i'l 
S. USERS TINED TO RCI~fS~: I.W~!inHipr?F.'rl RF'F'I rl~HTf(;lJi::} 
'9 usn~s r; fED TO ReeFS:: tfNRifri-l;ifu.?rrJ f'Ptil~PHN(,r::} 
o pnUPN TD Tlit !:fIIl: f.i;:1Ii1. 
ENTER CIIOICE: 1 
ALL FILE ., \' 
U5ROIJt 
U5ROO(, U5~ftt12 USR008 
USf.'{r04 
U5;'01 I} 
1. USERS LOG [11 TO THE 5\'5TF:11 
2. USERS UITI'" INCOR~:Ecr AIITf-iEUT;fRTtDU 
1. U'5EP5 U1TH PRSStJl.lRC' C:HA,\l{,Ff) 
4. USERS \,/ OLFlTI HG. rilE: FlCfF,:5 T 1111'. 
5. U5E,I;!S UITt., R SLACk' HA;";'-: 
6. USERS U[TH r[t1E tTI1TT F. .... :CFFr,Ef, 
? USERS urrJ-I LOGfN LHfTT 1=":':I~FFO;::('l. 
8 U5E~5 TPIED TO ReeFSS IIUAf.tTJ.lORf?F[J RF'f'1. rr:,;rr;-;N(~-:} 
9. USERS TRIED TO ReefS:: U,\J~lIniO~rZFii P~OI1;:HtH'q 
,1. RETURII TO THE HR /11 /otFO/JU. 
ENTER CIIO /CO: 1 
FILL FILE ., N 
€NT€R SIX CHAIi'RCT€RS FOR THE ';TAPT ~'ER~:, fit/UHI A r,/:w: Rlt.141)"2~ 
ENTER SIX CHRRACTERS FOR n-lE E!;r, ~'F.AR., I1I.il:Tl-I t DA~" 81,1~01 
USRt1t12 I.ISRtl0b 
1 USo!"S LOGIN TO TilE ,\"TEI·t 
2. USERS WITH !NCI.iR~'ECT ftUT'HFt:TTCATrou 
s. U'5EPS UITl-l PRSSUO.;':c. CHANt;n', 
4. USE!"S \'IOLFlTlNI) THt ACCE':, rrltF: 
5. USERS LJ I Tl-I /01 BU~Ck" ttRR!( 
o. USERS UIn" Trt1E LTfUT E'l.CFFr.,Frl 
7. USEPS WITH lOGTN (TNeT I:XCfF{'JF.D 
8. U'5ERS TRIED TO Rr:.rF..~~ UfJfrlifi..iI"lPI:'F.i) APF'{ TtHrro.v(~) 
9. USeRS TRIED TO NeCts,; UNRUTHlirI?tt .. PP(l(J;:A'·i(~} 
O. RETURN Tt, THE fiR IN '·1FfJ1.I. 
EIITEP. CIID / CE: Il 
01/05/81 
:14 :21. 11!='NF'PRf ~NO/l r f'fr', ;:Pf ('P r ,:,·~'.::rnt 
~**~**.~~~**s~*.'~*.~f •• *.*~.* 
1 
-' 
5 
PJTF'p.rt1ilHrr~Jr, Hrt:"'I.~.j:- ;-jf F 
INTFRRG~~TTNR pp~Fr(F FfLF 
fl,';nT ~;·F"OiieIH.~' r-FPo;r 
n'Ft.r F:Jr:UTh' ;-;;I~;'r 
FU() 11F' FW":ii/f'fr' 
THE ,~JU OIJTNf, F"ILfS Af.:E F:fHD~1 TO BF -=7PiitiL Ft) 
ACCOUNT-(:EPORT 
PROFILE-REPORT 
EVEN T -FIIEOUEIICI'- PE POP T 
EI'EliT -EN"U fRY-REPORT 
LtiUI]H8l..iIWUt;H UIJ f ~'F;"-; r n' t1r- TFCI-i.'.'M ;J1.1~1 
COf'lPUTr:P ~Tl.lt"'rf..'::: r'FFA~ntF"Nr 
01/05/81 
14:2], 
ENTER CHorCE' 4 
THF: FUfJCTII.)U AVATl ARI. F: liiE' 
1- C'RTA-f,'H'::F CPEATTt1/..J 
]- FlJMI T RI' 
4- FIJ(J. 
The following files are the files resulting from the previous run of 
the system manager dialogues (the maintenance dialogue and the enquiry 
dialogue). 
NOTE: 
U5Rt,10f 
U'5Rtll)f 
US1/0!)1 
1l5R,)tl1 
U5RI).'2 
USRtllJ2 
USRIJl12 
USR002 
USR1102 
USR,'02 
USPIJ02 
USRIJf!2 
USf;t)(J2 
USRt104 
USRt1t14 
USRl1IJ4 
U5ROI,4 
lISPOll; 
USROL15 
USROI;1,5 
USROI).5 
lfSP1105 
USRtlO6 
USRt1t16 
USPIJ06 
USRI)06 
USROO;; 
USPI)t16 
U5RI.;t16 
USPL;06 
USfhl06 
USRIjt16 
IJSROiJ7 
USPI)I,;.;? 
U5Rlll:1? 
1.15R007 
U5Rllt1? 
U5~1)07 
LlSROt18 
USl~OO,'i 
U5ROI_J 
tiSF,·O.10 
LlSROl'J 
U5Rlll 0 
U5PIJ.1.tl 
USRI)11J 
1./5R010 
The following file (SYSTEMLOG-FILE) is the file used in the 
interrogation purposes. 
01 f55.'2? 8.1.0428 LOGffJ 
01 12~4(1t .~H14 !!f1 UJ(H!J 
11 1.5.5c?;~S Sf.l:14?8 LOlTI1IfT .• rHIE U<:f~ tlt1 . I1tl . M 11 122~ijJ 81.t141l1 LOGOflT. TUft U,FD 111) fM ·,11 01 1552.52 810428 LtiGHI 
01 1224204 8J 041" to" TN 
t12 12204.56 S1t14:M f!JCOPPFcr AifTI-IFnr r CRr r (Hi 
02 12250:1. 8.1l1410 rN,;IlRRfcr AI./TflENrr CA TT I),V 
0.5 155252 81,'428 B£ACI" NRRk' Pf':OR~ t 11(' ~:'tD 
1).5 1.~"L:".5n6 8104 Jll RI.A':k' HRPk' ;oF170Pf) LOI":I.:"F.[; 
07 :l.5SZ·S2 811:1428 LOl1fU I.TI11' FxtF.;-trfO 
11 155252 $lj)o4;?"~ L(iijl1i.!T. TIN, U5F.li fHl· 011 li(~ 
11 1225116 810410 U)!30UT. TTI1, 115,0 nO'on ,., ..~: 
01 155150 810428 LOlHN 
04 15.515(j $11:1428 RCCfSS TTII, V/mATrON 
05 155"1.50 81.0428 RI. RCk' HARk' P,ClJRO Lt1':kE/) 
11 155150 810428 LOGOI.IT. THIE If,F~ , I}I1 . 11tl '1111 1]1 155419 810428 toufN 
02 15544. 81042,9 TIIr.)RIIECT AllTHDJrrCArrON 
02 1554.51 8100428 I11C11,R[CT AUTHF:/IT I CA TT 011 1)5 :1.55457 81t1428 BI.ACk· HRRk' R,,:OR1> 111r":k"Fr, 
11 .1.5.54.57 S1.042:~ LOGIJIfT., TUfE IIO;:F.O ~111 '11,1 .:::~ 01 :1.55554 8104 .. '8 LO/UN 
01 .1.22.5~9 ,~J 04'M (rii,fN 
t11 15.;"~"):I. SJ. 114 i?H PRSStJl1IO'D CHAt/(iff> 
tU :I.~26t1n S104:?rt F'RSO;:UrJr'f) CI-.fANfjfD 
05 155676 81.0J28 RI. An:' I'IAP<' PF"I;ijf;'('J l/lOc'F:T> 
"5 12.26JO 81004]0 E:tAI;K HRRK R,rn,~ l.i1ck·fr, 08 1556'<;6 810428 NOT AI. t <lurc, ~pPI.lc~rrl1ll PA~Ip.nl. 
08 1226]:1] o91t14?0 NOT Al.l (,blFr) ~PPIT CA TT Oil PA'r'Rlll. 11 1556J.ti 81042,~ LIJGOIIT. TTfif /.I~F"() 011 /1/1· J." 
11 :1226;:1..1 811:14;0 LOG/11fT. TTliF /I<:PO fill . t1ll .. =i:1 
~H :1.60';;:0 8:1.042,~ L013 ru 
1)1 122;:"1..8 S111J?ll I. Oil ru 
O~ 12;,."';:"~t SHl4 :11 PH.>;qll]~C) ff.lHU6F[) 
:1ll 1~28J9 81t14.' .. 1 HPPI. rCATION O-lR'.,-,t: F'A\-I,l"::(1 
11 1i:,~1.1e:42 ,~1I.14;:·S LOGiJUT. T TIfF, /.15FD 1),1 . 11.;' . 2t' 
11 12;007 810410 LO:JI1I.tT. TTNf 11 . ::t:r. ';t1 Of"' J.~ I.H 160922 8111J~8 UJiJ TU 
11 1611~t; :-:~ln.t?8 IJiljl1I1T. TlflF I/~FD O~r 11." .• l4 01 .1~O10,? ,~10.t~8 LrJ;J[tJ 
1):1 1270r:'5 81114741 Ltll1 r U 
0.7 :I.~:;, .. lJ4 81114 :11 PA.~~;·ili.t'r, ti-lH,'J!iFCI 
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APPENDIX C 
PROGRAM LISTINGS 
l. System manager interface 
2. Generation dialogue 
3. User interface 
4. Maintenance dialogue 
5. Enquiry dialogue 
6. Call program listing 
7. Create-update security record program 
B. Sort program listing 
LISTING OF MANAGER-INTERFACE 13:50 06 MAY 81 
,. IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. PROGRAM-ID. SYST. 
*************************************************************~**.* 
* LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY * 
* COMPUTER STUDIES DEPARTMENT * 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
* 
SYSTEM MANAGER INTERFACE 
THIS INTERFACE ALLOWS THE SYSTEM MANAGER Ta SELECT ANY 
FUNCTION FROM THE FUNCTIONS AVAILABLE. 
THESE FUNCTIONS ARE: 
1. CREATION OF THE DATABASE. 
2. MAINTENANCE OF THE DATABASE. 
3. ENQUI RY. 
TO RUN THE PROGRAM A SECRET RECORD IS TO BE ENTERED WHICH 
IS ONLY KNOWN BY THE SYSTEM MANAGER. 
• 
• 
• 
* 
• 
• 
* 
• 
• 
• 
* 
* 
* 
* 
****************************************************************** 
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 
CONFIGURATION SECTION. 
SOURCE-COMPUTER. PRIME. 
OBJECT-COMPUTER. PRIME. 
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION. 
FILE-CONTROL. 
SELECT SECURITY-FILE ASSIGN TO PFMS. 
DATA DIVISION. 
FILE SECTION. 
FD SECURITY-FILE 
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD VALUE OF FILE-ID "SECUFILE". 
01 SECURITY-RECORD. 
02 SECURITY-AREA. 
03 FILLER 
03 PASS 
02 BLACKMARK 
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 
77 FULL-DUPLX 
77 HALF-DUPLX 
77 MANAGER-AREA 
77 MESSl 
PlC 
PlC 
PlC 
xc 14). 
X (6). 
•• 
COMPUTATIONAL VALUE O. 
COMPUTATIONAL VALUE -32768. 
PlC X(20) VALUE SPACES. 
PlC X(38) VALUE 
77 
77 
77 
"00 YOU WANT TO CHANGE 
COUNT 1 
YOUR PASSWORD? ". 
COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 38. 
MESS2 
COUNT2 
77 YES-NO 
77 SPACES-DISPLAY 
77 MESS3 
77 CQUNT3 
77 CHOICE 
77 CHECK-BLACKMARK 
01 SCREEN. 
PlC X(lO) VALUE I PASSWORD? 
COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 10. 
PlC X. 
PlC X(21) VALUE SPACES. 
PlC X(14) VALUE "ENTER CHOICEI 
COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 14. 
PlC 9. 
PlC '7 VALUE O. 
02 HEADl PlC X(37) VALUE 
'LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY' • 
02 HEAD2 PlC X(32) VALUE 
COMPUTER STUDIES DEPARTMENT'. 
02 HEAD3 PlC X(37) VALUE 
" ______ -------------------------______ " 
02 HEAD4 PlC X(31) VALUE 
SYSTEM MANAGER INTERFACE'. 
02 HEADS PlC X(31) VALUE 
------------------______ " . 
02 HEADo PlC X(36) VALUE 
THE FUNCTION AVAILABLE AREI'. 
02 HEAD7 PlC X(29) VALUE 
1- DATA-BASE CREATION.' • 
02 HEADS PlC X (32) VALUE 
2- DATA-BASE MAINTENANCE.' . 
02 HEAD9 PlC X(18) VALUE 
3- ENQUI RY.' • 
02 HEADIO PlC X(14) VALUE 
4- END.' . 
01 EXEC-DATE. 
02 YY PlC 99. 
02 MM PlC 99. 
02 DD PlC ••• 01 EXEC-TIME. 
02 HR PlC ••• 02 MN PlC '9. 
02 se PlC ••• 01 DATE-DISPLAY. 
02 FILLER PlC X(8) VALUE SPACES. 
02 DD-DISPLAY PlC '9. 
02 FILLER PlC X VALUE "/" . 
02 MM-DISPLAY PlC 9 •• 
02 FILLER PlC X VALUE "/" . 
02 YY-DISPLAY PlC '9. 
01 TIME-DISPLAY. 
02 FILLER PlC X(10) VALUE SPACES. 
02 HR-DISPLAY PlC 99. 
02 FILLER PlC X VALUE ":" 
02 MN-DISPLAY PIr~ .. -
PROCEOURE DIVISION. 
START-PROGRAM. 
PERFORM OPEN-FILE. 
PERFORM AUTHENTICATION-START THRU AUTHENTICATION-END. 
DISPLAY-CHOICE-MENU. 
PERFORM MENU-DISPLAY. 
PERFORM MENU-CHOICE. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO CHECK THE BLACK MARK FIELD IN THE SECUR- * 
* ITV RECORD. IF THE RECORD HAS A BLACK MARK THE USER WILL NOT* 
* BE PERMITTED TO USE THE PROGRAM. IF THE RECORD HAS NO * 
* BLACK MARK AN '*' WILL BE DISPLAYED. * 
****************************************************************** 
OPEN-FILE. 
OPEN 1-0 SECURITY-FILE. 
READ SECURITY-FILE AT END CLOSE SECURITY-FILE. 
IF BLACKMARK ::::I 1 
DISPLAV 'ACCESS TO THE INTERFACE IS NOT ALLOWED.' 
CLOSE SECURITY-FILE STOP RUN. 
DISPLAY' *' . 
****************************************************************** 
* ONCE tHE '*' DISPLAYED THE SVSTEM USER MUST ENTER A CERTAIN * 
* RECORD SO AS TO RUN THE INTERFACE. * 
* THE SYSTEM USER CAN TRY AGAIN TO ENTER THAT SECURITY RECORD * 
* ONCE HE FAILED IN THE FIRST TIME. * 
* A THIRD INCORRECT TRY WILL LOGO UT THE USER AND A BLACK MARK * 
* FIELD WILL BE UPDATED. * 
* CALLING THE SUBROUTINE 'DUPLX' WILL EFFECT THE TRANSMITTED * 
* DATA THROUGH THE TERMINAL. * 
* IN THE FULL-DUPLX MODE. A RECORD OF TRANSMITTED DATA IS * 
* ONLY MADE IF THE DISTANT STATION RE-TRANSMITS (ECHO EFFECT)~* 
* IN THE HALF-DUPLX NODE. TRANSMITTED DATA IS RECORDED * 
* PROVIDED THE UNIT IS'NOT RECEIVING DATA. * 
****************************************************************** 
AUTHENTICATION-START. 
CALL 'DUPLXS' USING HALF-DUPLX. 
ACCEPT MANAGER-AREA. 
CALL 'DUPLX$~ USING FULL-DUPLX. 
IF MANAGER-AREA = SECURITY-AREA GO TO PASSWORD-CHANGE. 
ADD 1 TO CHECK-BLACKMARK. 
IF CHECK-BLACKMARK ,= 3 MOVE 1 TO BLACKMARK 
DISPLAY 'MISS USAGE OF THE SYSTEM.~ 
REWRITE SECURITY-RECORD 
CLOSE SECURITY-FILE STOP RUN. 
DISPLAY 'INCORRECT AUTHENTICATION ••• TRY AGAIN.' 
GO TO AUTHENTICATION-START. 
****************************************************************** 
* PART OF THE SECURITY RECORD IS THE PASSWORD. * 
* THE USER CAN CANGE THE PASSWORD IF HE WISHES. * 
* CALLING THE SUBROUTINE 'TNoUA' WILL PREVENT THE * 
* CARRIAGE-RETURN TO MOVE TO THE NEXT LINE AND * 
* ALLOWS MORE DATA TO BE ENTERED ON THE SAME LINE. * 
****************************************************************** 
PASSWORD-CHANGE. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESSI COUNTI. 
ACCEPT YES-NO. 
DISPLAY' '. 
IF YES-NO ::::I 'N' GO TO AUTHENTICATION-END. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESS2 COUNT2, 
CALL 'DUPLXS' USING HALF-DUPLX. 
ACCEPT PASS. 
CALL 'DUPLX$' USING FULL-DUPLX. 
DISPLAY' '. 
REWRITE SECURITY-RECORD. 
AUTHENTICATION-END. 
CLOSE SECURITY-FILE. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO DISPLAY TO THE SYSTEM MANAGER THE * 
* FUNCTIONS AVAILABLE IN THIS INTERFACE. * 
****************************************************************** 
MENU-DISPLAY, 
PERFORM CLEAR-SCREEN 24. 
ACCEPT EXEC-DATE FROM DATE. 
ACCEPT EXEC-TIME FROM TIME. 
MOVE YY TO YY-DISPLAY. 
MOVE MM TO MM-DISPLAY. 
MOVE DD TO DD-DISPLAY. 
MOVE HR TO HR-DISPLAY. 
MOVE MN TO MN-DISPLAY. 
DISPLAY SPACES-DISPLAY HEAD1. 
DISPLAY SPACES-DISPLAY HEAD2. 
DISPLAY SPACES-DISPLAY HEAD3. 
DISPLAY DATE-DISPLAY. 
DISPLAY TIME-DISPLAY. 
DISPLAY' • 
DISPLAY SPACES-DISPLAY HEAD4. 
DISPLAY SPACES-DISPLAY HEAOS. 
DISPLAY 
DISPLAY SPACES-DISPLAY HEAD6. 
DISPLAY 
DISPLAY SPACES-DISPLAY HEAD7. 
DISPLAY' I 
DISPLAY SPACES-DISPLAY HEADS. 
nTC:PI ~v 
'. 
DISPLAY SPACES-DISPLAY HEAD9. 
DISPLAY' • 
DISPLAY SPACES-DISPLAY HEAD10. 
PERFORM CLEAR-SCREEN 3. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESS3 COUNT3. 
ACCEPT CHOICE. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE WILL CALL A CERTAIN DIALOG (PROGRAM) TO * 
* PERFORM A CERTAIN TASK ONCE THE USER SELECTS A FUNCTION. * 
****************************************************************** 
MENU-CHOICE-. 
IF CHOICE) 0 AND CHOICE ( 5 NEXT SENTENCE 
ELSE PERFORM WRONG-FUNCTION GO TO MENU-CHOICE. 
IF CHOICE ... 1 
CALL 1 CRETPR' • 
IF CHOICE = 2 
CALL • MANTPR' • 
IF CHOICE = 3 
DISPLAY 'SORT OF LOG FILE IN PROGRESS.' 
CALL 'SORTPR' 
CALL 'ENOYPR'. 
IF CHOICE = 4 
STOP RUN. 
PERFORM DISPLAY-CHOICE-MENU. 
CLEAR-SCREEN. 
DISPLAY' '. 
WRONG-FUNCTION. 
DISPLAY' WRONG FUNCTION, •• TRY AGAIN.'. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESS3 COUNT3. 
ACCEPT CHOICE. 
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IDENTIFICATION DIVISION, 
1-. PROGRAM-ID. CRETPR. 
****************************************************************** 
* LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY * 
* COMPUTER STUDIES DEPARTMENT * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
CREATE SYSTEM FILES DIALOG 
THIS DIALOG IS DESIGNED TO FULFIL THE REDUIRMENT OF 
THE SYSTEM MANAGER TO CREATE THE SYSTEM FILES. 
THESE FILES AREI 
1. MENU FILE 
2. PROFILE FILE 
3. ACCOUNT FILE 
(USER-MENU-FILE) 
(USER-AUTH-FILEl 
(USER-ACCT-FILE) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
* 
* 
• 
• 
• 
* 
****************************************************************** 
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 
CONFIGURATION SECTION. 
SOURCE-COMPUTER, PRIME. 
OBJECT-COMPUTER. PRIME. 
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION. 
FILE-CONTROL. 
SELECT USER-MENU-FILE 
SELECT USER-AUTH-FILE 
SELECT USER-ACCT-FILE 
DATA DIVISION. 
FILE SECTION. 
FD USER-MENU-FILE 
ASSIGN TO 
ASSIGN TO 
ASSIGN TO 
PFMS. 
PFMS. 
PFMS. 
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD VALUE OF FILE-ID 'MENUFILE'. 
01 MENU-RECORD. 
02 APPLICATION-NAME 
02 CATEGORY-NAME 
02 TRANSACTION 
03 SERIAL-NO 
03 AREAl 
03 TRAN-DETAIL 
FD USER-AUTH-FILE 
PlC X(30). 
PlC X(20). 
OCCURS 5. 
PlC 99. 
PlC XX. 
PlC X(40). 
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD VALUE OF FILE-ID 'AUTHFILE', 
01 AUTH-RECORD. 
02 USER-AUTH-CODE 
02 PROGRAM-NAME 
FD_ USER-ACCT-FILE 
PlC X(6l. 
PlC X(6l OCCURS 20. 
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD VALUE OF FILE-ID 'ACCTFILE'. 
01 ACCT-RECORD. 
02 USER-ACCT-CODE PlC X(6). 
02 USER-PASSWORD PlC X(6). 
02 FILLER1 PIe X(12). 
02 TIME-PERIODS PlC 9(16). 
02 FILLER2 PlC X(35). 
02 TIME-LIMIT PlC 999. 
02 FILLER3 PlC XXX. 
02 APPLICATIONS PlC X(24). 
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 
77 HALF-DUPLX COMPUTATIONAL VALUE -32768. 
77 FULL-DUPLX COMPUTATIONAL VALUE O. 
77 caUNTl COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 38. 
77 COUNT2 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 15. 
77 COUNT3 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 14. 
77 CQUNT4 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 39. 
77 COUNTS COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 43. 
77 COUNT~ COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 36. 
77 COUNT7 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 17. 
77 COUNTS COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 25. 
77 COUNT9 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 24. 
77 COUNT10 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 16. 
77 COUNT11 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 20. 
77 COUNT12 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 18. 
77 CATEGORY-COUNTER PlC 9 VALUE 1. 
77 ACCEPT-FUNCTION PlC 9 VALUE O. 
77 WO-APPLICATION-NAME PlC X(30) VALUE SPACES. 
77 HEAD1 PlC X(5S) VALUE 
LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY' • 
77 HEAD2 PlC X(S3) VALUE 
COMPUTER STUDIES DEPARTMENT'. 
77 HEAD3 PlC X(S8) VALUE 
*************************************' • 77 HEAD4 PlC X(53) YAL.UE 
SYSTEM MANAGER CREATION DIALOG'. 
77 HEADS PlC X(S2) VALUE 
THE FUNCTION AVAILABLE ARE:'. 
77 HEAD6 PlC X(49) VALUE 
1) CREATE MENU RECORDS', 
77 HEAD7 PlC XCS2) VALUE 
2) CREATE PROFILE RECORDS' , 
77 HEADS PlC X(52) YALUE 
3) CREATE ACCOuNT RECORDS'. 
77 HEAD9 PlC X(42) VALUE 
4) END OF JOB'. 
77 HEADIO PlC X (4) VALUE 
'ENTER CHOICE: 
77 DISPLAY1 PlC X (5) VALUE 
'NOTE:' , 
77 DIS?LAY2 PlC X(46) VALUE 
'1- CHECf( ANY DATA ENTRY BEFOR PRESSING RETURN.'. 
77 DISPLAy3 PlC X(34) VALUE 
'2- IF NO MORE ENTRY, PRESS RETURN.'. 
77 DISPLAY4 PlC X(52) VALUE 
'ENTER NAME OF APPLICATION FOLLOWED BY THE WORD MENU,'. 
77 DISPLAYS PlC X(39) VALUE 
~UP TO THIRTY CHARACTERS TO BE ENTERED I 
77 DISPLAY6 PlC X(39) VALUE· 
'UP TO TWENTY CHARACTERS TO BE ENTERED; 
77 DISPLAY7 PlC X(54) VALUE 
'ENTER UP TO FOURTY CHARACTERS FOR THE FOL.L.OWING ENTRY.'. 
77 SERIAL-COUNTER PlC 99 VALUE O. 
77 TRANSACTION-COUNTER PlC 9 YAL.UE I. 
77 DISPLAYS PlC X(36) VALUE 
~DO YOU WANT TO ENTER ANOTHER MENU? 
77 YES-NO PlC X. 
77 DISPLAY9 PIe X(lb) YALUE 
'END OF FUNCTION 
77 D!SPLAYIO PlC X(17) YAL.UE 
'ENTER USER CODEI ? 
77 DISPLAYII PlC X(25) YAL.UE 
'ENTER THE FIRST PROGRAM' '. 
77 DISPLAYI2 PlC X(24) YALUE 
'ENTER THE NEXT PROGRAM: '. 
77 DISPL.AYI3 PlC X(24) YALUE 
'ENTER THE LAST PROGRAM' '. 
77 DISPLAYI4 PlC X(32) YALUE 
'2) UP TO TWENTY PROGRAM ENTRIES,? 
77 DISPLAYIS PlC X(35) VAL.UE 
EACH ENTRY IS OF SIX CHARACTERS.'. 
77 DISPLAY16 PlC X(43) VALUE 
THE FIRST THREE CHARACTERS ARE THE FIRST' • 
77 DISPLAY17 PlC X(41) VALUE 
THREE LETTERS OF THE APPLICATION NAME.? 
77 DISPLAYI8 PlC X(S2) YALUE 
THE LAST THREE CHARACTERS ARE THE PROGRAM· NUMBER.' • 
77 DISPLAYI9 PlC X(37) YAL.UE 
'3) A SPACE ENTRY TERMINATE THE ENTRY.', 
77 PROGRAM-COUNTER PlC 99 VALUE 1. 
77 OISPLAY20 PlC X(3S) VALUE 
'DD YOU WANT TO ENTER ANOTHER RECORD? ' 
77 DISPLAY21 PlC X(46) VALUE 
91) SIX CHARACTERS TO BE ENTERED FOR USER CODE.', 
77 DISPLAY22 PlC X(16) VALUE 
'ENTER PASSWORD: '. 
77 DISPLAY23 PlC X(20) VALUE 
9 ENTER TIME PERIODS: " 
77 OISPLAY24 PlC X(lS) VALUE 
'ENTER TIME LIMITr ? 
77 DISPLAY25 PlC X(20) VALUE 
'ENTER APPLIC~TIONS: ? 
77 DISPLAY26 PlC X(43) VALUE" 
'~O YOU KNOW HOW TO ENTER THE INFORMATION? '. 
77 DISPLAY27 PlC X(55) VALUE 
'2) UP TO SIX CHARACTERS TO BE ENTERED FOR THE PASSWORn.'. 
77 DISPLAY28 PlC X(54) VALUE 
77 DISPLAV29 PlC X(S3) VALUE 
EACH GROUP CONSIST OF TWO CHARACTERS FOR THE START TIME'. 
77 DISPLAV30 PlC X(33) VALUE 
AND TWO CHARACTERS FOR THE END TIME'. 
77 DISPLAV31 PlC X(53) VALUE 
'4) THREE CHARACTERS TO BE ENTERED FOR THE TIME LIMIT.'. 
77 DISPLAY32 PlC X(5S) VALUE 
'5) UP TO FOUR GROUP TO BE ENTERED FOR THE APPLICATIONS' . 
77 DISPLAV33 PlC X(5b) VALUE 
EACH GROUP CONSIST OF THE FIRST SIX CHARACTERS OF THE'. 
77 OISPLAY34 PlC X(20) VALUE 
APPLICATION NAME.'. 
77 OISPLAV35 PlC X(24) VALUE 
'MISS USAGE OF THE SYSTEM'. 
77 DISPLAY36 PlC X(37) VALUE 
'INCORRECT AUTHENTICATION.uTRV AGAIN'. 
77 DISPLAy37 PlC X(33) VALUE 
'DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE YOUR PASSWORD? 
77 DISPLAY38 PlC X(1S) VALUE 
'NEW PASSWORD ? 
77 MANAGER-AREA 
77 MARKS-COUNTER 
77 FILLER-A 
01 EXEC-DATE. 
02 YY 
02 MM 
02 DD 
01 EXEC-TlME. 
02 HR 
02 MN 
02 SC 
01 DATE-DISPLAY. 
02 DD-DISPLAY 
02 FILLER 
02 MM-DISPLAY 
02 FILLER 
02 YY-DISPLAY 
01 TIME-DISPLAY. 
02 HR-DISPLAY 
02 FILLER 
02 MN-DISFLAY 
01 DISPLAY-CATEGORY. 
X(20l. PlC 
PLC 
PlC 
'9 VALUE o. 
X(S6) VALUE 
PlC 
PLC 
PlC 
PlC 
PLC 
PLC 
PLC 
PlC 
PLC 
PLC 
PlC 
99. 
99. 
99. 
99. 
99. 
99. 
99. 
X VALUE 
99. 
X VALUE 
99. 
PlC 99. 
PLC X VALUE 
PLC 99. 
, I' • 
, It. 
, :' 
SPACES. 
02 FILLER PlC 
02 SERIAL-CAT PlC 
X(6) VALUE 'ENTER 
X(6l. 
02 FILLER PlC X(18l VALUE' CATEGORY 
01 DISPLAY-TRANSACTION. 
02 FILLER PlC X(6) VALUE 'ENTER 
02 SERIAL-TRAN PlC XCb). 
02 FILLER PlC X(31) VALUE 
, TRANSACTION IN THIS SUB MENU: 
PROCEDURE DIVISION. 
START-PROGRAM. 
MAIN-STRUCTURE. 
PERFORM HEADING-DISPLAY. 
PERFORM FUNCTIONS-DISPLAY. 
PERFORM SELECT-FUNCTION. 
IN MENU.' • 
****************************************************************** 
* THE FOLLOWING ROUTINES ARE TO DISPLAY THE MAIN HEADINGS * 
* AND THE FUNCTIONS AVAILABLE. * 
****************************************************************** 
HEADING-DISPLAY. 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 24. 
ACCEPT EXEC-TIME FROM TIME. 
ACCEPT EXEC-DATE FROM DATE. 
MOVE YY TO YV-DISPLAY. 
MOVE MM TO MM-DISPLAY. 
MOVE DD TO DO-DISPLAY. 
MOVE HR TO HR-DISPLAY. 
MOVE MN TO MN-DISPLAY. 
DISPLAY HEADI. 
DISPLAY HEAD2. 
DISPLAY HEAD3. 
DISPLAY FILLER-A DATE-DISPLAY. 
DISPLAY FILLER-A TIME-DISPLAY. 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 3 TIMES. 
DISPLAY HEAD4. 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 4 TIMES. 
FUNCTIONS-DISPLAY. 
DISPLAY HEADS. 
DISPLAY 
DISPLAY HEAD6. 
DISPLAY HEAD7. 
DISPLAY HEADB. 
DISPLAY HEAD9. 
DISPLAY 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 3 TIMES. 
END-DISPLAY. 
****************************************************************** 
• 
• 
• 
• 
THIS ROUTINE IS TO SELECT ANY FUNCTION REQUIRED. 
CALLING THE -SUBROUTINE' TNOUA' WILL PREVENT THE 
CARRIAGE-RETURN Ta MOVE TO THE NEXT LINE AND 
ALLOWS MORE DATA TO BE ENTERED ON THE SAME LINE. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
SELECT-FUNCTION. 
CALL 7TNOUA' USING HEAD10 COUNT3. 
ACCEPT ACCEPT-FUNCTION. 
IF ACCEPT-FUNCTION } 0 AND ACCEPT-FUNCTION { S 
NEXT SENTENCE ELSE GO TO SELECT-FUNCTION. 
IF ACCEPT-FUNCTION D 4 PERFORM EXIT-PARAGRAPH. 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 24. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY1. 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 2. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY2. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY3. 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 2. 
IF ACCEPT-FUNCTION = 1 PERFORM START-CREATE-MENU 
THRU'END-CREATE-MENU. 
IF ACCEPT-FUNCTION D 2 PERFORM START-CREATE-PROFILE 
THRU END-CREATE-PROFILE. 
IF ACCEPT-FUNCTION a 3 PERFORM START-CREATE-ACCOUNT 
THRU END-CREATE-ACCOUNT. 
END-TYPE-FUNCTION. 
START-CREATE-MENU. 
OPEN-MENU-FILE. 
OPEN EXTEND USER-MENU-FILE. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE ACCEPTS THE NAME OF THE APPLICATION MENU * 
* (MAIN MENU NAME) FROM THE TERMINAL. * 
* UP TO 30 CHARACTERS TO BE ENTERED. * 
****************************************************************** 
ENTER-APPLICATION-NAME. 
MOVE SPACES TO MENU-RECORD. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY4. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING DISPLAYS COUNT4. 
ACCEPT WO-APPLICATION-NAME • 
. DISPLAY' '. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE ACCEPTS THE CATEGORY NAME (SUB MENU NAME) * 
* FROM THE TERMINAL. * 
* UP TO 20 CHARACTERS IS TO BE ENTERED. * 
****************************************************************** 
ENTER-CATEGORY-NAME. 
IF CATEGORY-COUNTER 1 MOVE 'FIRST' TO SERIAL-CAT. 
IF CATEGORY-COUNTER = 2 MOVE 'SECOND' TO SERIAL-CAT. 
IF CATEGORY-COUNTER = 3 MOVE 'THIRD' TO SERIAL-CAT. 
IF CATEGORY-COUNTER 4 MOVE 'FOURTH' TO SERIAL-CAT. 
IF CATEGORY-COUNTER = 5 MOVE 'FIFTH' TO SERIAL-CAT. 
IF CATEGORY-COUNTER = 6 MOVE 'LAST TO SERIAL-CAT. 
IF CATEGORY-COUNTER = 7 GO TO NEW-APPLICATION. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY-CATEGORY. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING DISPLAYb COUNT4. 
ACCEPT CATEGORY-NAME. 
DISPLAY' '. 
IF CATEGORY-NAME. SPACES GO TO NEW-APPLICATION. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY7. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE ACCEPTS UP TO 40 CHARACTERS OF INFORMATION * 
* FROM THE TERMINAL. * 
* THESE INFORMATION REFLECTS THE FUNCTION OF THE PROGRAM * 
****************************************************************** 
ENTER-TRANSACTION-NAME. 
ADD 1 TO SERIAL-COUNTER. 
MOVE SERIAL-COUNTER TO SERIAL-NO(TRANSACTION-COUNTER). 
MOVE '-' TO AREA1(TRANSACTION-CQUNTER). 
IF TRANSACTION-COUNTER 1 MOVE 'FIRST' TO SERIAL-TRAN. 
IF TRANSACTION-COUNTER = 2 MOVE 'SECOND' TO SERIAL-TRAN. 
IF TRANSACTION-COUNTER a 3 MOVE 'THIRD' TO SERIAL-TRAN. 
IF TRANSACTION-COUNTER 4 MOVE 'FOURTH' TO SERIAL-TRAN. 
IF TRANSACTION-COUNTER = 5 MOVE 'LAST TO SERIAL-TRAN. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING DISPLAY-TRANSACTION COUNTS. 
ACCEPT TRAN-DETAIL(TRANSACTION-COUNTER). 
DISPLAY' '. 
IF TRAN-DETAIL(TRANSACTION-COUNTER) • SPACES 
GO TO SPACE-ROTINE1. 
ADD 1 TO TRANSACTION-COUNTER. 
IF TRANSACTION-COUNTER ) 5 NEXT SENTENCE ELSE 
GO TO ENTER-TRANSACTION-NAME. 
MOVE WO-APPLICATION-NAME TO APPLICATION-NAME. 
WRITE MENU-RECORD. 
MOVE 1 TO TRANSACTION-COUNTER. 
MOVE SPACES TO MENU-RECORD. 
ADD 1 TO CATEGORY-COUNTER. 
GO TO ENTER-CATEGORY-NAME. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO FILL SPACES THE REST OF THE RECORD. * 
****************************************************************** 
SPACE-ROTINE1. 
MOVE SPACES TO TRANSACTION(TRANSACTION-COUNTER). 
ADD 1 TO TRANSACTION-COUNTER. 
IF TRANSACTION-COUNTER = b WRITE MENU-RECORD 
GO TO NEW-APPLICATION. 
GO TO SPACE-ROTINE1. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO CHECK WHETHER A NEW APPLICATION MENU * 
* TO BE CREATED OR NOT. * 
****************************************************************** 
\ 
NEW-APPLICATION. 
MOVE SPACES TO WO--APPLICATION-NAME. 
MOVE 0 TO SERIAL-COUNTER. 
MOVE 1 TO CATEGORY-COUNTER TRANSACTION-COUNTER. 
CALL 'TNGUA' USING DISPLAYS CQUNT6. 
ACCEPT YES-NO. 
DISPLAY 1 ? 
IF YES-NO = 'V' GO TO ENTER-APPLICATION-NAME. 
CLOSE USER-MENU-FILE. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY9 ACCEPT-FUNCTION. 
PERFORM MAIN-STRUCTURE. 
END-CREATE-MENU. 
START-CREATE-PROFILE. 
\ 
OPEN EXTEND U5ER-AUTH-FILE. 
****************************************************************** 
... THIS ROUTINE IS TO PROVIDE THE USER WITH INFORMATION OF * 
... HOW TO CREATE THE PROFILE FILE. ... 
*******************************.********************************** 
ENTER-AUTH-RECORO. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING DISPLAY26 COUNT5. 
ACCEPT YES-NO. 
DISPLAY , '. 
IF YES-NO = 'Y' GO TO ENTER-INFORMATION. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY21. 
DISPLAY DISPLAV14. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY15. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY16. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY17. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY18. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY19. 
******************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO ENTER THE USER CODE AND THE FIRST PROGRAM* * 
******************************************************************** 
ENTER-INFORMATION. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING DISPLAY10 COUNT7. 
MOVE SPACES TO AUTH-RECORD. 
ACCEPT USER-AUTH-CODE. 
DISPLAY' '. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING DISPLAY11 COUNTS. 
ACCEPT PROGRAM-NAME(PROQRAM-CQUNTER). 
DISPLAY' ''O 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO ENTER ALL OTHER PROGRAMS BUT NOT * 
* THE LAST. * 
****************************************************************** 
NEXT-ENTRY. 
ADD 1 TO PROGRAM-COUNTER. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING DISPLAY12 CDUNT9. 
ACCEPT PROGRAM-NAME(PROGRAM-COUNTER). 
DISPLAY' '. 
IF PROGRAM-NAME(PROGRAM-COUNTER) = SPACES 
GO TO SPACE-ROTINE2. 
IF PROGRAM-COUNTER = 19 GO TO ENTER-LAST. 
GO TO NEXT-ENTRY. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO ENTER THE LAST PROGRAM. * 
*************************************************~**************** 
ENTER-LAST. 
ADD 1 TO PROGRAM-COUNTER. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING DISPLAY13 caUNT9. 
ACCEPT PROGRAM-NAME(PRDGRAM-CDUNTER). 
DISPLAY' '. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO CHECK WHETHER A NEW RECORD Ta BE * 
* CREATED OR NOT. * 
****************************************************************** 
NEW-ENTRY. 
WRITE AUTH-RECQRD. 
CALL 'TNDUA" USING OISPLAY20 COUNT1. 
ACCEPT YES-NO. 
DISPLAY I 
IF YES-NO ~ 'N" GO TO ENTRY-END. 
MOVE 1 TO PROGRAM-COUNTER. 
GO TO ENTER-AUTH-RECORD. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROuTINE IS TO FIll THE REST OF THE UNUSED PROGRAM * 
* FIELDS WITH ZEROS. * 
***********~*****************************************************4 
SPACE-ROTINE2. 
MOVE "000000" TO PROGRAM-NAME(PROGRAM-CQUNTER). 
ADO 1 TO PROGRAM-COUNTER. 
IF PROGRAM-COUNTER = 21 GO TO NEW-ENTRV. 
GO TO SPACE-ROTtNE2. 
ENTRY-END. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY9 ACCEPT-FUNCTION. 
CLOSE USER-AUTH-FILE'O 
PERFORM MAIN-STRUCTURE. 
END-CREATE-PROFILE. 
START-CREATE-ACCQUNT. 
OPEN EXTEND USER-ACCT-FILE. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS FOR CREATING THE ACCOUNT RECORDS. * 
* CALLING THE SUBROUTINE 'OUPLX' WILL EFFECTS THE TRANSMITTED * 
* DATA THROUGH THE TERMINAL. * 
* IN THE FULL-DUPLX MODE, A RECORD OF TRANSMITTED DATA IS * 
* ONLY MADE IF THE DISTANT STATION RE-TRANSMITS (ECHO EFFECT) •• 
* IN THE HALF-OUPLX MODEt TRANSMITTED DATA IS RECORDED * 
* PROVIDED THE UNIT IS NOT RECEIVING DATA. * 
****************************************************************** 
ENTER-ACCT-RECORD. 
MOVE SPACES TO ACCT-RECORD. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING DISPLAY26 COUNTS. 
ACCEPT YES-NO. 
DISPLAY' '. 
IF YES-NO = "N' PERFORM HELP. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING DISPLAYI0 COUNT7. 
ACCEPT USER-ACCT-CODE. 
DISPLAY I '. 
CALL 'TNQUA' USING DISPLAY22 COUNTI0. 
CALL 'OUPLX$' USING HALF-DUPLX. 
ACCEPT USER-PASSWORD. 
CALL 'DUPLX$' USING FULL-DUPLX. 
DISPLAY' '. 
CALL 'TNQUA' USING DISPLAY23 COUNT1!. 
ACCEPT TIME-PERIODS. 
DISPLAY' '. 
CALL 'TNOUA" USING DISPLAYZ4 COUNT12. 
ACCEPT TIME-LIMIT. 
DISPLAY' '. 
CALL 'TNQUA' USING DISPLAY25 COUNT!!. 
ACCEPT APPLICATIONS. 
DISPLAY' '. 
MOVE ZEROS TO FILLERl FILLER2 FILLER3. 
WRITE ACCT-RECORD. 
CALL ·TNOUA· USING DISPLAV20 COUNT1. 
ACCEPT YES-NO. 
DISPLAY' '. 
IF YES-NO a "Y' GO TO ENTER-ACCT-RECORD. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY9 ACCEPT-FUNCTION. 
CLOSE USER-ACCT-FILE. 
PERFORM MAIN-STRUCTURE. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS PARAGRAPH IS TO SUPPORT THE SYSTEM MANAGER WITH * 
* INFORMATION OF HOW TO CREATE THE ACCOUNT RECORDS. * 
****************************************************************** 
HELP. 
DISPLAV DISPLAVZ1. 
DISPLAV DISPLAV27. 
DISPLAV DISPLAV28. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY29. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY30. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY31. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY32. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY33. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY34. 
END-CREATE-ACCOUNT. 
SPACE-DISPLAY. 
DISPLAY' 
END-PROGRAM. 
JOB-END. 
EXIT-PARAGRAPH. 
EXIT PROGRAM. 
LISTING OF USER-INTERFACE 13=33 06 MAY 8! 
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 
PROGRAM-ID. INTR. 
****************************************************************** 
****************************************************************** 
* LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY * 
* COMPUTER STUDIES DEPARTMENT * 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
USERS INTERFACE 
THIS INTERFACE IS DESIGNED FOR NAIVE USERS AND HAVE THE 
FOLLOWING FACILITIES: 
1. THE INTERFACE IS DESIGNED TO RUN ALL THE DAY 
AS A PART OF THE OPERATING SYSTEM. 
2. SEVERAL SECURITY PROCEDURE MUST BE PASSED BEFOR THE 
USER IS ALLOWED TO RUN THE INTERFACE. 
3. USERS CAN RUN ANy PROGRAM(S) UNDER ANY APPLICATION(S) 
WHICH THEY AUTHORISED TO USE. 
4. FOUR FILES ARE USED IN THIS INTERFACE 
THOSE FILES ARE: 
A. ACCOUNT FILE (USER-ACCT-FILE) 
THIS FILE CONTAINS INFORMATION WHICH IS GOING TO BE 
CHECKED AND UPDATED DURING THE RUN TIME. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 6. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
B. PROFILE FILE (USER-AUTH-FILE) * 
THIS FILE CONTAINS UP TO TWENTY PROGRAMS WHICH THE * 
USER IS AUTHORIZED TO RUN. * 
• 
C. MENU FILE (USER-MENU-50432) * 
THIS FILE.CONTAINS ALL THE DETAIL OF MENUES AND * 
SUB MENUES. * 
• 
D. SYSTEM LOG FILE (SYSTEMLOG-FILE> * 
THIS FILE RECORDS CERTAIN INFORMATION DURING THE * 
RUN OF THE PROGRAM. * 
• 
ONE OF THE SIGNIFICANTS OF THIS PRQGRAM IS TO PRESENT * 
THE USER WITH ONLY THE MENU AND SUB MENU WHICH HE IS * 
AUTHORIZED TO SEE, ALSO PRESENTS TO HIM A TRANSACTION * 
MENU IN CASE IF HE IS AUTHORIZED Ta RUN LESS THAN 5070 * 
OF THE MAXAMAM ALLOWED PROGRAMS. * 
****************************************************************** 
****************************************************************** 
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 
CONFIGURATION SECTION. 
SOURCE-COMPUTER. PRIME. 
OBJECT-COMPUTER. PRIME. 
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION. 
FILE-CONTROL. 
SELECT USER-AUTH-FILE 
SELECT USER-ACCT-FILE 
SELECT 5ySTEMLOG-FILE 
sELECT USER-MENU-FILE 
DATA DIVISION. 
FILE SECTION. 
FD USER-AUTH-FILE 
ASSIGN 
ASSIGN 
ASSIGN 
ASSIGN 
TO 
TO 
TO 
TO 
PFMS. 
PFMS. 
PFMS. 
PFMS. 
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD VALUE OF FILE-ID 'AUTHFILE'. 
01 AUTHORIZATION-RECORD. 
02 FILLER PlC X(b). 
02 FILLER PlC X(120). 
FO USER-ACCT-FILE 
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD VALUE OF FILE-ID 'ACCTFILE' • 
01 ACCOUNT-RECORD PlC X(10S). 
FD SYSTEMLQG-FILE 
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD VALUE OF FILE-ID 'SYSTFILE'. 
01 SYSTEMLOG-RECORD PlC X(60). 
FD USER-MENU-FILE 
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD VALUE OF FILE-ID 'MENUFILE'. 
01 MENU-RECORD. 
02 MENU-APPLICATION-NAME. 
03 MENU-si X-CHECK PlC XCb). 
03 FILLER PlC X(24). 
02 MENU-LEVELS PlC X(240). 
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 
77 FULL-DUPLX COMPUTATIONAL VALUE O. 
77 HALF-DUPLX COMPUTATIONAL VALUE -32769. 
77 MESS1 PlC X(17) VALUE 'ENTER USER CODE: '. 
77 COUNT1 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 17. 
77 MESS2 PlC X(21) VALUE 'ENTER YOUR PASSWORD: 
77 COUNT2 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 21. 
77 MESS3 PlC X(38) VALUE 
'DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE YOUR PASSWORD? '. 
COUNT3 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 38. 77 
77 
77 
77 
MESS4 PlC X(15)"VALUE 'NEW PASSWORD? 
COUNT4 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 15. 
MESS5 PlC X(27) VALUE 
'ENTER NAME OF APPLICATION: t. 
77 COUNTS COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 27. 
77 MESS6 PlC X(3S) VALUE 
'DO YOU KNOW WHICH PROGRAM TO USE ? t. 
77 COUNTb COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 35. 
77 MESS7 PlC X (4) VALUE ·ENTER CHOICE' 
77 COUNT7 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 14. 
77 MESS8 PlC XCSS) VALUE 
'DO YOU WANT TO RUN ANOTHER PROGRAM IN CURRENT APPLICATION?' • 
77 COUNTS COMPUTATIONAL VALUE SS. 
77 ME559 PlC XC2S) VALUE 
'ENTER THE PROGRAM REQUIRED~ , 
77 COUNT9 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 23. 
77 MESS10 PlC X(39) VALUE 
'ARE yeu SURE OF THE APPLICATION NAME? 
77 CaUNTlO COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 39. 
77 SWITCH PlC 9 VALUE O. 
77 SYSTEMLOG-CaUNT PlC 99 VALUE o. 
77 TABLE-COUNTER PlC 99 VALUE 1. 
77 RECORD-COUNTER PlC 9 VALUE 1. 
77 NUMBER PlC 999 VALUE O. 
77 PAKAGE-COUNTER PlC '7 VALUE 1. 
77 NUMBER-COUNTER PlC 9 VALUE 1. 
77 TRANSACTION-COUNT PlC 9 VALUE I. 
77 ACCEPT-AREA PlC X(b). 
77 PERIODS-COUNTER PlC 9 VALUE I. 
77 PASSWORD-COUNTER PlC 9 VALUE I. 
77 YES-NO PlC X. 
77 STORAGE-COUNTER PlC 99 VALUE O. 
77 APPLICATION-COUNT PlC 9 VALUE O. 
77 ACTION-COUNTER PlC 9 VALUE O. 
77 PROGRAMS-COUNT PlC 99 VALUE 1. 
77 EVENT-AREA PlC X(b). 
77 ACC-HRt PlC 9(5) VALUE O. 
77 ACC-HR2 PlC 9(5) VALUE O. 
77 ACC-MNt PlC 9(4) VALUE O. 
77 ACC-MN2 PlC 9(4) VALUE O. 
77 TOTAL 1 PlC 9(5) VALUE O. 
77 TOTAL2 PlC 9(5) VALUE O. 
77 RESULT PlC 9(5) VALUE O. 
77 WO-HR PlC 9(5) VALUE .0. 
77 WO-RESULT PlC 9(4) VALUE O. 
77 WO-MN PIe 9(4) VALUE O. 
77 ACC-HR PlC 9(7) VALUE O. 
77 TOTAL3 PlC 9(7) VALUE O. 
77 TOTAL4 PIe 9(7) VALUE O. 
77 NUMBER-OF-PROGRAMS PlC 99 VALUE O. 
77 SEQUENCE-COUNTER PlC 99 VALUE O. 
77 CHECK-DISPLAY PlC 99 VALUE O. 
77 MENU-COUNTER PlC 9 VALUE 1. 
77 TRAN-COUNTER PlC 9 VALUE 1. 
77 CHOICE-COUNTER PlC 99. 
77 BLOCK-SWITCH PlC 9 VALUE o. 
77 STORE-RESULT PlC 9(5) VALUE O. 
77 OISPLAY-1 PlC X(lS) VALUE SPACES. 
77 DISPLAY-2 PlC X(43) VALUE 
'*******************************************'. 
77 DISPLAY-3 PlC X(43) VALUE 
'* LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY.'. 
77 DISPLAY-4 PIe X(43) VALUE 
'* COMPUTER STUDIES DEPARTMENT 
77 DISPLAY-5 PlC X(43) VALUE 
'* GENERAL USERS DIALOGUE FOR 
77 OISPLAV-6 PlC X(43) VALUE 
'* COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS 
01 DISPLAY-7. 
01 
01 
02 FILLER 
'* STARTED ON ' 
02 DD-DISPLAY 
02 FILLER 
02 MM-DISPLAY 
02 FILLER 
02 YY-DISPLAY 
02 FILLER 
SYSTEMLOGTABLE. 
02 SYSTEMLOG-TABLE 
SYSTEMLOG-IMAGE. 
02 USER-CODE 
PlC X(14) VALUE 
PlC 99. 
PlC X VALUE' /' • 
PlC 99. 
PlC X VALUE' /' • 
PlC 99. 
PIe X(22) VALUE 
•• 
PIe X(60) OCCURS 
PlC X(6). 
200. 
02 FILLER PlC XX VALUE SPACES. 
02 ENTRY-TYPE PlC XX. 
02 FILLER PIe xx VALUE SPACES. 
02 EVENT-TIME PIe X(6). 
02 FILLER PIe xx VALUE SPACES. 
02 EVENT-DATE PlC X(6). 
02 FILLER PIe xx VALUE SPACES. 
02 EVENT-MESSAGE. 
03 EVENT PIe X(24). 
03 TIME-USED. 
04 EV-HR PlC 99. 
04 FILLl PlC X. 
04 EV-MN PIe 99. 
04 FILL2 PlC X. 
04 EV-SC PlC 99. 
01 HELPEXIT. 
02 HELP-EXITl PIe 99 OCCURS 3. 
01 PROGRAMS-STORE. 
02 PROGRAMS-AREA OCCURS 10. 
03 FILLER PIe X. 
03 PROGRAM-STORE PlC 99. 
01 SCREEN-TIME. 
02 SC-HR PlC 99. 
02 SC-MN PIe 99. 
02 SC-SC PlC 99. 
01 STORE-PROGRAM. 
02 FILLER PIe XXXX VALUE • *** '. 
02 PROGRAM-X PlC X(6). 
02 FILLER PlC xxx X VALUE . ***' • 
01 . SCREEN. 
02 HEAD1 PlC X (58) VALUE 
L.U.T. COMPUTER 
02 HEAD2 PlC x(se) VALUE 
.' . 
.' . 
.' . 
STUDIES DEPARTMENT', 
******** •• *********************.**' . 
02 HEAD3. 
03 FIlLER-A PIe X(16) VALUE SPACES. 
03 SUB1-HEAD·J PlC X (20) VALUE SPACES. 
0.3 FILLER PlC X(20) VALUE SPACES. 
03 SUB2-HEAD3. 
04 SC-DD PIe 99. 
04 FILLER PIe x VALUE ' / .. 
04 SC-MM PlC 99. 
04 FILLER PIe x VALUE ' /' . 
, 
, 
, 
02 HEAD4. 
03 FILLER PlC X(lS) VALUE SPACES. 
03 SUBI-HEAD4 PlC X(30) VALUE SPACES. 
03 FILLER PlC X(S) VALUE SPACES. 
03 SUB2-HEAD4. 
04 HEAD4-HR PlC 99. 
04 FILLER PlC X VALUE ~;'. 
04 HEAD4-MN PlC '99. 
--~;~ 01 ACTION-AREA. 
02 FIRST-NUMBER PlC 9 VALUE o. 
02 REST-NUMBER PlC 99. 
01 STORAGE-NUMBER. 
02 NUMBER-STORAGE PlC 9 OCCURS b. 
01 EXIT-HELP. 
02 HELP-EXIT PlC 9 OCCURS 3. 
01 STORE-T IME PlC X(6) VALUE SPACES. 
01 STORE-TIME-EXEC PlC X(6) VALUE SPACES. 
01 TIME-EXEC. 
02 HR PlC 99. 
02 MN PlC 99. 
02 SC PlC 99. 
01 DATE-EXEC. 
02 YR PlC 99. 
02 MO PlC 99. 
02 DV PlC 99. 
01 APPLICATION-AREA. 
__ ~ 02 CODE-AREA PlC XXX. 
02 FILLER PlC XXX. 
01 CHECf(-TABLE. 
02 APPL-AREA PlC XXX. 
02 PROG-AREA PlC 999. 
01 EVENT-TIME-EXEC. 
02 EVENT-HR PlC 99. 
02 EVENT-MN PlC 99. 
02 EVENT-SC PlC 99. 
01 AUTHORIZATION-TABLE. 
02 AUTH-AREA OCCURS 30. 
03 USER-AUTH-CODE PlC X(6). 
03 PROGRAMS OCCURS 20. 
04 PROG-NAME PlC XXX. 
04 PROG-NUMB PlC 999. 
01 ACCOUNT-TABLE. 
02 ACCT-AREA OCCURS 30. 
03 USER-ACCT-CODE PlC X(6). 
03 PASSWORD PlC X(6). 
03 LAST-LOG-DATE. 
04 LAST-YY PlC 99. 
04 LAST-MM PlC 99. 
04 LAST-DD PIe 99. 
03 LAST-LOG-TIME. 
04 LAST-HR PlC 99. 
04 LAST-MN PlC 99. 
04 LAST-SC PlC 99. 
03 ACCESS-TIME-PERIODS OCCURS 4. 
04 START-TIME PlC 99. 
04 END-TIME PlC 99. 
03 APPLICATION-TIME OCCURS 4. 
04 HR-TIME PlC 999. 
04 MN-TIME PlC 99. 
04 SC-TIME PlC 99. 
03 TOTAL-USED-TIME. 
04 TOTAL-HR PlC 999. 
04 TOTAL-MN PlC 99. 
04 TOTAL-se PlC 99. 
03 TIME-LIMIT PlC 999. 
03 BLACI<-MARt<S PlC 9. 
03 MAX-LOG-DAY PlC 99.· 
03 APPLICATIONS PlC X(6) OCCURS 4. 
01 MENU-TABLE. 
02 TABLE-APPL-NAME PlC X(30). 
02 MENU-AREA OCCURS 6. 
0:3 TABLE-MENU-NAME PlC X(20). 
03 TRANSACTIONS OCCURS 5. 
04 TRAN-NO PlC 99. 
04 FILLER-TRAN PlC X(42). 
01 MAIN-MENU-DETAIL. 
02 MAIN-MENU PlC X(20) OCCURS 6. 
PROCEDURE DIVISION. 
FIRST-START. 
ACCEPT DATE-EXEC FROM DATE. 
MOVE SPACES TO MENU-TABLE. 
MOVE SPACES TO AUTHORIZATION-TABLE. 
MOVE SPACES TO ACCOUNT-TABLE. 
MOVE SPACES TO SYSTEMLOGTA8LE. 
OPEN INPUT USER-ACCT-FILE. 
****************************************************************** 
* 
* 
• 
THIS ROUTINE IS TO LOAD THE ACCOUNT FILE INTO A TABLE IN 
THE MEMORY. 
THE TABLE WILL BE UPDATED WHEN THE USER RUNS THE PROGRAM. 
• 
* 
* 
****************************************************************** 
I nonTNr..-a.rrnlINT-TllR! I:' 
READ USER-ACCT-FILE AT END MOVE 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER 
CLOSE USER-ACCT-FILE GO TO SECOND-START. 
MOVE ACCOUNT-RECORD TO ACCT-AREACTABLE-COUrHER). 
ADO 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER 00 TO LOADING-ACCOUNT-TABLE. 
SECOND-START. 
MAIN-HEAD-DISPLAY. 
PERFORM CLEAR-SCREEN 24. 
MOVE DY TO DD-DISPLAY. 
MOVE MO TO MM-DISPLAY. 
MOVE YR TO YY-DISPLAY. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY-l DISPLAY-2. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY-I DISPLAY-3. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY-I DISPLAY-4. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY-I DISPLAY-5. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY-I DISPLAY-6. 
DISPLAY DISPLAY-I DISPLAY-2. 
THI RO-START. 
****************************************************************** 
* CALLING THE SUBROUTINE 'TNOUA' WILL PREVENT THE * 
* CARRIAGE-RETURN FROM MOVING TO THE NEXT LINE AND * 
* ALLOWS MORE DATA TO BE ENTERED ON THE SAME LINE. * 
****************************************************************** 
USER-SIGN-ON. 
PERFORM"CLEAR-SCREEN 2. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESS1 COUNTI. 
ACCEPT ACCEPT-AREA. 
DISPLAY • '. 
IF ACCEPT-AREA ~ 'ENDJOB' GO TO LOAD-TABLE-BACK. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO CHEC!< WHETHER THE USER CODE ENTERED * 
* IS AUTHORI ZED OR NOT ~ * 
****************************************************************** 
USER-CHEe!( • 
IF ACCEPT-AREA = USER-ACCT-CODE(TABLE-COUNTER) 
ADD 1 TO MAX-LOG-DAY(TABLE-COUNTER) 
GO TO LOG-SIGN-ON-TRANSACTIDN. 
ADD 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER. 
IF TABLE-COUNTER } 30 MOVE 1 Ta TABLE-COUNTER 
GO TO USER-SIGN-ON. 
GO TO USER-CHECK-. 
******************************************************************* 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO LOG THE SIGN-ON EVENT INTO THE LOG FILE. * 
******************************************************************* 
LOG-S I ON-aN-TRANSACTION. ' 
MOVE ACCEPT-AREA TO EVENT-AREA. 
ACCEPT TIME-EXEC FROM TIME. 
PERFORM TRANSACTION-OI. 
MOVE TABLE-COUNTER TO STORAGE-COUNTER. 
BLACKMARK-CHECK. 
IF SLACK-MARKS(STORAGE-COUNTER) = 0 
GO TO MAX-LOG-CHECK. 
DISPLAY' BLAC!( MARK ••• SEE SYSTEM MANAGER.'. 
MOVE I TO BLOCK-SWITCH. 
GO TO TRANSACTION-11. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE WILL CHECK IF THE USER EXCCEDS LOGIN LIMIT * 
* PER DAY, IF SO THE USER WILL GET A BLACK MARK AND LOGED OUT.* 
****************************************************************** 
MAX-LOG-CHECK. 
IF DATE-EXEC NOT = LAST-LOG-DATE(TABLE-CDUNTER) 
MOVE 1 TO MAX-LOG-OAY(TABLE-COUNTER) 
GO TO TIME-LIMIT-CHECK. 
IF MAX-LOG-OAY(TABLE-COUNTER) ) 10 
DISPLAY 'MISS USAGE OF THE SYSTEM ••• SEE SYSTEM MANAGER' 
PERFORM TRANSACTION-07 
PERFORM TRANSACTION-OS 
MOVE 1 TO BLACK-MARKSCTABLE-CQUNTER) 
MOVE 1 TO MAX-LOG-DAY(TABLE-COUNTER) 
MOVE 1 TO BLOCK-SWITCH 
GO TO TRANSACTION-I!. 
ADD I Ta MAX-LOG-DAY(TABLE-COUNTER). 
****************************************************************** 
* EACH USER HAS A CERTAIN TIME LIMIT TO USE THE SYSTEM, * 
* IF HE ExceEDS THIS LIMIT HE WILL BE PREVENTED TO USE THE * 
* SYSTEM. * 
****************************************************************** 
TIME-LIMIT-CHECK. 
IF TOTAL-HRCTABLE-COUNTER) ( TIME-L1MITCTABLE-CDUNTER) 
GO TO TIME-PERIODS-CHECK. 
MOVE 1 TO BLACK-HARKS(TABLE-COUNTER). 
PERFORM TRANSACTION-OS. 
PERFORM TRANSACT I ON-Ob. 
DISPLAY' TIME LIMIT EXCEEDED ••• SEE SYSTEM MANAGER.' • 
MOVE 1 TO BLOCK-SWITCH. 
GO TO TRANSACTION-II. 
*****************~*****************************~****************** 
* EACH USER HAVE UP TO FOUR TIME PERIODS, IF HE TRIES * 
* TO WORK ON OTHERS HE WILL PREVENTED TO USE THE SYSTEM. * 
****************************************************************** 
T IME-PERIODS-CHECf<. 
IF HR ( END-TIME(TABLE-COUNTER, PERIODS-COUNTER) 
AND HR } START-TIME(TABLE-COUNTER, PERIODS-COUNTER) 
GO TO PASSWORD-CHECK. 
IF PERIODS-COUNTER :4 
MOVE 1 TO BLACK-MARKS(TABLE-COUNTER) 
PERFORM TRANSACTION-Oa 
pERFORM TRANSACTION-OS 
DISPLAY 'MISS USAGE OF THE SYSTEM ••• SEE SYSTEM MANAGER.' 
MOVE 1 TO BLOCK-SWITCH 
GO TO TRANSACTION-ll. 
ADD 1 TO PERIODS-COUNTER. 
GO TO TIME-PERIODS-CHECK. 
*****************************************************************. 
* THE PROGRAM CHEC.<S THE PASSWORD AND PERMIT A SECOND CHANCE * 
* FOR ENTERING THE PASSWORD, ONCE THE FIRST ATTEMPT FAILED. * 
* A THIRD TRY TO ENTER INCORRECT PASSWORD WILL UPDATE THE * 
* BLACK MARK FIELD IN THE ACCOUNT RECORD AND THE USER * 
* WILL BE LOGGED OUT. * 
* THE USER CAN CHANGE HIS PASSWORD IF HE WISHES. * 
* CALLING THE SUBROUTINE 'DUPLX' WILL EFFECT THE TRANSMITTED * 
* DATA THROUGH THE TERMINAL. * 
* IN THE FULL-DUPLX MODE, A RECORD. OF TRANSMITTED DATA IS * 
* ONLY MADE IF THE DISTANT STATION RE-TRANSMITS (ECHO EFFECT).* 
* IN THE HALF-DUPLX MODE. TRANSMITTED DATA IS RECORDED * 
* PROVIDED THE UNIT IS NOT RECEIVING DATA. * 
****************************************************************** 
PASSWORD-CHECK. 
CALL I TNOUA' US I NG MESS2 COUNT:::!. 
CALL 'DUPLX$' USING HALF-DUPLX. 
ACCEPT ACCEPT-AREA. 
CALL 'DUPLXs" USING FULL-DUPLX. 
DISPLAY' '. 
IF ACCEPT-AREA = PASSWDRO(TABLE-CDUNTER) 
GO TO PASSWORD-CHANGE. 
IF PASSWORD-COUNTER = 3 
MOVE 1 TO BLACK-MARKSCTABLE-COUNTER) 
PERFORM TRANSACTION-OS 
DISPLAY 'WRONG PASSWORD ••• SEE SYSTEM MANAGER.' 
MOVE 1 TO BLOCK-SWITCH 
GO TO TRANSACTION-Il. 
PERFORM TRANSACTION-02. 
ADO I TO PASSWORD-COUNTER. 
GO TO PASSWORD-CHECK. 
PASSWORD-CHANGE. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESS3 COUNT3. 
ACCEPT YES-NO. 
D ISP~AY , " 
IF YES-NO = "N' 00 TO APPLICATION-CHECK. 
MOVE SPACES TO MAIN-MENU-DETAIL. 
CALL "TNQUA" USING MESS4 COUNT4. 
CALL I DUPLX$' USING HALF-DUPLX. 
ACCEPT PASSWQRD(TABLE-CQUNTER), 
CALL 'DUPLX$" USING FULL-DUPLX. 
DISPLAY I ". 
PERFORM TRANSACTION-03. 
GO TO APPLICATION-CHECK. 
APPLICATION-CHEC!{ • 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESSS COUNTS. 
ACCEPT ACCEPT-AREA. 
DISPLAY' '. 
CALL "TNOUA' USING MESS10 COUNT10. 
ACCEPT YES-NO. 
DISPLAY' '. 
IF YES-NO = 'N' GO Ta APPLICATION-CHECK. 
****************************************************************** 
* UP TO FOUR APPLICATIONS EACH USER IS ALLOWED TO USE. * 
* THIS ROUTINE CHEC.<S THE AUTHORIZATION TO USE ANY * 
* OF THESE APPLICATIONS. * 
****************************************************************** 
APPLICATION-LOOP. 
IF ACCEPT-AREA : 
APPLICATIONS(TABLE-CQUNTER, APPLICATION-COUNT) 
GO TO FOURTH-START. 
IF APPLICATION-COUNT = 4 
PERFORM TRANSACTION-OS 
DISPLAY 'WRONG APPLICATION ACCEPT-AREA 
••• SEE SySTEM MANAGER.' 
PERFORM TRANSACTION-08 
MOVE 1 TO BLACK-MARKS(TABLE-CQUNTER) 
MOVE 1 TO BLOCK-SWITCH 
GO TO TRANSACTION-II. 
ADD I TO APPLICATION-COUNT. 
00- TO APPLICATION-LOOP. 
FOURTH-START. 
MOVE ACCEPT-AREA TO APPLICATION-AREA. 
MOVE 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER. 
IF SWITCH: 1 GO TO LOADINO-MENU-TABLE. 
OPEN INPUT USER-AUTH-FILE. 
**********************~*************+***************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE 15 TO LOAD INTO THE MEMORY THE AUTHOROTY * 
* FILE WHICH CONTAINS ALL PROGRAMS THE USER '. 
• AUTHORIZED TO USE. * 
****************************************************************** 
LOADING-AUTHORIZATION-TABLE. 
READ USER-AUTH-FILE AT END CLOSE USER-AUTH-FILE 
GO TO LOADING-MENU-TABLE. 
MOVE AUTHORIZATION-RECORD TO AUTH-AREACTABLE-CDUNTER). 
ADO 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER. 
GO TO LOADING-AUTHaRIZATION-TABLE~ 
LOAOING-MENU-TABLE. 
OPEN INPUT USER-MENU-FILE. 
MOVE SPACES TO MENU-TABLE~ 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROuTINE IS TO READ THE MENU FILE AND LOAD THE RECORDS * 
* INTO A TABLE IN THE MEMORY. * 
****************************************************************** 
REAO-MENU-FILE. 
READ USER-MENU-FILE AT END CLOSE USER-MENU-FILE 
MOVE 1 TO RECORD-COUNTER GO TO LAST-LOO-DISPLAY. 
IF APPLICATION-AREA NOT = MENU-SIX-CHECK 
GO TO READ-MENU-FILE~ 
MOVE MENU-APPLICATION-NAME TO TA9LE-APPL-NAME~ 
MOVE MENU-LEVELS TO MENU-AREA(RECORD-COUNTER). 
ADO 1 TO RECORD-COUNTER. 
GO TO READ-MENU-FILE. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO DISPLAY FOR THE USER THE LAST LOGIN * 
* DATE AND T'IME. * 
****************************************************************** 
LAST-LOG-DISPLAY. 
MOVE STORAGE-COUNTER TO TABLE-COUNTER. 
DISPLAY 'LAST LQGIN ON: • LAST-DDCTABLE-COUNTER) ':' 
LAST-MM(TABLE-COUNTER) • I' LAST-VV(TABLE-COUNTER) 
, AT ' LAST-HR (TABLE-COUNTER) ':' 
LAST-MNCTABLE-COUNTER) 'P LAST-SC<TABLE-COUNTER). 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO ASK THE USER WHETHER HE KNOWS * 
*_ WHICH PROGRAM TO USE. * 
*****.************************************************************ 
MENU-DISPLAY. 
MOVE 1 TO PROGRAMS-COUNT. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESS6 COUNT6. 
ACCEPT YES-NO. 
DISPLAY' '. 
IF YES-NO ~ 'V' GO TO WHICH-PROGRAM. 
MOVE SPACES TO MAIN-MENU-DETAIL. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO CHECK HOW MANY PROGRAMS THE USER IS * 
* AUTHORIZED TO USE. SO THAT TO DETIRMINE WHETHER TO DISPLAY * 
* A TRANSACTION MENU OR MAIN MENU AND SUB MENUES. * 
****************************************************************** 
PROGRAMS-CHECK. 
IF CODE-AREA ~ PROG-NAMECTABLE-CDUNTERt PROGRAMS-COUNT) 
ADD 1 TO NUMBER-OF-PROGRAMS. 
ADD 1 TO PROORAMS-COUNT. 
IF PROGRAMS-COUNT ) 20 NEXT SENTENCE ELSE 
GO TO PROGRAMS-CHECK. 
MOVE 1 TO PROGRAMS-COUNT. 
IF NUMSER-OF-PROGRAMS ) 10 MOVE 0 TO NUMBER-OF-PROGRAMS 
GO TO MENU-CHECK. 
MOVE NUMBER-OF-PROGRAMS TO CHECK-DISPLAY. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO NUMBER THE HELP, CHANGE APPLICATION AND * 
* LEAVE SYSTEM TRANSACTIONS IN THE MENU. * 
****************************************************************** 
TRAN-DISPLAY. 
ADD 1 TO NUMBER-OF-PROGRAMS~ 
MOVE NUMBER-OF-PROGRAMS TO HELP-EXIT1(1). 
ADD 1 TO NUMBER-OF-PROGRAMS. 
MOVE NUMBER-QF-PROGRAMS TO HELP-EXIT1(2). 
ADD 1 TO NUMBER-OF-PROGRAMS. 
MOVE NUMBER-OF-PROGRAMS TO HELP-EXIT1(3). 
MOVE 0 TO NUMBER-OF-PROGRAMS. 
**********'**************-11.***************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO DETIRMINE WHICH PROGRAM WILL BE • 
• DISPLAYED IN THE TRANSACTION MENU. * 
.***************************************************************** 
PROGRAMS-LOOP. 
IF CODE-AREA = PROG-NAMECTABLE-COUNTER, PROGRAMS-COUNT) 
ADD 1 TO SEQUENCE-COUNTER 
MOVE PROG-NUMB(TABLE-COUNTER, PROGRAMS-COUNT) TO 
PROGRAMS-AREA(SEQUENCE-COUNTER). 
ADD 1 TO PROGRAMS-COUNT. 
IF PROGRAMS-COUNT ) 20 NEXT SENTENCE ELSE 
GO TO PROGRAMS-LOOP. 
MOVE 1 TO SEQUENCE-COUNTER. 
MOVE 1 TO PROGRAMS-COUNT. 
PERFORM SCREEN-DISPLAY. 
MOVE '**TRANSACTION MENU**' TO SUBI-HEAD3. 
PERFORM END-CHANGE. 
*************.***********.***********************.***************. 
* THE FOLLOWING ROUTINES ARE TO DISPLAY THE CHOICES AVAILABLE • 
* IN THE TRANSACTION MENU AND TO SELECT ONE OF THESE CHOICES •• 
**************.*************************************************** 
START-TRAN-DISPLAY. 
IF PROGRAM-STORECSEQUENCE-COUNTER) = 
\. 
CONTINUE-CHEeK-TRAN. 
ADO 1 TO TRAN-CQUNTER. 
IF TRAN-COUNTER NOT = 6 GO TO START-TRAN-DISPLAY. 
MOVE 1 TO TRAN-COUNTER. 
ADO 1 TO MENU-COUNTER. 
IF MENU-COUNTER = 7 GO TO END-TRAN-DISPlAY. 
GO TO START-TRAN-DISPLAY. 
"DISPLAV-A-TRAN. 
DISPLAY FILLER-A SEQUENCE-COUNTER 
FILLER-TRAN(MENU-COUNTER, TRAN-caUNTER). 
IF SEQUENCE-COUNTER = CHECK-DISPLAY GO TO END-TRAN-DISPLAY. 
ADO 1 TO SEQUENCE-COUNTER. 
GO TO CONTINUE-CHEeK-TRAN. 
END-TRAN-DISPLAY. 
DISPLAY FILLER-A HELP-EXIT1(1) 
DISPLAY FILLER-A HELP-EXIT1(2) ~­
DISPLAY FILLER-A HELP-EXIT1(3) ~­
MovE 1 TO MENU-COUNTER. 
MOVE 1 Ta TRAN-COUNTER. 
HELP. ~. 
CHANGE APPLICATION.'. 
LEAVE SYSTEM.' • 
MOVE 0 TO SEQUENCE-COUNTER CHECK-DISPLAY. 
TRANSACTION-CHOICE. 
CALL ~TNOUA' USING MESS7 COUNT7. 
ACCEPT CHOICE-COUNTER. 
DISPLAY' '. 
IF CHOICE-COUNTER = HELP-EXIT1(1) GO TO HELP-MENU. 
IF CHOICE-COUNTER = HELP-EXIT1(2) PERFORM CLEAR-SCREEN 
PERFORM TRANSACTION-l0 
GO TO CALCULATE-A PP-TIME. 
IF CHOICE-COUNTER = HELP-EXIT1(3) GO TO TRANSACTION-ll. 
MOVE PROGRAM-STORECCHQICE-COUNTER) TO PROG-AREA. 
MOVE CODE-AREA TO APPL-AREA. 
00 TO CHECK-PROG-LOOP. 
****************************************************************** 
* THE FOLLOWINO ROUTINES ARE TO DETERMINE WHICH PART OF THE * 
* MENU TO BE DISPLAYED. * 
****************************************************************** 
MENU-CHECK. 
IF CODE-AREA = PROG-NAME(TABLE-COUNTER, PROGRAMS-COUNT) 
MOVE PROG-NUMB(TABLE-COUNTER, PROGRAMS-COUNT) TO NUMBER 
GO TO LOAD-MAIN-MENU. 
COUNTER-CHECK. 
IF PROGRAMS-COUNT = 20 GO TO MAIN-DISPLAY. 
ADO 1 TO PROGRAMS-COUNT. 
00 TO MENU-CHECK. 
LOAD-MAIN-MENU. 
IF NUMBER ( 6 AND NUMBER) 0 QO TO MOVE-ROUTINE. 
ADD 1 TO PAKAQE-COUNTER. 
IF NUMBER { 11 AND NUMBER 5 GO TO MOVE-ROUTINE. 
ADO 1 TO PAKAGE-COUNTER. 
IF NUMBER { 16 AND NUMBER 10 GO TO MOVE-ROUTINE. 
ADD 1 TO PAKAQE-COUNTER. 
IF NUMBER ( 21 AND NUMBER 15 GO TO MOVE-ROUTINE. 
ADO 1 TO PAKAGE-COUNTER. 
IF NUMBER ( 26 AND NUMBER 20 GO TO MOVE-ROUTINE. 
ADO 1 TO PAKAGE-CDUNTER. 
MOVE-ROUTINE. 
MOVE TABLE-MENU-NAME(PAKAGE-CDUNTER) TO 
MA IN-MENU C PAI{AGE-COUNTER) • 
MOVE 1 TO PAI(AGE-CDUNTER. 
GO TO COUNTER-CHECK. 
****************************************************************** 
* THE FOLLOWING ROUTINES ARE TO DISPLAY THE MAIN MENU. * 
****************************************************************** 
MAIN-DISPLAY. 
MOVE 1 TO PA!{AGE-CDUNTER. 
MOVE 1 TO PROGRAMS-COUNT. 
MOVE ZEROS TO STORAGE-NUMBER. 
SCREEN-DISPLAY. 
PERFORM CLEAR-SCREEN 24. 
DISPLAY HEAD1. 
DISPLAV HEAD2. 
MOVE YR TO SC-YY. 
MOVE MO TO SC-MM. 
MOVE DY TO SC-DD. 
HEAD-CHANGE. 
MovE '**MAIN MENU**' TO SUB1-HEAD3. 
END-CHANGE. . 
PERFORM CLEAR-SCREEN 3. 
DISPLAY HEAD3. 
MOVE SPACES TO SUB1-HEAD3. 
MOVE TABLE-APPL-NAME TO SUB1-HEAD4. 
ACCEPT SCREEN-TIME FROM TIME. 
MOVE SC-HR TO HEAD4-HR. 
MOVE SC-MN TO HEAD4-MN. 
DISPLAY HEAD4. 
PERFORM CLEAR-SCREEN 3. 
MOVE SPACES TO SUBI-HEAD4. 
DISPLAV-ROUTINE. 
IF PA!(AGE-COUNTER = 7 GO TO END-DISPLAY-ROUTINE. 
IF MAIN-MENU(PAKAGE-COUNTER) = SPACES GO TO SPACE-ROUTINE. 
MOVE PAI(AGE-COUNTER TO NUMBER-STORAGE(NUM8ER-COUNTER). 
DISPLAY FILLER-A NUMBER-COUNTER • 
MAIN-MENU(PAKAGE-COUNTER) . 
ADD 1 TO NUMBER-COUNT~R_ 
SPACE-ROUTINE. 
ADD 1 TO PAKAGE-CQUNTER. 
GO TO DISPLAY-ROUTINE. 
END-DISPLAY-ROUTINE. 
MOVE 1 TO PAKAGE-COUNTER. 
MOVE 0 TO NUMBER. 
MOVE 1 TO RECORD-COUNTER. 
MOVE NUMBER-COUNTER TO HELP-EXIT(1). 
ADD 1 TO NUMBER-COUNTER. 
MOVE NUMBER-COUNTER TO HELP-EXITC2'. 
ADD 1 TO NUMBER-COUNTER. 
MOVE'NUMBER-COUNTER TO HELP-EXIT(3). 
HOVE I TO NUMBER-COUNTER. 
DISPLAY FILLER-A HELP-EXITel) 
DISP~AY FILLER-A HELP-EXIT(2) •• 
DISPLAY FILLER-A HELP-EXIT(3) '. 
DISPLAY· '. 
CALL ·TNOUA· USING MESS7 COUNT7. 
ACCEPT ACTION-COUNTER. 
HELP.' • 
CHANGE APPLICATION.'. 
LEAVE SYSTEM.'. 
DISPLAY I '. 
IF ACTION-COUNTER = HELP-EXITel) OR ~ HELP-EXIT(Z) 
OR = HELP-EXIT(3) GO TO HELP-EXIT-ROUTINE. 
MOVE NUMBER-STORAGEeACTION-COUNTER) TO NUMBER. 
****************************************************************** 
* THE FOLLOWING ROUTINES ARE TO DISPLAY THE SUB MENUES. * 
****************************************************************** 
TRANSACTION-SCREEN. 
PERFORM SCREEN-DISPLAY. 
MOVE '***SUB MENU***· TO SUBI-HEAD3. 
PERFORM END-CHANGE. 
TRANSACTION-DISPLAY. 
MOVE 1 TO PROGRAMS-COUNT. 
MOVE CODE-AREA TO APPL-AREA. 
MOVE-TRAN-NO. . 
MOVE TRAN-NO(NUMBER, TRANSACTION-COUNT) TO PROG-AREA. 
CHECK-TRANSACTION. 
IF CHECK-TABLE ~ PROGRAMSCTABLE-COUNTER, PROGRAMS-COUNT) 
GO TO SUB-MENU-TRAN-DISPLAY. 
IF PROGRAMS-COUNT = 20 MOVE 1 TO PROGRAMS-COUNT 
GO TO CHECK-LOOP. 
ADD 1 TO PROGRAMS-COUNT. 
GO TO CHECK-TRANSACTION. 
SUB-MENU-TRAN-DISPLAY. 
DISPLAY TRANSACTIONSCNUMBER. TRANSACTION-COUNT). 
CHECK-LOOP. 
ADD I TO PROGRAMS-COUNT. 
ADD 1 TO TRANSACTION-COUNT. 
IF TRANSACTION-COUNT - 6 GO TO TRANSACTION-END. 
GO TO MOVE-TRAN-NO. 
TRANSACTION-END. 
MOVE SPACES TO CHECK-TABLE. 
MOVE 1 TO PROGRAMS-COUNT. 
MOVE ZEROS TO NUMBER. 
MOVE 1 TO NUMBER-COUNTER. 
MOVE I TO TRANSACTION-COUNT. 
DISPLAY '0 - RETURN TO THE MAIN MENU.'. 
GO TO PROGRAM-ROT. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO CHECK WHETHER TO CALL THE HELP FILE * 
* OR TO END THE SESSION. * 
****************************************************************** 
HELP-EXIT-ROUTINE. 
IF ACTION-COUNTER ~ HELP-EXIT(l) GO TO HELP-MENU. 
IF ACTION-COUNTER = HELP-EXIT(2) PERFORM CLEAR-SCREEN I 
PERFORM TRANSACTION-IO 
GO TO CALCULATE-APP-TIME. 
GO TO TRANSACTION-II. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO CALL A PROGRAM WHICH OPEN THE HELP FILE * 
* WHICH CONSISTS OF SOME INFORMATION ABOUT THE PROGRAMS * 
* EXIST IN THE SYSTEM. * 
****************************************************************** 
HELP-MENU. 
MOVE ZEROS TO NUMBER. 
MOVE 1 TO NUMBER-COUNTER. 
DISPLAY 'RUN OF HELP FILE FINISHED.' • 
GO TO MENU-DISPLAY. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO SELECT WHICH TRANSACTION (PROGRAM) * 
* TO BE EXECUTED OR TO RETERN CONTROL TO THE MAIN MENU. * 
****************************************************************** 
PROGRAM-ROT. 
PERFORM CLEAR-SCREEN 2. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESS7 COUNT7~ 
ACCEPT REST-NUMBER. 
DISPLAY' '. 
IF REST-NUMBER = 0 GO TO MENU-DISPLAY. 
MOVE ACTION-AREA TO PROG-AREA. 
MOVE CODE-AREA TO APPL-AREA. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO CHECK THE AUTHORQTY OF USER TO THE * 
* ENTERED PROGRAM. * 
****************************************************************** 
CHECK-PROG-I nnp_ 
IF CHECK-TABLE = PROGRAMSCTABLE-COUNTER, PROGRAMS-COUNT) 
GO TO RUN-PROGRAM. 
IF PROGRAMS-COUNT ~ 20 PERFORM TRANSACTION-09 
DISPLAY 'YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED TO USE THIS PROGRAM •• TRY AGAIN' 
GO TO MENU-DISPLAY. 
ADO 1 TO PROGRAMS-COUNT. 
GO TO CHECK-PROG-LOOF. 
RUN-PROGRAM. 
PERFORM SCREEN-DISPLAY. 
MOVE CHECK-TABLE TO PROGRAM-X. 
MOVE STORE-PROGRAM TO SUB1-HEAD3. 
PERFORM END-CHANGE. . 
PERFORM CLEAR-SCREEN 2. 
CALL ' CALLPR' , 
DISPLAY' END OF RUN.'. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING HESSS COUNTS, 
ACCEPT YES-NO. 
DISPLAY'; t. 
IF YES-NO ~ 'N" MOVE 1 TO PROGRAMS-COUNT 
MOVE SPACES TO MAIN-MENU-DETAIL 
GO TO PROGRAMS-CHECK. 
GO TO MENU-DISPLAY. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO DISPLAY THE HEADINGS RELATED TO THE * 
* SELECTED PRGRAM. * 
* THIS ROUTINE ALSO CALLS ANOTHER PROGRAM WHICH CALL THE * 
* SELECTED PROGRAM (TRANSACTION). * 
****************************************************************** 
WHICH-PROGRAM. 
CALL "TNOUA' USING MESS9 COUNT9. 
ACCEPT CHECK-TABLE. 
DISPLAY' ". 
GO TO CHEC!<-PROG-LODP. 
TIME-DATE-ROUTINE. 
ACCEPT EVENT-TIME-EXEC FROM TIME. 
MOVE EVENT-TIME-EXEC TO EVENT-TIME. 
MOVE EVENT-AREA TO USER-CODE. 
MOVE DATE-EXEC TO EVENT-DATE. 
****************************************************************** 
* THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPHS ARE TO RECORD THE EVENTS DURING * 
* THE RUN OF THE INTERFACE INTO SVSTEMLOG FILE. * 
****************************************************************** 
TRANSACTION-Ol. 
MOVE ACCEPT-AREA TO USER-CODE. 
MOVE '01" TO ENTRY-TYPE. 
MOVE TIME-EXEC TO EVENT-TIME. 
MOVE DATE-EXEC TO EVENT-DATE. 
MOVE 'LOGIN' TO EVENT-MESSAGE. 
PERFORM LOG-ROUTINE. 
TRANSACTION-OZ. 
PERFORM TIME-DATE-ROUTINE. 
MOVE 'OZ" TO ENTRY-TYPE. 
MOVE 'INCORRECT AUTHENTICATION' TO EVENT-MESSAGE. 
PERFORM LOG-ROUTINE. 
TRANSACT I ON-03. 
PERFORM TIME-DATE-ROUTINE. 
MOVE '03' TO ENTRY-TYPE. 
MOVE "PASSWORD CHANGED? TO EVENT-MESSAGE. 
PERFORM LOG-ROUTINE. 
TRANSACTION-04. 
PERFORM TINE-DATE-ROUTINE. 
MOVE '04" TO ENTRY-TYPE. 
MOVE 'ACCESS TIME VIOLATION' Ta EVENT-MESSAGE. 
PERFORM LOG-ROUTINE. 
TRANSACTION-O:). 
PERFORM TIME-DATE-ROUTINE. 
MOVE 'O~" TO ENTRV-TYPE. 
MOVE 'BLACK MARK •••• RECORD LOCKED' TO EVENT-MESSAGE. 
PERFORM LOG-ROUTINE. 
TRANSACTION-Ob. 
PERFORM TINE-DATE-ROUTINE. 
MOVE '06' Ta ENTRY-TYPE. 
MOVE 'TIME LIMIT EXCEEDED' TO EVENT-MESSAGE. 
PERFORM LOG-ROUTINE. 
TRANSACTION-07. 
PERFORM TIME-DATE-ROUTINE. 
MOVE '07' TO ENTRY-TYPE. 
MOVE 'LOGIN LIMIT EXCEEDED' TO EVENT-MESSAGE. 
PERFORM LOG-ROUTINE. 
TRANSACTION-08. 
PERFORM TIME-DATE-ROUTINE, 
MOVE '08" TO ENTRY-TYPE. 
MOVE 'NOT ALLOWED APPLICATION' TO EVENT. 
MOVE ACCEPT-AREA TO TIME-USED. 
PERFORM LOG-ROUTINE. 
TRANSACTION-09. 
PERFORM TIME-DATE-ROUTINE. 
MOVE' 09' TO ENTRY-TYPE. 
MOVE • NOT ALLOWED PROGRAM' TO EVENT. 
MOVE CHECK-TABLE TO TINE-USED. 
TRANSACTION-IO. 
PERFORM TIME-DATE-ROUTINE. 
MOVE '10' TO ENTRY-TYPE. 
MOVE "APPLICATION CHANGE' TO EVENT. 
PERFORM LOG-ROUTINE. 
TRANSACTION-lt. 
PERFORM TIME-DATE-ROUTINE. 
MOVE TIME-EXEC TO LAST-LOG-TIME<TABLE-COUNTER). 
MOVE DATE-EXEC TO LAST-LOG-DATE(TABLE-COUNTER). 
PERFORM TOTAL-LOG IN-TIME. 
IF STORE-TIME • SPACES NEXT SENTENCE ELSE GO TO 
LAST-APP-TIME. 
IF BLOCK-SWITCH = 1 MOVE 0 TO BLOCK-SWITCH GO TO 
TOTAL-SYSTEM-TINE. 
PERFORM APPLIC-TIME. 
TOTAL-SYSTEM-TIME. 
PERFORM SYSTEM-TIME. 
PERFORM LOGOUT-ROUTINE. 
PERFORM SETTING-VALUES. 
GO TO SECOND-START. 
*********************************.******************************** 
* THE FOLLOWING ROUTINE IS TO CALCULATE THE TOTAL SYSTEM TIME * 
* USED BY THE USER. * 
****************************************************************** 
TOTAL-LOGIN-TIME. 
MULTIPLY HR BY 3600 GIVING ACC-HRl. 
MULTIPLY EVENT-HR BY 3600 GIVING ACC-HR2. 
MULTIPLY MN BY 60 GIVING ACC-MNl. 
MULTIPLY EVENT-MN BY 60 GIVING ACC-MN2. 
ADD ACC-HRt ACC-MNl SC GIVING TOTALl. 
ADD ACC-HR2 ACC-MN2 EVENT-SC GIVING TOTAL2 • 
. SUBTRACT TOTALt FROM TOTAL2 GIVING RESULT. 
MOVE ZEROS TO ACC-HR! ACC-HR2 ACC-MN! ACC-MN2 TOTAL I TOTAL2. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO ADD THE TIME USED FOR ANY APPLICATION * 
* TO THE APPLICATION TIME OF THAT APPLICATION IN THE ACCOUNT * 
* FILE. * 
****************************************************************** 
APPLlC~TIME. 
MULTIPLY HR-TIMECTABLE-COUNTER. APPLICATION-COUNT) BY 3600 
GIVING ACC-HR. 
MULTIPLY MN-TIMECTABLE-COUNTER, APPLICATION-COUNT) BY 60 
GIVING ACC-MNl. 
ADD SC-TIME(TABLE-CQUNTER, APPLICATION-COUNT) Ace-HR ACC-MNl 
GIVING TOTAL3. 
ADD RESULT TO TOTAL3. 
DIVIDE TOTAL3 BY 3600 GIVING 
HR-TIMECTABLE-COUNTER. APPLICATION-COUNT). 
MULTIPLY HR-TIME<TABLE-COUNTER, APPLICATION-COUNT) BY 3600 
GIVING TOTAL4. 
SUBTRACT TQTAL4 FROM TOTALS GIVING WO-RESULT. 
DIVIDE WO-RESULT BY 60 GIVING 
MN-TIME(TABLE-COUNTER, APPLICATION-COUNT). 
MULTIPLY MN-TIME<TABLE-COUNTER, APPLICATION-COUNT) BY 60 
GIVING WO-MN. 
SUBTRACT WO-MN FROM WO-RESULT GIVING 
SC-TIME(TABLE-CQUNTER, APPLICATION-COUNT). 
MQVE ZEROS TO ACC-HR ACC-MNt TOTAL3 TOTAL4 WO-RESULT WO-MN. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO ADD THE USED TIME TO THE TOTAL SYSTEM * 
.. TIME IN THE ACCOUNT FILE. * 
****************************************************************** SYSTEM-TI ME. 
MULTIPLY TOTAL-HR(TABLE-COUNTER) BY 3600 GIVING Ace-HR. 
MULTIPLY TOTAL-MNCTABLE-CQUNTER) BY 60 GIVING ACC-MNl. 
ADD TOTAL-SCCTABLE-CDUNTER) Ace-HR ACC-MNl GIVING TOTAL3. 
ADD RESULT TO TOTAL3. 
DIVIDE TOTAL3 BY 3600 GIVING TOTAL-HRCTABLE-CQUNTER). 
MULTIPLY TOTAL-HR(TABLE-COUNTER) BY 3600 GIVING TOTAL4. 
SUBTRACT TOTAL4 FROM TOTAL3 GIVING WO-RESULT. 
DIVIDE WO-RESULT BY 60 GIVING TOTAL-MN(TABLE-COUNTER). 
MULTIPLY TOTAL-MNCTABLE-CDUNTER) BY 60 GIVING WO-MN. 
SUBTRACT .!.IO-MN FROM WO-RESULT GIVING TOTAL-SCCTABLE-CDUNTER). 
MOVE ZEROS TO ACC-HR ACe-MN! TOTAL3 TOTAL4 WO-RESULT WO-MN. 
LOGOUT-ROUTINE. 
DIVIDE RESULT BY 3600 GIVING EV-HR. 
MULTIPLY EV-HR BY 3600 GIVING WO-HR. 
SUBTRACT WO-HR FROM RESULT GIVING WO-RESULT. 
DIVIDE WO-RESULT BY 60 GIVING EV-MN. 
MULTIPLY EV-MN BY 60 GIVING WO-MN. 
SUBTRACT WO-MN FROM WO-RESULT GIVINO EV-SC. 
·MOVE '11' Ta ENTRY-TYPE. 
MOVE 'LOGOUT, TIME USEO' TO EVENT. 
MOVE':' TO FILLl FILL2. 
PERFORM LOG-ROUTINE. 
MOVE ZEROS TO WO-HR WO-RESULT WO-MN RESULT. 
SETTING-VALUES. 
MOVE 1 TO 
TABLE-COUNTER RECORO-COUNTER PERIODS-COUNTER 
PASSWORD-COUNTER PROGRAMS-COUNT MENU-COUNTER TRAN-COUNTER. 
MOVE ZEROS TO 
NUMBER STORAGE-COUNTER APPLICATION-COUNT ACTION-COUNTER 
NUMBER-OF-PROORAMS SEQUENCE-COUNTER SWITCH. 
MOVE SPACES TO 
PROGRAMS-STORE MAIN-MENU-DETAIL STORE-TIME 
, 
, 
****************************************************************** 
* THE FOLLOWING ROUTINES ARE TO CALCULATE THE TIME USED FOR * 
* ANV APPLICATION ONCE THE USER WISHES TO SWITCH FROM * 
* AN APPLICATION TO ANOTHER. * 
****************************************************************** 
CALCULATE-APP-TIME. 
IF STORE-TIME ) 0 00 TO NEXT-APP-TIME. 
PERFORM TOTAL-LOGIN-TIME. 
PERFORM APPLIC-TIME. 
MOVE 0 TO RESULT. 
ACCEPT STORE-TIME FROM TIME. 
MOVE 1 TO APPLICATION-COUNT. 
GO TO APPLICATION-CHECI';. 
NEXT-APP-TIME. 
MOVE TIME-EXEC TO STORE-TIHE-EXEC. 
MOVE STORE-TIME TO TIME-EXEC. 
PERFORM TOTAL-LOG IN-TIME. 
PERFORM APPLIC-TIME. 
MOVE 0 TO RESULT. 
MOVE STORE-TIME-EXEC TO TIME-EXEC. 
FERFIRM-EXIT • 
ACCEPT STORE-TIME FROM TIME. 
GO TO APPLICATION-CHECK. 
LAST-APP-TIME. 
MOVE RESULT TO STORE-RESULT. 
MOVE ZEROS TO RESULT. 
PERFORM NEXT-APP-TIME. 
MOVE STORE-RESULT TO RESULT. 
GO TO TOTAL-SYSTEM-TIME. 
****************************************************************** 
* THE FOLLOWING ROUTINES ARE TO LOAD THE ACCOUNT AND * 
* SYSTEMLOG FILE INTO THEIR FILES. * 
****************************************************************** 
LOAD-TABLE-BACK. 
MOVE 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER. 
OPEN OUTPUT USER-ACCT-FILE. 
LOAD-ACCOUNT-RECORD. 
MOVE ACCT-AREA(TABLE-COUNTER) TO ACCOUNT-RECORD. 
WRITE ACCOUNT-RECORD. 
IF TABLE-COUNTER = 30 
OR USER-ACCT-CODE(TABLE-COUNTER) SPACES 
CLOSE USER-ACCT-FILE 
MOVE 1 TO SYSTEMLOG-COUNT 
OPEN EXTEND SYSTEMLOG-FILE 
00 TO LOAD-SYSTEMLOG-RECORD. 
ADD 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER. 
GO TO LOAD-ACCOUNT-RECORD. 
LOAD-SYSTEMLOG-RECORD. 
IF SYSTEMLOG-TABLE(SYSTEMLOG-COUNT) = SPACES 
CLOSE 5YSTEMLOG-FILE 
STOP RUN. 
MOVE SVSTEMLOG-TABLECSYSTEMLOG-COUNT) TO SYSTEMLOG-RECORD. 
WRITE SYSTEMLOG-RECORD. 
ADD 1 TO SYSTEMLOG-COUNT. 
GO TO LOAD-SYSTEMLOG-RECORD. 
LOG-ROUTINE. 
ADD 1 TO SYSTEMLOG-CDUNT. 
MOVE SYSTEMLOG-IMAGE TO 5YSTEMLOO-TASLE(SYSTEMLDG-CDUNT). 
CLEAR-SCREEN. 
DISPLAY 
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IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 
PROGRAM-ID. MANTPR. 
****************************************************************** 
* LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGV * 
* COMPUTER STUDIES DEPARTMENT * 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
* 
• 
• 
* 
* 
* 
* 
• 
MAINTENANCE DIALDG 
THIS DIALOG IS DESIGNED TO FULFIL THE REDUIRMENT OF, THE 
SYSTEM MANAGER TO UPDATE THE SYSTEM FILES 
THESE FILES ARE: 
1. ACCOUNT FILE 
'2'. PROFILE FILE 
3. MENU FILE 
(USER-ACCT-FILE). 
(USER-AUTH-FILE). 
(USER-MENU-FILE). 
* 
• 
* 
• 
• 
• 
* 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
****************************4************************************* 
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 
CONFIGURATION SECTION. 
SQURCE-COMPUTER. PRIME. 
OBJECT-COMPUTER. PRIME. 
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION. 
FILE-CONTROL. 
SELECT USER-ACCT-FILE ASSIGN Ta PFMS. 
SELECT USER-MENU-FILE ASSIGN TO PFMS. 
SELECT USER-AUTH-FILE ASSIGN TO PFMS. 
DATA DIVISION. 
FD USER-ACCT-FILE 
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD VALUE OF FILE~ID , ACCTFILE' • 
01 ACCT-RECDRD PlC X(105). 
FD USER-MENU-FILE 
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD VALUE OF FILE-ID 'MENUFILE'. 
01 MENU-RECORD. 
02 RECORD-KEY PlC X(30). 
02 FILLER PlC X(240). 
FD USER-AUTH-FILE 
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD VALUE OF FILE-ID 'AUTHFILE'. 
01 AUTH-RECORD PlC X(126). 
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 
77 YES-NO PlC X. 
77 FILLER-A PlC X(56) VALUE SPACES. 
77 FILLER-B PlC X(20) VALUE SPACES. 
77 FILLER-C PlC X(21) VALUE SPACES. 
77 SWITCHl PlC 9 VALUE O. 
77 SWITCH2 PlC 9 VALUE O. 
77 ACCEPT-FUNCTION PlC 9. 
77 MANAGER-AREA PlC X(20) VALUE SPACES. 
77 RECORD-COUNTER PlC 99 VALUE 1. 
77 STORE-KEY PlC X(30) VALUE SPACES. 
77 MAIN-COUNTER PlC 9 VALUE 1. 
77 SUB-COUNTER PlC 9 VALUE 1. 
77 USER-CODE-ACCEPT PlC X(6). 
77 APPLICATION-NAME PlC X(6). 
77 TRAN-ACCEPT PlC 9. 
77 PROGRAMS-COUNTER PlC 99 VALUE 1. 
77 SET-COUNTER PlC 9 VALUE 1. 
77 PROG-COUNTER PlC 9 VALUE 1. 
77 MENU-KEY-STORE PlC X(30) VALUE SPACES. 
77 HALF-DUPLX COMPUTATIONAL VALUE -32768. 
77 FULL-DUPLX COMPUTATIONAL VALUE O. 
77 MESS1 PlC X (38) VALUE 
'DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE YOUR PASSWORD? '. 
77 COUNTl COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 38. 
77 MESS2 PlC X(14) VALUE 'ENTER CHOICEr 
77 COUNT2 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 14. 
77 MESS3 PlC X(2l) VALUE 'ENTER THE NEW VALUE: 
77 COUNT3 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 21. 
77 MESS4 PlC X(34) VALUE 
'ENTER FIRST SET OF THE PROGRAMS: '. 
77 COUNT4 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 34. 
77 MESSS PlC X(35) VALUE 
'ENTER SECOND SET OF THE PROGRAMS; '. 
77 COUNTS COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 3S. 
77 MESS6 PlC X(34) VALUE 
'ENTER THIRD SET OF THE PROGRAMS: '. 
77 MESS7 PlC X(35) VALUE 
'ENTER FOURTH SET OF THE PROGRAMS; '. 
77 MESS8 PlC X(34) VALUE 
'ENTER FIFTH SET OF THE PROGRAMS: t. 
77 MESS9 PlC X(27) VALUE 
'ENTER THE NEW TRANSACTION:'. 
77 COUNT9 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 27. 
77 MESSlO PlC X(32) VALUE 
'ENTER NEW NAME OF THE SUB MENU: '. 
77 COUNT to COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 32. 
77 COUNTll COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 17. 
77 MESSl2 PlC X(56) VALUE 
'ENTER THE FIRST SIX CHARACTERS OF THE APPLICATION NAME: '. 
77 CQUNTl2 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 56. 
77 MESSl3 PlC X(21) VALUE 'ENTER SUB MENU NAME: 
77 COUNT13 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 21. 
77 MESS14 PlC X(32) VALUE 
'ENTER FIRST TRANSACTION DETAIL: '. 
77 MESS1S PlC X(33) VALUE 
'ENTER SECOND TRANSACTION DETAIL: '. 
77 COUNT15 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 33. 
77 MESS16 PlC X(32) VALUE 
• ENTER THIRD TRANSACTION DETAIL:- •• 
77 MES517 PlC X(33) VALUE 
'ENTER FOURTH TRANSACTION DETAIL: '. 
77 MES518 PlC X(31) VALUE 
'ENTER LAST TRANSACTION DETAIL: '. 
77 COUNT18 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 31. 
77 MESS19 PlC X (15), VALUE' NEW PASSWORD? 
77 COUNT19 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 15. 
01 SCREEN1. 
02 SCI-HEAD1 PlC X(37) VALUE 
'LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGV' • 
02 SCI-HEAD2 PlC X(~2) VALUE 
COMPUTER STUDIES DEPARTMENT'. 
02 SCI-HEAD3 PlC X(37) VALUE 
'*************************************' • 
02 SCI-HEAD4 PlC X(34) VALUE 
• SYSTEM MANAGER MAINTENANCE DIALOO'. 
02 SCI-HEAD5 PlC X(32) VALUE 
THE FUNCTIONS AVALIABLE ARE:'. 
02 SCI-HEAD6 PlC X(34) VALUE 
1. ACCOUNT FILE MANTENANCE.'. 
02 SC1-HEA07 PlC X(34) VALUE 
t 2. PROFILE FILE MANTENANCE.'. 
\ 
02 SCI-HEAD8 PlC X(31) VALUE 
3. MENU FILE MAINTENANCE.'. 
02 SCI-HEAD9 PlC X(20) VALUE 
4. END OF JOB.'. 
01 SCREEN2. 
02 SC2-HEADl PlC X(42) VALUE 
'*************** N 
02 SC2-HEAD2 
aTE ***************' • 
PlC X(42) VALUE 
, * *' , 
02 SC2-HEAD3 PlC X(42) VALUE 
1 ***CHECK 'ANY DATA BEFORE PRESSING RETURN**'. 
02 SC2-HEAD4 PlC X(42) VALUE 
'***IF NO MORE DATA ENTRY, PRESS RETURN**'. 
02 SC2-HEADS PlC X(42) VALUE 
'******************************************' • 
01 CONSTANT-HEAD. 
02 HEADl PlC X(3S) VALUE 
1 L.U. T. COMPUTER STUDIES DEPARTMENT' • 
02 HEAD2 PlC X(3S) VALUE 
, **********************************'. 
02 HEAD3 PlC X(37) VALUE SPACES. 
02 HEA04 PlC X(Z8) VALUE 
'THE FUNCTIONS AVAILABLE AREI'. 
01 HEADS PlC X(14) VALUE 'ENTER CHOICE: 
01 HEAD6 PlC X(17) VALUE 'ENTER USER CODE: 
01 CONSTANT-DATA. 
PlC X(37) VALUE 02 DATA1 
'MAINTENANCE MENU 
02 DATA2 
'MAINTENANCE MENU 
02 DATA3 
FOR THE ACCOUNT FILE' • 
PlC X (37) VALUE 
FOR THE PROFILE FILE' • 
PlC X(37) VALUE 
, MAINTENANCE MENU FOR THE MENU FILE 
01 ACCOUNT-SCREEN. 
02 ACC-HEADl 
02 ACC-HEAD2 
02 ACC-HEAD3 
02 ACC-HEAD4 
02 Ace-HEADS 
02 ACC-HEA06 
'b. APPLICATIONS 
02 ACC-HEAD7 
PlC X(l9) 
PlC XCl9) 
PlC X (20) 
PlC X (21) 
PlC X(21) 
PlC X(23) 
UPDATE.' • 
VALUE 
VALUE 
VALUE 
VALUE 
VALUE 
VALUE 
PlC X(30) VALUE 
PERIODS UPDATE.' • 
'I. 
'2. 
'3, 
'4, 
'5, 
RECORD DELETION.'. 
PASSWORD UPDATE.' • 
USER CODE uPDATE.'. 
TIME LIMIT UPDATE.'. 
BLACK MARK UPDATE.'. 
'7. ACCESS TINE 
02 ACC-HEADS PlC X(7) VALUE '8. END.' • 
01 PROFILE-SCREEN. 
02 AUTH-HEADl 
02 AUTH-HEAD2 
02 AUTH-HEAD3 
02 AUTH-HSIlD4 
02 AUTH-HEADS 
02 AUTH-HEADb 
02 AUTH-HEAD7 
02 AUTH-HEAD8 
01 PROGRAM-AREA. 
02 SET-OF-PROGRAMS 
03 EACH-SET 
04 PROG 
04 FILLER 
01 UPDATE-AREA. 
PIe 
PIe 
PIe 
PIe 
PIe 
PIe 
PIe 
PIe 
X (19) 
X(20) 
X(20) 
VALUE 
VALUE 
VALUE 
X(21) VALUE 
X(20) VALUE 
X(Zl) VALUE 
X (20) VALUE 
X(7) VALUE 
OCCURS 5. 
OCCURS 4. 
PIe X(6). 
PlC xx. 
02 APPLICATIONS-AREA PlC X(24). 
02 AREAl REDEFINES APPLICATIONS-AREA. 
03 ACCESS-TIME-AREA PlC X(16). 
03 FILLER PlC X(S). 
02 AREA2 REDEFINES AREA1. 
03 USER-CODE-AREA PlC X(b). 
03 FILLER PIe X(IS). 
02 AREA3 REDEFINES AREA2. 
03 PASSWORD-AREA PlC X(b). 
03 FILLER PlC X(18). 
02 AREA4 REDEFINES AREA3. 
03 NO-OF-LOGIN-AREA PlC 9999. 
03 FILLER PlC X(20). 
02 AREA5 REDEFINES AREA4. 
03 TIME-LIMIT-AREA PlC 999. 
03 FILLER PlC XCZ1), 
02 AREA6 REDEFINES AREAS. 
03 BLACK-NARK-AREA PlC 9. 
03 FILLER PlC X(23). 
01 MENU-SCREEN. 
02 MENU-HEAD1 PlC X(2S) VALUE 
'1. FIRST SUB MENU UPDATE.'. 
02 MENU-HEAD2 PlC X(26) VALUE 
?2. SECOND SUB MENU UPDATE,'. 
02 MENU-HEAD3 PlC X(25) VALUE 
'3. THIRD SUB MENU UPOATE,'. 
02 MENU-HEAD4 PlC X(2b) VALUE 
'4. FOURTH SUB MENU UPDATE.'. 
02 MENU-HEADS PlC X(2S) VALUE 
'5, FIFTH SUB MENU UPDATE,', 
02 MENU-HEAD6 PlC X(24) VALUE 
'6, LAST SUB MENU UPDATE.', 
02-MENU-HEAD7 PlC X(25) VALUE 
'7, INSERT A NEW SUB MENU.'. 
02 MENU-HEAD3 PlC X (25) VALUE 
'8. DELETE THE WHOLE MENU.'. 
'I. 
'2. 
, 3. 
RECORD DELETION.', 
USER CODE UPDATE.' • 
FIRST SET UPDATE.'. 
'4. SECOND SET UPDATE.'. 
, s. THI RD SET UPDATE.'. 
'b. FOURTH SET UPDATE.' • 
'7. FIFTH SET UPDATE.'. 
'8. END.'. 
02 MENU-HEAD9 PlC X (7) VALUE' 9. END.' • 
01 5UB-MENU-SCREEN. 
02 SUB-HEAD 1 PlC X(22) VALUE 
'I. FIRST TRAN. UPDATE.'. 
02 SUB-HEAD2 PlC X(23) VALUE 
'2. SECOND TRAN. UPDATE.'. 
02 SUB-HEAD3 PlC X(22) VALUE 
'3. THIRD TRAN.UPDATE.' • 
02 SU8-HEAD4 PlC X(Z3) VALUE 
'4. FOURTH TRAN. UPDATE.'. 
OZ SUB-HEAD5 PlC X(22) VALUE 
'5. FIFTH TRAN. UPDATE.~. 
02 SUB-HEAD6 PlC X(24) VALUE 
'6. SUB MENU NAME UPDATE.'. 
02 SUB-HEAD7 PlC X(23) VALUE 
'7. DELETE THE SUB MENU.'. 
02 SUB-HEADS PlC X(]) VALUE' 8. END.'. 
01 ACCOUNT-TABLE. 
02 ACCT-TABLE OCCURS 30. 
03 USER-ACCT-CODE PlC X(b). 
03 USER-PASSWORD PlC X(6). 
03 FILLER PlC X(12). 
03 ACCESS-TIME PlC X(16). 
03 FILLER PlC X(~~). 
03 TIME-LIMIT PlC 999. 
03 BLACK-MARK PlC 9. 
03 FILLER PlC XX. 
03 APPLICATIONS-SET PlC X(24). 
01 AUTHORIZATION-TABLE. 
02 AUTH-TABLE OCCURS 30. 
03 AUTH-REC. 
04 USER-AUTH-CODE PlC X(6). 
04 PROGRAMS PlC X(6) OCCURS 20. 
01 REDEFINE-TABLE RED~FINES AUTHORIZATION-TABLE. 
02 AUTH-AREA OCCURS 30. 
03 REDEFINE-CODE PIe X(6). 
03 PROGRAMS-SET PlC X(24) OCCuRS S. 
01 MENU-TABLE. 
02 TABLE-MENU 
03 SUB-MENU 
04 MENU-KEY. 
OCCURS 5. 
OCCURS 6. 
05 APPLICATION-KEY PlC X(6). 
os FILLER PlC X(24). 
04 CATEGORY PIe X(20). 
04 TRANSACTIONS OCCURS S. 
os TRANSACTION PlC X(44). 
01 EXEC-DATE. 
02 YR 
02 MO 
02 DY 
01 EXEC-TIME. 
02 HR 
02 MN 
02 SC 
PROCEDURE DIVISION. 
START-PROGRAM. 
seREEN1-DISPLAY. 
PIe 
PIe 
PIe 
PIe 
PIe 
PIe 
99. 
99. 
99. 
99. 
99. 
99. 
PERFORM START-DISPLAY-SCREENl. 
PERFORM START-DISPLAY-SCREEN2. 
PERFORM SELECT-FUNCTION. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS PARAGRAPH IS TO DISPLAY THE HEADINGS AND THE FUNCTIONS * 
* AVAILABLE IN THIS INTERFACE. * 
****************************************************************** 
START-DISPLAY-SCREEN1. 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 24. 
ACCEPT EXEC-TIME FROM TIME. 
ACCEPT EXEC-DATE FROM DATE. 
DISPLAY FILLER-C SCl-HEAD1. 
DISPLAY FILLER-C SCl-HEAD2. 
DISPLAY FILLER-C SCl-HEAD3. 
DISPLAY FILLER-A DY '/' MO '/' YR. 
DISPLAY FILLER-A HR ';' MN. 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 2. 
DISPLAY FILLER-C SCl-HEAD4. 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 2. 
DISPLAY FILLER-C SCl-HEADS. 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY Z. 
DISPLAY FILLER-C SC1-HEAD6. 
DISPLAY FILLER-C SC1-HEAD7. 
DISPLAY FILLER-C SCl-HEAD8. 
DISPLAY FILLER-C SCl-HEA09. 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY S. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS PARAGRAPH IS TO CHECK THE FUNCTIONS SELECTED AND TO * 
.. DISPLAY A NOTE TO THE SYSTEM MANAGER. * 
* CALLING THE SUBROUTINE 'TNOUA' WILL PREVENT THE * 
* CARRIAGE-RETURN TO MOVE TO THE NEXT LINE AND * 
~ ALLOWS MORE DATA TO BE ENTERED ON THE SAME LINE. * 
****************************************************************** 
START-DISPLAY-SCREEN2. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESS2 COUNT2. 
ACCEPT ACCEPT-FUNCTION. 
DISPLAY , 
IF ACCEPT-FUNCTION = 4 PERFORM EXIT-PARAGRAPH. 
IF ACCEPT-FUNCTION = 0 OR ) 4 
DISPLAY 'WRONG FUNCTIQN ••• TRY AGAIN.' 
GO TO START-OISPLAY-SCREEN2. 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 30. 
DISPLAY FILLER-B SC2-HEADl. 
PERFORM SC2-HEAD2-DISPLAY 3. 
DISPLAY FILLER-B SC2-HEAD3. 
DISPLAY FILLER-B SC2-HEAD2. 
DISPLAY FILLER-B SC2-HEAD4. 
PERFORM SC2-HEAD2-DISPLAY 3. 
DISPLAY FILLER-B SC2-HEAD5. 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 6. 
DISPLAY 'PRESS RETURN KEY TO CONTINUE:". 
ACCEPT YES-NO. 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 24. 
"****************************************-************************* 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO CONTROL BRANCHING TO THE FUNCTION * 
* SELECTED. * 
****************************************************************** 
SELECT-FUNCTION. 
IF ACCEPT-FUNCTION = I 
PERFORM START-MAINTAIN-ACCOUNT THRU ENDI. 
IF ACCEPT-FUNCTION = 2 
pERFORM START-MAINTAIN-PROFILE THRU END2. 
PERFORM START-MAINTAIN-MENU THRU END-MAINTENANCE. 
****************************************************************** 
****************************************************************** 
* THE FOLLWING PARAGRAPHS ARE FOR THE ACCOUNT FILE MAINTENANCE* 
****************************************************************** 
****************************************************************** 
START-MAINTAIN-ACCOUNTa 
MOVE 1 TO RECORD-COUNTER. 
LOAD-ACCOUNT-TABLE. 
IF SWITCHI = I GO TO DISPLAY-ACCOUNT-SCREEN. 
OPEN INPUT USER-ACCT-FILE. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO LOAD THE ACCOUNT RECORDS INTO A TABLE IN * 
* THE MEMORY. * 
****************************************************************** 
READ-ACCOUNT. 
READ USER-ACCT-FILE AT END CLOSE USER-ACCT-FILE 
MOVE 1 TO SWITCHl RECORD-COUNTER 
GO TO DISPLAy-ACCOUNT-SCREEN. 
MOVE ACCT-RECORD TO ACCT-TABLE(RECORD-COUNTER). 
ADD I TO RECORD-COUNTER. 
GO TO READ-ACCOUNT. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO DISPLAY THE ACCOUNT MENU. * 
* THE USER THEN SELECTS A FUNCTION TO PERFORM A CERTAIN TASK * 
* AND BRANCHING TO THAT FUNCTION OCCURS. * 
****************************************************************** 
DISPLAY-ACCOUNT-SCREEN. 
MOVE DATAl TO HEAD3. 
PERFORM DISPLAY-CONSTANT-HEAD. 
PERFORM ENTER-USER-CODE THRU USER-ACCT-CHECK. 
PERFORM ACCOUNT-DISPLAY THRU ENTER-AGAIN-I. 
GO TO DELETE-ACCOUNT PASSWORD-UPDATE ACCT-CODE-UPDATE 
TIME-LIMIT-UPDATE BLACK-HARK-UPDATE 
APPLICATIONS-UPDATE ACCESS-TIME-UPDATE ENDI 
DEPENDING ON ACCEPT-FUNCTION. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO DELETE A USER ACCOUNT FROM THE TABLE. * 
****************************************************************** 
DELETE-ACCOUNT. 
MOVE SPACES TO ACCT-TABLE(RECORD-COUNTER)." 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 24. 
GO TO START-MAINTAIN-ACCOUNT. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO CHANGE THE USER PASSWORD. * 
* CALLING THE SUBROUTINE 'DUPLX~ WILL EFFECT THE * 
* TRANSMITTED DATA THROUGH THE TERMINAL. * 
* IN THE FULL-DUPLX MODE, A RECORD OF TRANSMITTED DATA IS * 
* ONLY MADE IF THE DISTANT STATION RE-TRANSMITS (ECHO EFFECT)a* 
* IN THE HALF-DUPLX MODE, TRANSMITTED DATA IS RECORDED * 
* PROVIDED THE UNIT IS NOT RECEIVING DATA. * 
****************************************************************** 
• 
• 
PASSWORD-UPDATE. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESSl9 COUNT19. 
CALL 'OUPLX$' USING HALF-DUPLX. 
ACCEPT UPDATE-AREA. 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 24. 
CALL 'DUPLX$' USING FULL-DUPLX. 
MOVE PASSWORD-AREA TO USER-PAS5WORD(RECORD-COUNTER). 
GO-TO. 
MOVE SPACES TO UPDATE-AREA. 
GO TO START-MAINTAIN-ACCOUNT. 
THIS ROUTINE IS TO CHANGE THE USER ACCOUNT NUMBER TO 
ANOTHER ONE 
• 
* ~****-****************************.*** •• ************************** 
ACCT-CODE-UPDATE. 
PERFORM ACCEPT-USER-CODE. 
MOVE USER-CODE-AREA TO USER-ACCT-CODE(RECORD-COUNTER). 
00 TO GO-TO. 
************************************** ••• **.*****.************ •• ** 
* EACH USER HAVE A CERTAIN TIME TO USE THE SYSTEM. * 
* THE FOLLowING PARAGRAPH IS FOR CHANGING THE TIME LIMIT * 
* FOR THAT USER. * 
*******************************************************.********** 
TIME-LIMIT-UPDATE. 
PERFORM ACCEPT-USER-CODE. 
MOVE TIME-LIMIT-AREA TO TIME-LIMITCRECoRD-CDUNTER). 
GO TO GO-TO. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS Ta CHANGE THE BLACK-MARKS STATUS. * 
****************************************************************** 
BLACK-MARK-UPDATE. 
PERFORM ACCEPT-USER-CODE. 
MOVE BLACK-NARK-AREA TO BLACK-MARK(RECORD-COUNTER). 
GO TO GO-TO. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO UPDATE THE APPLICATION(S ) THE USER * 
* AUTHORISED TO USE. * 
****************************************************************** 
APPLICATIONS-UPDATE. 
PERFORM ACCEPT-USER-CODE. 
MOVE APPLICATIONS-AREA TO APPLICATIONS-SET(RECORD-COUNTER). 
GO TO GO-TO. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO UPDATE THE TIME PERIOD(S) THAT THE USER * 
* AUTHORISE TO WORK AT. * 
****************************************************************** 
ACCESS-TIME-UPDATE. 
PERFORM ACCEPT-USER-CODE. 
MOVE ACCESS-TIME-AREA TO ACCESS-TIME(RECORD-CQUNTER). 
GO TO GO-TO. 
ENDI. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO PERFORM THE ROUTINE WHICH UPDATES THE * 
* ACCOUNT RECORDS FROM THE TABLE AND TO RETURN CONTROL TO * 
* THE MAIN MENU. * 
****************************************************************** 
OPEN OUTPUT USER-ACCT-FILE. 
MOVE 0 TO SWITCH1. 
MOVE 1 TO RECORD-COUNTER. 
PERFORM END-FUNCTION I THRU CLOSE-ACCOUNT. 
PERFORM SCREENI-DISPLAY. 
****************************************************************** 
****************************************************************** 
* THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPHS ARE FOR THE PROFILE FILE * 
* MAINTENANCE. ' * 
****************************************************************** 
****************************************************************** 
START-MAINTAIN-PROFILE. 
MOVE 1 TO RECORD-COUNTER. 
LOAD-PROFILE-TABLE. 
IF SWITCH1 ~ 1 GO TO DISPLAY-PROFILE-SCREEN. 
OPEN INPUT USER-AUTH-FILE. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO LOAD THE PROFILE RECORDS INTO A TABLE * 
* IN THE MEMORY. * 
****************************************************************** 
READ-PROFILE. 
READ USER-AUTH-FILE AT END CLOSE USER-AUTH-FILE 
MOVE I TO SWITCHI RECORD-COUNTER 
GO TO DISPLAY-PROFILE-SCREEN. 
MOVE AUTH-RECORD TO AUTH-TABLE(RECORD-COUNTER). 
ADO 1 TO RECORD-COUNTER& 
GO TO READ-PROFILE. 
****************************************************************** 
* THE FOLLOWING THREE ROUTINES ARE TO: * 
* 1. DISPLAY THE MAIN PROFILE HEADING. * 
* 2. PREPARE FIVE SETS OF LINES, EACH LINE CONSISTS OF * 
* FOUR PRGRAMS * 
* 3. DISPLAY THE PROFILE MENU. * 
***************************************************************** 
DISPLAY-PROFILE-SCREEN. 
MOVE DATA2 TO HEAD3. 
PERFORM DISPLAV-CONSTANT-HEAD. 
PERFORM ENTER-AUTH-USER-CODE THRU AUTH-CODE-CHECI(. 
MOVE I TO SET-COUNTER PROG-COUNTER PROGRAMS-COUNTER. 
MOVE SPACES TO PROGRAM-AREA. 
LOAD-PROG-AREA. 
IF PROGRAMS-COUNTER = 21 GO TO CONTINUE-DISPLAY. 
MOVE PROGRAMS(RECORD-COUNTER, PROGRAMS-COUNTER) 
TO PROG(SET-COUNTER, PROG-COUNTER). 
ADD 1 TO PROGRAMS-COUNTER. 
ADD 1 TO PROG-COUNTER. 
IF PROG-COUNTER ~ S MovE TO PROG-COUNTER 
ADO I TO SET-COUNTER. 
GO TO LOAD-PROG-AREA. 
CONTINUE-DISPLAY. 
PERFORM PROFILE-DISPLAY THRU ENTER-AGAIN-2. 
GO TO DELETE-PROFILE AUTH-CODE-UPDATE FIRST-SET-UPDATE 
SECOND-SET-UPDATE THIRD-SET-UPDATE FOURTH-SET-UPDATE 
FIFTH-SET-UPDATE END2 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO DELETE A USER ACCOUNT FROM THE TABLE * 
****************************************************************** 
DELETE-PROFILE. 
HOVE SPACES TO AUTH-TABLE(RECORD-CDUNTER). 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 24. 
GO TO START-MAINTAIN-PRDFILE~ 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO CHANGE THE USER ACCOUNT NUMBER TO ANOTHER* 
* ONE. * 
****************************************************************** 
AUTH-CODE-UPDATE. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESS3 COUNT3. 
ACCEPT USER-AUTH-CODE(RECORO-COUNTER). 
DISPLAY' '. 
GO-TO-UPDATE. 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 24. 
GO TO START-MAINTAIN-PROFILE. 
****************************************************************** 
* THE FOLLOWING FIVE ROUTINES DEALS WITH THE PROGRAMS * 
* UPDATING. * 
****************************************************************** 
FIRST-SET-UPDATE. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESS4 COUNT4. 
ACCEPT PROGRAMS-SET(RECORD-COUNTER, 1). 
DISPLAY' ". 
GO TO GO-TD-UPDATE~ 
SECOND-SET-UPDATE. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESS5 COUNT5e 
ACCEPT PROGRAMS-SET(RECORD-CQUNTER, 2). 
01 SPLAY , '. 
GO TO GO-TO-UPDATE. 
THIRD-SET-UPDATE. 
CALL 'TNOUA" USING MESS6 COUNT4. 
ACCEPT PROGRAMS-SET(RECORD-CDUNTERI 3). 
DISPLAY' '. 
GO TO GO-TO-UPDATE. 
FOURTH-SET-UPDATE. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESS7 COUNTS. 
ACCEPT PROGRAMS-SETCRECORD-CDUNTER, 4). 
DISPLAY' '. 
GO TO GO-TO-UPDATE. 
FIFTH-SET-UPDATE. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESS8 COUNT4e 
ACCEPT PROGRAMS-SET(RECORD-CDUNTER, 5). 
DISPLAY , 
GO TO GO-TO-UPDATE. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO PERFORM THE ROUTINE WHICH UPDATE THE * 
* PROFILE RECORDS FROM THE TABLE AND TO RETURN CONTROL TO * 
"* THE MAIN MENU. * 
****************************************************************** 
END2. 
OPEN OUTPUT USER-AUTH-FILE. 
MOVE 0 TO SWITCH!. 
MOVE 1 TO RECORD-COUNTER. 
PERFORI1 END-FUNCTION2 THRU Cl-OSE-PROFIlE. 
PERFORt1 SCREEN1-D ISPlAY. 
****************************~************************************* 
*******************************************"*********************** 
.. THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPHS ARE FOR THE MENU FILE MAINTENANCE * 
************************************************~"***************** 
****************************************************************** 
START-MAINTAIN-MENU. 
MOVE SPACES TO MENU-TABLE. 
LOAD-MENU-TABlE. 
IF SWITCHl = 1 GO TO DISPLAY-SCREEN-MENU. 
OPEN INPUT USER-MENU-FILE. 
****************************************************************** 
* THE FOLLOWING ROUTINES ARE FOR LOADING THE MENU * 
* RECORDS INTO A TABLE IN THE MEMORY. * 
****************************************************************** 
READ-MENU. 
READ USER-MENU-FILE AT END CLOSE USER-MENU-FILE 
MOVE 1 TO SWITCHl MAIN-COUNTER SUB-COUNTER 
GO TO DISPLAY-SCREEN-MENU." 
STORE-NAME. 
IF SWITCH2 = 0 MOVE RECORD-KEY TO STORE-KEY 
MOVE 1 Ta SWITCH2. 
IF RECORD-KEY NOT = STORE-KEY GO TO KEY-CHANGE. 
MOVE MENU-RECORD TO SUB-MENU(MAIN-CQUNTER, SUB-COUNTER). 
ADD 1 TO SUB-COUNTER. 
GO TO READ-MENU. 
KEY-CHANGE. 
MOVE 1 Ta SUB-COUNTER. 
ADD 1 Ta MAIN-COUNTER. 
MOVE 0 TO SWITCH2. 
GO TO STORE-NAME. 
****************************************************************** 
.,. THIS ROUTINE IS TO DISPLAY THE MAINTENANCE MENU OF THE MENU * 
* RECORDS THEN THE USER SELECTS A CERTAIN FUNCTION TO PERFORM * 
*" A CERTAIN TASf(. * 
**********"******************************************************** 
nT~PI c.v_c:rl::l~~~I_NJ:"~'" 
-MOVE DATA3 TO HEAD3. 
PERFORM DISPLAV-CONSTANT-HEAD: 
PERFORM ENTER-APPLICATION THRU END-ENTER-APPLICATION. 
PERFORM MENU-DISPLAY THRU ENTER-AOAIN-3. 
GO TO SUB-UPDATE SUB-UPDATE SUB-UPDATE SUB-UPDATE 
SUB-UPDATE SUB-UPDATE INSERT-SUB-MENU DELETE-MENU END3 
DEPENDING ON ACCEPT-FUNCTION. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO DISPLAY THE SUB MENU WITH THE FUNCTIONS * 
* AVAILABLE. * 
* THE USER SELECTS A FUNCTION AND BRANCH TO THAT FUNCTION * 
* OCCURS * 
****************************************************************** 
SUB-UPDATE. 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 24. 
PERFORM SUB-MENU-DISPLAY THRU ENTER-AGAIN-4. 
GO TO TRAN-UPDATE TRAN-UPDATE TRAN-UPDATE TRAN-UPDATE 
TRAN-UPDATE NAME-UPDATE DELETE-SUB-MENU END-MENU-UPDATE 
DEPENDING ON TRAN-ACCEPT. 
****************************************************************** 
* THE FOLLOWING FIVE ROUTINES ARE: * 
* 1. TO UPDATE THE INFORMATION OF A PROGRAM (TRANSACTION). * 
+ 2. TO UPDATE THE SUB MENU NAME. + 
* 3. TO DELETE A SUB MENU. * 
* 4. TO DELETE THE WHOLE MENU. * 
* 5. TO INSERT A NEW SUB MENU. * 
****************************************************************** 
TRAN-UPDATE. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESS9 COUNT9. 
ACCEPT 
TRANSACTION(MAIN-COUNTER, ACCEPT-FUNCTION, TRAN-ACCEPT). 
DISPLAY , '. 
GO TO SUB-UPDATE. 
NAME-UPDATE. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESS10 COUNT10. 
ACCEPT CATEGORY(MAIN-COUNTER, ACCEPT-FUNCTION). 
DISPLAY 1 ,. 
00 TO SUB-UPDATE. 
DELETE-SUB-MENU. 
MOVE SPACES TO SUB-MENU(MA!N-COUNTER, ACCEPT-FUNCTION). 
00 TO SUB-UPDATE. 
DELETE-MENU. 
MOVE SPACES Ta TABLE-MENU(MAIN-CDUNTER). 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 24. 
GO TO LOAD-MENU-TABLE. 
INSERT-SUB-MENU. 
IF SUB-COUNTER) 6 GO TO MESSAGE-DISPLAY. 
IF MENU-KEY(MAIN-COUNTER, SUB-COUNTER) = SPACES 
00 TO INSERT-SUB. 
ADD 1 TO SUB-COUNTER. 
GO TO INSERT-SUB-MENU. 
INSERT-SUB. 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 24. 
PERFORM INSERT-ROUTINE. 
GO TO LOAD-MENU-TABLE. 
MESSAGE-DISPLAY. 
MOVE 1 TO SUB-COUNTER. 
DISPLAY ·NO ROOM FOR A NEW SUB MENU.'. 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 24. 
GO TO LOAO-MENU-TABLE. 
END-MENU-UPDATE. 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 24. 
GO TO LOAD-MENU-TABLE. 
****************************************************************** 
* THE FOLLOWING ROUTINES ARE FOR LOADING THE TABLE BACK * 
* INTO THE FILE AND TO RETURN CONTROL TO THE MAIN MENU. * 
****************************************************************** 
END3. 
MOVE 0 TO SWITCH1 SWITCH2. 
MOVE 1 TO MAIN-COUNTER SUB-COUNTER·. 
OPEN OUTPUT USER-MENU-FILE. 
LOAD-MENU-FILE. 
IF SUB-COUNTER } 6 MOVE 1 TO SUS-COUNTER 
ADD 1 TO MAIN-COUNTER. 
IF MAIN-COUNTER) 5 GO TO END-MAINTENANCE. 
IF MENU-KEY(MAIN-COUNTER, SUB-COUNTER) = SPACES 
ADD 1 TO SUB-COUNTER 
GO TO LOAD-MENU-FILE. 
MOVE SUB-MENUCMAIN-COUNTER, SUB-COUNTER) TO MENU-RECORD. 
WRITE MENU-RECORD. 
ADD 1 TO SUB-COUNTER. 
GO TO LOAD-MENU-FILE. 
END-MAINTENANCE. 
MOVE 0 TO SWITCH1 SWITCH2. 
MOVE 1 TO MAIN-COUNT~R SUB-COUNTER. 
CLOSE USER-MENU-FILE. 
MOVE SPACES TO MENU-KEV-STORE. 
PERFORM SCREEN1-DISPLAY. 
****************************************************************** 
****************************************************************** 
* THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPHS ARE THE PARAGRAPHS WHICH HAD BEEN * 
* PERFORMED BEFORE. * 
****************************************************************** ****************************************************~**&_***"~~"--
SPACE-OI SPL-AY. 
DISPLAY' ? 
SC2-HEAD2-DISPLAY. 
DISPLAY FILLER-B SC2-HEAD2. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO DISPLAY THE MAIN HEADINGS OF EACH MENU. * 
****************************************************************** 
DISPLAY-CONSTANT-HEAD. 
DISPLAY FILLER-B HEAD1. 
DISPLAY FILLER-B HEA02. 
DISPLAY I • DV ./' MO ./' YR. 
ACCEPT EXEC-TIME FROM TIME. 
DISPLAY' • HR ':' MN. 
DISPLAY FILLER-B HEAD3. 
MOVE SPACES TO HEAD3. 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 2. 
ACCEPT-USER-CODE. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESS3 COUNTS. 
ACCEPT UPDATE-AREA. 
DISPLAY' '. 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 24. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO LOAD BACK THE ACCOUNT RECORDS. • 
****************************************************************** 
END-FUNCTIONl. 
IF RECORD-COUNTER) SO GO TO CLOSE-ACCOUNT. 
IF ACCT-TABLE(RECQRD-COUNTER) = SPACES 
ADD 1 TO RECORD-COUNTER 
GO TO END-FUNCTION1. 
MOVE ACCT-TABLE(RECORD-CQUNTER) TO ACCT-RECORD. 
ADD 1 TO RECORD-COUNTER. 
WRITE ACCT-RECORD. 
GO TO END-FUNCTIONl. 
CLOSE-ACCOUNT. 
MOVE 1 T9 RECORD-COUNTER. 
CLOSE USER-ACCT-FILE. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO LOAD BACK THE PROFILE RECORDS. * 
****************************************************************** 
END-FUNCTION2. 
IF RECORD-COUNTER ) 30 GO TO CLOSE-pROFILE. 
IF AUTH-TABLECRECORD-CDUNTER) = SPACES 
ADD 1 TO RECORD-COUNTER 
GO TO END-FUNCTI ON2. 
MaVE AUTH-TABLE(RECORD-COUNTER) TO AUTH-RECORD. 
ADD! TO REcaRD-COUNTER. 
WRITE AUTH-RECORD. 
GO TO END-FUNCTION2. 
CLOSE-PROFILE. 
MOVE 1 TO RECORD-COUNTER. 
CLOSE USER-AUTH-FILE. 
ENTER-USER-CODE. 
DISPLAY , '. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING HEADb COUNT!1. 
ACCEPT USER-CODE-ACCEPT. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO CHECK THE USER ACCOUNT ENTERED. * 
****************************************************************** 
USER-ACCT-CHECK. 
IF RECORD-COUNTER ) 30 MOVE 1 TO RECORD-COUNTER 
DISPLAY 'WRONG USER CODE ••• TRY AGAIN.' 
GO TO ENTER-USER-CODE. 
IF USER-ACCT-CDDE(RECORD-COUNTER) NOT = USER-CODE-ACCEPT 
ADD 1 TO RECORD-COUNTER 
GO TO USER-ACCT-CHECK. 
MOVE USER-CODE-ACCEPT TO USER-ACCT-CODE(RECORD-COUNTER). 
ENTER-AUTH-USER-CODE. 
DISPLAY' '. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING HEAD6 COUNT!1. 
ACCEPT USER-CODE-ACCEPT. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO CHECK THE USER ACCOUNT ENTERED. * 
****************************************************************** 
AUTH-CODE-CHECK. 
IF RECORD-COUNTER ) 30 MOVE 1 TO RECORD-COUNTER 
DISPLAY 'WRONG USER CODE ••• TRY AGAIN.' 
GO TO ENTER-AUTH-USER-CODE. 
IF USER-AUTH-CODE(RECORD-COUNTER) NOT ~ USER-CODE-ACCEPT 
ADD 1 TO RECORD-COUNTER 
GO TO AUTH-CoDE-CHECK. 
MOVE USER-AUTH-CODE(RECORD-COUNTEA) TO USER-CODE-ACCEPT. 
ENTER-APPLICATION. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESS12 CDUNT12. 
ACCEPT APPLICATION-NAME. 
MOVE 1 TO MAIN-COUNTER SUS-COUNTER. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO CHECK THE APPLICATION NAME ENTERED. * 
****************************************************************** 
APPLI CATION-CHECf(. 
IF MAIN-COUNTER} 5 GO TO END-CHECK. 
IF SUB-COUNTER ) 6 GO TO UPDATE-MAIN-COUNTER. 
IF APPLICATION-NAME = 
APPLICATION-KEY(HAIN-COUNTER, SUB-COUNTER) 
00 TO END-ENTER-APPLICATION. 
'''' 
• 
ADD 1 TO SUB-COUNTER. 
GO TO APPLICATION-CHECK. 
END-CHECK. 
DISPLAY 'WRONG APPLICATION .. '.TRY AGAIN.'. 
GO TO ENTER-APPLICATION. 
UPDATE-MAIN-COUNTER. 
MOVE 1 TO SUB-COUNTER. 
ADD 1 TO MAIN-COUNTER. 
GO TO APPLICATION-CHECK. 
END-ENTER-APPLICATION. 
MOVE MENU-KEY(MAIN-COUNTER, SUB-COUNTER) TO MENU-KEY-STORE. 
MOVE 1 TO SWITCH1. 
ACCOUNT-DISPLAY. 
DISPLAY 
DISPLAY HEAD4. 
DISPLAY I ". 
DISPLAY ACC-HEAD1. 
DISPLAY ACC-HEAD2 I 
USER-PASSWDRDCRECORD-CDUNTER). 
DISPLAY ACC-HEAD3 • 
USER-ACCT-CODE(RECORD-COUNTER). 
DISPLAY ACC-HEAD4 • ~ 
TIME-LIMIT(RECORD-CDUNTER). 
DISPLAY ACC-HEADS • 
BLACt<:-MARK (RECORD-COUNTER). 
DISPLAY ACC-HEAD6 • 
APPLICATIONS-SET(RECORD-COUNTER). 
DISPLAY ACC-HEAD7' , 
ACCESS-TIME(RECORD-COUNTER). 
DISPLAY Ace-HEADS. 
DISPLAY , '. 
ENTER-AGAIN-l. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING HEADS COUNT2. 
ACCEPT ACCEPT-FUNCTION. 
IF ACCEPT-FUNCTION ) 0 AND ACCEPT-FUNCTION ( 9 
NEXT SENTENCE ELSE 00 TO ENTER-AGAIN-l. 
DISPLAY' '. 
PROFILE-DISPLAY. 
DISPLAY I , 
DISPLAY HEAD4. 
DISPLAY 
DISPLAY AUTH-HEAD1. 
DISPLAY AUTH-HEAD2 
DISPLAY AUTH-HEAD3 
DISPLAY AUTH-HEAD4 
DISPLAY AUTH-HEAD5 
DISPLAY AUTH-HEAD6 
DISPLAY AUTH-HEAD7 
DISPLAY AUTH-HEAD8 
DISPLAY I , 
ENTER-AOAIN-2. 
USER-CODE-ACCEPT. 
SET-OF-PROGRAMS(1). 
SET-OF-PRDGRAMS(2). 
SET-OF-PROORAMS(3). 
SET-OF-PROGRAMS(4). 
SET-OF-PROORAMS(S). 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING HEADS COUNT2. 
ACCEPT ACCEPT-FUNCTION. 
IF ACCEPT-FUNCTION ) 0 AND ACCEPT-FUNCTION < 9 
NEXT SENTENCE ELSE 00 TO ENTE.R-AOAIN-2. 
DISPLAY I '. 
MENU-DISPLAY. 
DISPLAY 
DISPLAY HEAD4. 
DISPLAY' , 
DISPLAY MENU-HEAD1. 
DISPLAY MENU-HEAD2. 
DISPLAY MENU-HEAD3. 
DISPLAY MENU-HEAD4. 
DISPLAY MENU-HEADS. 
DISPLAY MENU-HEADb. 
DISPLAY MENU-HEAD7. 
DISPLAY MENU-HEADS. 
DISPLAY MENU-HEAD9. 
DISPLAY' , 
ENTER-AOAIN-3. 
CALL "TNOUA' USING HEADS COUNT2. 
ACCEPT ACCEPT-FUNCTION. 
IF ACCEPT-FUNCTION) 0 AND ACCEPT-FUNCTION ( 1~ 
NEXT SENTENCE ELSE GO TO ENTER-AGAIN-3. 
DISPLAY' ". 
5UB-MENU-DISPLAY. 
PERFORM DISPLAY-CONSTANT-HEAD. 
DISPLAY HEAD4. 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 2. 
DISPLAY·SUB-HEAD1 ' 
TRANSACTIONS(MAIN-COUNTER, ACCEPT-FUNCTION, 1). 
DISPLAY SUB-HEAD2 I 
TRANSACTIONS(MAIN-COUNTER, ACCEPT-FUNCTION, 2). 
DISPLAY SUB-HEAD3 • 
TRANSACTIONSCMAIN-CDUNTER, ACCEPT-FUNCTION, 3). 
DISPLAY SUB-HEAD4 • 
TRANSACTIONS(MAIN-COUNTER, ACCEPT-FUNCTION, 4). 
DISPLAY SUB-HEADS' 
TRANSACTIONS(MAIN-COUNTER, ACCEPT-FUNCTION, 5). 
DISPLAY SUB-HEAD6 • 
CATEGORY(MAIN-COUNTER, ACCEPT-FUNCTION). 
DISPLAY SUB-HEAD7 . 
DISPLAY SUB-HEADS. 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 2. 
ENTER-AGAIN-4. 
CALL "TNOUA' USING HEADS COUNT2. 
ACCEPT TRAN-ACCEPT. 
IF TRAN-ACCEPT ) 0 AND TRAN-ACCEPT ( 9 NEXT SENTENCE 
ELSE GO TO ENTER-AGAIN-4. 
DISPLAY' '. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO CREATE A NEW SUB MENU IN THE MENU FILE. * 
****************************************************************** 
INSERT-ROUTINE. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USINQ MESS13 COUNTI3. 
ACCEPT CATEGORY(MAIN-CDUNTER, SUB-COUNTER). 
DISPLAY I '. 
CALL ·TNOUA" USING MESS14 COUNTI0. 
ACCEPT TRANSACTIONS(MAIN-COUNTER, SUB-COUNTER, 1). 
DISPLAY , '. 
CALL "TNOUA' USING MESS1S COUNTI5. 
ACCEPT TRANSACnoNS(MAIN-CDUNTER, SUB-COUNTER, 2)" 
DISPLAY' '. 
CALL 'TNQUA' USING MESS16 COUNTI0. 
ACCEPT TRANSACTIONS(MAIN-CDUNTER, SU8-COUNTER, 3). 
DISPLAY I '. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESS!7 COUNT15. 
ACCEPT TRANSACTIONSCMAIN-CQUNTERf SUB-COUNTER, 4). 
DISPLAY' '. 
CALL 'TNQUA' USING MESS18 caUNTlS. 
ACCEPT TRANSACTIONS(MAIN-CDUNTER, SUB-COUNTER, 5). 
MOVE MENU-KEY-STORE TO MENU-KEYCMAIN-CDUNTER, SUB-COUNTER). 
MOVE 1 TO SUB-COUNTER. 
PERFORM SPACE-DISPLAY 24. 
EXIT-PARAGRAPH. 
EXIT PROGRAM. 
G.LISTING OF ENQYPR 13'42 06 MAY 81 
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 
PROGRAM-ID. ENQYPR. 
I ********.********************************************************* 
* LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY * 
* COMPUTER STUDIES DEPARTMENT * 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
* 
• 
• 
* 
* 
• 
• 
• 
• 
* 
ENQUIRY DIALOG 
THIS DIALOG IS DESIGNED TO FULFIL THE REQUIRMENT OF THE 
SYSTEM MANAGER TO ENQUIRE ABOUT SOME INFORMATION OF THE 
DATABASE. 
THE DIALOG PRESENTS FOUR MENU TO THE SYSTEM MANAQER' 
1. INTERROGATING ACCOUNT FILE. 
2. INTERROGATING PROFILE FILE 
3. EVENT FREQUENCY REPORT. 
4. EVENT ENQUIRY REPORT. 
THE INFORMATION WILL DISPLAY ON SCREEN AS WELL AS IT CAN 
BE OBTAINED ON A HARD COPY. 
* 
• 
* 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
****************************************************************** 
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 
CONFIGURATION SECTION. 
SOURCE-COMPUTER. PRIME. 
OBJECT-COMPUTER. PRIME. 
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION. 
FILE-COi'lTROL. 
SELECT USER-AUTH-FILE ASSIGN TO PFMS. 
SELECT USER-ACCT-FILE ASSIGN TO PFMS. 
SELECT SYSTENLOG-FILE ASSIGN TO PFMS. 
SELECT EVENT-FREGlUENCY-REPORT ASSIGN TO PFMS. 
SELECT ACCOUNT-REPORT ASSIGN TO PFMS. 
SELECT PROFILE-REPORT ASSIGN TO PFMS. 
SELECT EVENT-ENQUIRY-REPORT ASSIGN TO PFMS. 
DATA DIVISION. 
FILE SECTION. 
FD USER-AUTH-FILE 
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD VALU~ OF FILE-ID 'AUTHFILE? 
-01 AUTHORIZATION-RECORD PlC X(126). 
FD U5ER-ACCT-FILE 
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD VALUE OF FILE-ID' ACCTFILE' • 
01 ACCOUNT-RECORD PlC X(10S). 
FD SYSTEMLOG-FILE 
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD VALUE OF FILE-ID 'SYSTFILE'. 
01 SYSTEMLOG-RECORO PlC X(60). 
FO EVENT-FREDUENCY-REPORT 
LA8EL RECORDS ARE STANDARD VALUE OF FILE-ID 'FREQFILE'. 
01 FREQUENCY-RECORD. 
02 TI TLE 
02 FREQUENCY-AREA 
03 FILLER 
03 F REOUENCY 
03 FILLER 
PlC X (18). 
OCCURS 11. 
PlC X. 
PlC 99. 
P le x. 
FO ACCQUNT-REPORT 
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD VALUE OF FILE-ID ?ACCOFILE'. 
01 ACCOUNT-REPORT-RECORD. 
02 HEADING 
02 DATA-ENQUIRED 
FD PROFILE-REPORT 
PlC X (35). 
PlC X(::4). 
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD VALUE OF FILE-ID 'PROFFILE'. 
01 PROFILE-REPORT-RECORD. 
02 USER-PROF-CODE 
02 AREA1. 
03 PROGRAM-AREA 
04· FILLER 
04 TRANSAC 
FD EVENT-ENQUIRY-REPORT 
PlC X(6). 
OCCURS S. 
PlC XX. 
PlC X(6). 
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD VALUE OF FILE-ID 'ENQYFILE'. 
01 ENQUIRY-RECORD. 
02 ENQUIRY-USER-CODE 
02 FILLER 
02 EVENT-TYPE 
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 
77 MESSl 
'00 YOU WANT TO CHANGE 
COUNT! 
PlC X(6). 
PlC XX, 
PlC 9'9. 
PlC X(38) VALUE 
YOUR PASSWORD '? ' • 
COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 38. 77 
77 
77 
77 
MESS2 
COUNT2 
PlC XCll) VALUE ~PASSWORD ? 
COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 11. 
MESS3 
?ENTER C TO CONTINUE 
77 COUNT3 
77 MESS6 
'ENTER SIX CHARACTERS 
77 CQUNTb 
77 MESS7 
'ENTER SIX CHARACTERS 
77 COUNT7 
77 MANAGER-AREA 
77 TABLE-COUNTER 
77 SPACES-DISPLAY 
77 CHOICE 
77 YES-NO 
77 FLAG 
77 PERIOD-FLAG 
77 LAST-RECORD-FLAG 
77 USER-ACCEPT 
77 PROGRAM-COUNTER 
77 LINE-COUNTER 
77 SUB-COUNTER 
77 PAGE-COUNTER 
77 CODE-COUNTER 
77 WORKING-AREA 
77 START-DATE 
77 END-DATE 
PlC X(4S) VALUE 
OR E TO END ENQUIRY: " 
COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 45. 
PlC X(S4) VALUE 
FOR THE START YEAR, MONTH 
COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 54. 
PlC X(S2) VALUE 
FOR THE END YEAR, MONTH & 
COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 52. 
PlC X(20). 
PlC 999 VALUE 1. 
PlC X(23) VALUE SPACES. 
PlC 9. 
PlC X. 
PlC 9' VALUE O. 
PlC 9' VALUE O. 
PlC 9 VALUE 0, 
PlC X(6). 
PlC 99 VALUE" 1. 
PlC 9 VALUE 1. 
PlC 9 VALUE I, 
PlC 99 VALUE O. 
PlC 99 VALUE 1. 
PlC X(b) VALUE SPACES. 
PlC 9(6). 
PlC 9(6). 
PlC X(30) VALUE SPACES .. 
PlC 9 VALUE I. 
& DAY: 
DAY: 
77 SCREEN3-SPACES 
77 USER-COUNTER 
77 HEAD12-SCl PlC X(14) VALUE 'ENTER CHOICE: 
77 COUNT4 
77 HEAD13-SCl 
77 HEAD14-SC1 
77 COUNTS 
77 TEN-SPACES 
77 . COUNTER 
01 NAME-OP-FILES. 
02 FILES-NAME 
01 AUTHORIZATION-TABLE. 
02 AUTH-AREA 
03 USER-AUTH-CODE 
03 PROGRAMS 
01 ACCOUNT-TABLE. 
02 ACCT-AREA 
03 USER-ACCT-CODE 
03 PASSWORD 
03 LAST-LOG-DATE 
03 LAST-LOG-TIME 
03 ACCESS-PERIODS 
03 APPLICATIONS-TIME 
03 USED-TIME 
03 TIME-LIMIT 
03 BLACK-MARK 
03 MAX-LOG-DAY 
03 "APPLICATIONS 
01 SYSTEMLOG-TABLE. 
02 SYST-AREA 
03 USER-SYST-CODE 
03 FILLER 
03 ENTRY-TYPE 
03 FILLER 
03 SYST-DATE 
03 FILLER 
COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 14. 
PlC X(lI) VALUE "ALL FILE? 
. PlC X(17) VALUE 'ENTER USER CODE: 
COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 17, 
PlC XCIO) VALUE SPACES. 
PlC 9 VALUE 1. 
PlC X(22) OCCURS 4. 
OCCURS 30, 
PlC X(6). 
PlC X(6) OCCURS 
OCCURS 30. 
PlC H6). 
PlC X(6). 
PlC X(6), 
PlC X(6). 
PlC 9(1b). 
20. 
PlC 9(7) OCCURS 4. 
PlC 9(7), 
PlC 999. 
PlC 9, 
PlC 99. 
PlC X (24). 
OCCURS 300. 
PlC X(6). 
PlC XX. 
PlC 99. 
PlC X(10). 
PlC 9(6). 
PlC X(34). 
01 SCREEN1. 
02 HEAD1-SC1 
'L. U. T. COMPUTER 
02 HEAD2-SCl 
PlC 
STUDIES 
PlC 
X(36) VALUE 
DEPARTMENT' • 
X(36) VALUE 
'************************************'. 
02 HEAD3-SCl PlC X(33) VALUE 
GENERAL F"NrI!ITI=:IV. l=:I~pnDT ~veT"""" 
, , 
I 
\ \ 
, \ 
02 HEAD4-SCl PlC X(33) VALUE 
******************************? • 
02 HEAD5-SCl PlC X(36) VALUE 
1. INTERROGATING ACCOUNT FILE 
02 HEAD6-SCl PlC X(36) VALUE 
2. INTERROGATING PROFILE FILE 
02 HEAD7-SCl PlC X(36) VALUE 
3. EVENT FREQUENCY REPORT 
02 HEADS-SCl PlC X(36) VALUE 
4. EVENT ENQUIRY REPORT 
02 HEAD9-SCl PlC X(36) VALUE 
5. END OF ENQUIRY 
01 SCREEN2. 
02 HEADI-SC2 
'REPORT FOR 
02 HEAD2-SC2 
PlC X(37) VALUE 
INTERROGATING ACCOUNT FILE' • 
PlC X(37) VALUE 
,-------------------------------------
02 H£AD3-SC2 
• * USER CODE ~ 
02 HEAD4-SC2 
'. PASSWORD: 
PlC X(3S) VALUE 
PlC X(3S) VALUE 
02 HEADS-SC: PlC X(35) VALUE 
'LAST LDGIN DATE: 
02 HEAD6-SC2 PlC X(3S) VALUE 
'LAST LDGIN TIME: 
02 HEAD7-SC2 PlC X(3S) VALUE 
'. ACCESS TIME PERIODS: 
02 HEAD8-SC2 PIe X(35) VALUE 
'TOTAL TIME FOR FIRST APPLICATION: 
02 HEAD9-SC2 Plc X(35) VALUE 
'TOTAL TIME FOR SECOND APPLICATIONt '. 
02 HEADI0-SC2 PlC X(3S) VALUE 
'TOTAL TIME FOR THIRD APPLICATION: 
02 HEAD11-SC2 PlC X(35) VALUE 
'TOTAL TIME FOR FOURTH APPLICATIONI ? 
02 HEAD12-SC2 PlC X(3S) VALUE 
'TOTAL USED TIME: 
02 HEAD13-SC2 
'. SYSTEM USE TIME 
02 HEAD14-SC2 
'. BLACI( MARK: 
PlC 
LIMITI 
PlC 
X (35) VALUE 
X(3S) VALUE 
02 HEAD15-SC2 PlC X(3S) VALUE 
'LAST DATE NUMBER OF LOGIN: 
02 HEAD16-SC2 PlC X(5S) VALUE 
'. THESE FIELDS CAN BE ALTERED USING MAINTENANCE INTERFACE.'. 
01 SCREEN3. 
02 HEAD1-SC3 PlC X(20) VALUE 
'EVENT ENQUIRY REPORP·. 
02 HEAD2-SC3 PlC X(20) VALUE 
~--------------------? 
02 HEAD3-SC3 PlC X(29) VALUE 
'1. USERS LOGIN TO THE SYSTEM.'. 
02 HEAD4-SC3 PlC X(39) VALUE 
'2. USERS WITH INCORRECT AUTHENTICATION.'. 
02 HEADS-SC3 PlC X(31) VALUE 
'3. USERS WITH PASSWORD CHANGED.'. 
02 HEAD6-SC3 PlC X(3S) VALUE 
'4. USERS VIOLATING THE ACCESS TIME.'. 
02 HEAD7-SC3 PlC X(27) VALUE 
'5. USERS WITH A BLACK MARK.~. 
02 HEAD8-SC3 PIC·X(34) VALUE 
?6. USERS WITH TIME LIMIT EXCEEDED.'. 
02 HEAD9-SC3 PlC X(35) VALUE 
'7. USERS WITH LOGIN LIMIT EXCEEDED.'. 
02 HEADI0-SC3 PlC X(S3) VALUE 
'8. USERS TRIED TO ACCESS UNAUTHORIZED APPLICATION(S).~~ 
02 HEAD11-SC3 PlC X(SO) VALUE 
~9. USERS TRIED TO ACCESS UNAUTHORIZED PROGRAMCS).? 
02 HEAD12-SC3 PlC X(27) VALUE 
'0. RETURN TO THE MAIN MENU.'. 
01 SCREEN4. 
02 HEADI-SC4 PlC X(37) VALUE 
'REPORT FOR INTERROGATING PROFILE FILE'. 
02 HEAD2-SC4 PlC X(37) VALUE 
,-------------------------------------, 
02 HEAD3-SC4. 
0.3 FILLER PlC X(25) VALUE 
USER CODE 
03 FILLER 
P 
02 HEAD4-SC4. 
03 FILLER 
03 FILLER 
R 
PlC X(37) VALUE 
o G R A M S' • 
PlC X(2S) VALUE 
PlC X(42) VALUE 
~------------------------------------------, 
1)2 HEADS-SC4. 
03 FILLER 
03 SCREEN4-USER-CODE 
03 FILLER 
03 AREA2. 
04 PRQG-AREA 
05 FILLER 
0·5 PROG 
PlC X(13) VALUE SPACES. 
PlC X(6). 
PlC X(6) VALUE SPACES. 
OCCURS 5. 
PlC xx. 
PlC X(6). 
01 EXEC-DATE. 
02 YY 
02 MM 
02 DD 
01 EXEC-TIME. 
02 HR 
02 MN 
02 SC 
01 DATE-DISPLAY. 
02 DD-DISPLAY 
02 FILLER 
02 MM-DISPLAY 
02 FILLER 
02 YY-DISPLAY 
01 TIME-DISPLAY. 
02 HR-DISPLAY 
02 FILLER 
02 MN-DISPLAY 
01 USERS-DISPLAY. 
02 USER-AREA 
03 USER 
03 FILLER 
PROCEDURE DIVISION. 
START-PROGRAM. 
PlC 
PlC 
PlC 
PlC 
PlC 
PlC 
PlC 
PlC 
PlC 
PlC 
PlC 
PlC 
PlC 
PlC 
99. 
.9. 
99. 
99. 
99. 
99. 
99. 
X VALUE 
99. 
X VALUE 
99. 
99. 
X VALUE 
99. 
OCCURS 5. 
PlC X(b). 
PlC X(b). 
'/' . 
'/' . 
. :' 
PERFORM START-LOAD-TABLES 
PERFORM OPEN-FILES. 
THRU END-LOAD-TABLES. 
LOOPt. 
PERFORM DISPLAY-SCREEN1. 
PERFORM SELECT-MENU. 
***********************************************~****************** 
* THE FOLLOWING ROUTINES.ARE TO LOAD SOME FILES OF THE * 
* DATABASE INTO TABLES. * 
****************************************************************** 
START-LOAD-TABLES. 
MOVE SPACES TO AUTHORIZATION-TABLE. 
MOVE SPACES TO ACCOUNT-TABLE. 
MOVE SPACES TO SYSTEMLOG-TABLE. 
LOAD- PROF ILE. 
OPEN INPUT USER-AUTH-FILE. 
READ-PROFILE. 
READ USER-AUTH-FILE AT END CLOSE USER-AUTH-FILE 
MOVE 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER 
GO TO LOAD-ACCOUNT. 
MOVE AUTHORIZATION-RECORD TO AUTH-AREA(TABLE-COUNTER). 
ADD 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER. 
GO TO READ-PROFILE. 
LOAD-ACCOUNT. 
OPEN INPUT USER-ACCT-FILE. 
READ-ACCOUNT. 
READ USER-ACCT-FILE AT END CLOSE USER-ACCT-FILE 
MOVE 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER 
GO TO LOAD-SYSTEMLOG. 
MOVE ACCOUNT-RECORD TO ACCT-AREA(TABLE-CDUNTER). 
ADD 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER. 
GO TO READ-ACCOUNT& 
LOAD-SYSTEMLOG. 
OPEN INPUT SYSTEMLOG-FILE. 
READ-SVST. 
READ SYSTEMLOG-FILE AT END CLOSE SYSTEMLOG-FILE 
MOVE 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER 
GO TO END-LOAD-TABLES. 
MOVE SYSTEMLOG-RECQRD Ta SYST-AREA(TABLE-COUNTER). 
ADD 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER. 
GO TO READ-SVST. 
END-LOAD-TABLES. 
MOVE 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER. 
MOVE SPACES TO NAME-OF-FILES. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS Ta OPEN THE FILES WHICH IS TO BE CONTAIN * 
* THE RESULT OF ENQUIRIES. * 
****************************************************************** 
OPEN-FILES. 
OPEN EXTEND ACCOUNT-REPORT. 
OPEN EXTEND PROFlhE-REPORT. 
OPEN EXTEND EVENT-FREQUENCY-REPORT. 
OPEN EXTEND EVENT-ENQUIRY-REPORT. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE DISPLAVS THE MAIN MENU TO THE SYSTEM MANAGER. * 
****************************************************************** 
DISPLAY-SCREEN1. 
PERFORM CLEAR-SCREEN 24. 
ACCEPT EXEC-DATE FROM DATE. 
ACCEPT EXEC-TIME FROM TIME. 
MOVE YY TO YY-DISPLAY. 
MOVE MM TO MM-DISPLAY. 
MOVE DD TO DD-DISPLAY. 
MOVE HR TO HR-DISPLAY. 
MOVE MN TO MN-DISPLAY. 
DISPLAY SPAceS-DISPLAY HEAD1-SC1. 
DISPLAY SPACES-DISPLAY HEAD2-SC1. 
DISPLAY • DATE-DISPLAY. 
DISPLAY • TIME-DISPLAY. 
DISPLAY SPACES-DISPLAY HEAD3-SCl. 
DISPLAY SPACES-DISPLAY HEAD4-SC1.. 
PERFORM CLEAR-SCREEN 2. 
DISPLAY SPACES-DISPLAY HEAD5-SCl • 
. DISPLAY SPACES-DISPLAY HEADb-SCl. 
DISPLAY SPACES-DISPLAY HEAD7-SCl. 
DISPLAY SPACES-DISPLAY HEAD8-SCl. 
DISPLAY SPACES-DISPLAY HEAD9-SCl. 
PERFORM CLEAR-SCREEN 2. 
****************************************************************** 
* THE CHOICE OF A CERTAIN MENU IS INTRODUCED IN THIS ROUTINE. * 
* CALLING THE SUBROUTINE 'TNOUA' WILL PREVENT THE * 
* CARRIAGE-RETURN TO MOVE TO THE NEXT LINE AND ALLOWS * 
* MORE DATA TO BE ENTERED ON THE SAME LINE. * 
*************************************************************!**** 
SELECT-MENU. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING HEADl2-SCl' COUNT4. 
ACCEPT CHOICE. 
IF·CHOICE ) 0 AND CHOICE ( 6 NEXT SENTENCE 
ELSE GO TO SELECT-MENU. 
DISPLAY' '. 
IF CHOICE = 4 
HOVE 'EVENT-ENQUIRY-REPORT' TO FILES-NAME<CHOICE) 
PERFORM FOURTH-ENQUIRY. 
IF CHOICE ~ 5 PERFORM CLOSE-FILES THRU FILES-DISPLAY. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING HEADl3-SCl COUNT2. 
ACCEPT YES-NO. 
DISPLAY' 
IF YES-NO = 'V' MOVE 1 TO FLAG. 
IF CHOICE 1 PERFORM FIRST-ENQUIRY. 
IF CHOICE = 2 PERFORM SECOND-ENQUIRY. 
IF CHOICE 3 PERFORM THIRD-ENQUIRY. 
PERFORM LOOP1. 
CLOSE-FILES. 
CLOSE ACCOUNT-REPORT. 
CLOSE PROFILE-REPORT. 
CLOSE EVENT-ENQUIRY-REPORT. 
CLOSE SYSTEMLOG-FILE. 
CLOSE EVENT-FREQUENCY-REPORT. 
DISPLAV YTHE FOLLOWING FILES ARE READY TO BE SPOOLED:'. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO DISPLAY TO YHE SYSTEM MANAGER THE FILES "* 
* WHICH THEY ARE READY TO 8E SPQQLED. * 
*************************"***************************",.************* 
FILES-DISPLAY. 
IF COUNTER = S PERFORM EXIT-PARAGRAPH. 
IF FILES-NAMECCQUNTER) = SPACES 
ADO 1 TO COUNTER GO TO FILES-DISPLAY. 
DISPLAV FILE5-NAME(CDUNTER). 
ADO 1 TO COUNTER. 
GO TO FILES-DISPLAY. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO CALL THE ROUTINE WHICH DEALS WITH THE * 
* ENQUIRY OF ALL OR PART OF THE ACCOUNT FILE. * 
*******************************"*********************************** 
FIRST-ENQUIRY. 
MOVE 'ACCOUNT-REPORT' TO FILES-NAME<CHOICE). 
IF FLAG = 1 PERFORM ALL-ACCOUNT-FILE THRU ENO-ACCOUNT-FILE 
ELSE PERFORM ENQUIRED-ACCOUNT. 
************************"****************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO CALL THE ROUTINE WHICH DEALS WITH THE * 
"* ENGlUIRY ON ALL OR PART OF THE PROFILE FILE. * 
****************************************************************** 
SECOND-ENQU I RY • 
MOVE 'PROFILE-REPORT' TO FILES-NAMECCHOICE). 
IF FLAG = 1 PERFORM ALL-PROFILE-FILE THRU END-PROFILE-FILE 
ELSE PERFORM ENQUIRED-PROFILE. 
****************************************************************** 
* THE FOLLOWING TWO ROUTINES CALLS THE ROUTINES WHICH * 
* DEALS WITH THE INTERROGATION OF ALL OR PART OF THE * 
* SYSTEM LOG FILE. * 
****************************************************************** 
THIRD-ENQUIRY. 
MOVE 'EVENT-FREQUENCY-REPORT' TO FILES-NAME<CHOICE). 
IF FLAG = 1 PERFORM ALL-FREQUENCY-FILE 
ELSE PERFOR~ ENQUIRED-PERIOD1. 
FOURTH-ENQU I RY • 
PERFORM CLEAR-SCREEN 24. 
PERFORM DISPLAY-SCREEN3 THRU ENTER-AGAIN. 
PERFORM START-EVENT-ENQY THRU END-EVENT-ENQY. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS RQUTINE CALLS THE ROUTINE WHICH DISPLAYS THE ACCOUNT * 
* SCREEN AND CONTROLS THE TERMINATION OF THE ENQUIRY. * 
*************.******.******~****.******.*********.***.*********.~* 
ALL-ACCOUNT-FILE. 
PERFORM CLEAR-SCREEN 24. 
IF TABLE-COUNTER) 30 GO TO END-ACCOUNT-FILE. 
PERFORM ACCOUNT-ROUTINE. 
CALL YTNOUA' USING MESS3 COUNT3. 
ACCEPT YES-NO. 
DISPLAY' '. 
IF YES-NO = 'E' GO TO END-ACCOUNT-FILE. 
ADO 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER. 
GO TO ALL-ACCOUNT-FILE. 
END-ACCOUNT-FILE. 
MOVE 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER. 
MOVE 0 TO FLAG. 
*** *** * *********** **** * *.;.** * * * *-*********** * * **** * ** * * * ** * ** *** * .... * 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO DISPLAY THE INFORMATION OF THE ACCOUNT .. 
* FILE ON THE SCREEN AS WELL AS CREATING RECORDS OF THE SAME * 
* DISPLAYED INFORMATION ON A FILE. * 
****************************************************************** 
ACCOUNT-ROUTINE. 
DISPLAY SPACES-DISPLAY HEAD1-SC2. 
DISPLAY SPACES-DISPLAY HEAD2-SC2. 
PERFORM CLEAR-SCREEN 2. 
OISPLAY H~A03-SC2 USER-ACCT-CODECTABLE-COUNTER). 
DISPLAY HEAD4-SC2 PASSWORD(TABLE-COUNTER). 
DISPLAY HEAD5-SC2 LAST-LOG-DATECTABLE-CQUNTER). 
DISPLAY HEAD6-SC2 LAST-LOG-TIMECTABLE-CQUNTER). 
DISPLAY HEAD7-SC2 ACCESS-PERIODSCTABLE-COUNTER). 
DISPLAY HEAD8-SC2 APPLICATIONS-TIMECTABLE-COUNTER, 1). 
DISPLAY HEAD9-SC2 APPLICATIONS-TIMECTABLE-COUNTER, 2). 
DISPLAY HEAD10-SC2 APPLICATIONS-TIMECTABL~-COUNTER, 3). 
DISPLAY HEAD11-SC2 APPLICATIONS-TIMECTA9LE-COUNTER, 4). 
DISPLAY HEAD12-SC2 USED-TIMECTABLE-COUNTER). 
DISPLAY HEAD13-SC2 TIME-LIMITCTABLE-COUNTER). 
DISPLAY HEAD14-SC2 BLACK-MARK(TABLE-COUNTER). 
DISPLAY HEAD15-SC2 MAX-LOG-DAYCTABLE-COUNTER). 
DISPLAY ~ t 
DISPLAY HEAD16-SC2. 
MOVE HEAD3-SC2 TO HEADING. 
MOVE USER-ACCT-CODE(TABLE-COUNTER) TO DATA-ENQUIRED. 
WRITE ACCOUNT-REPQRT-RECORD. 
MOVE HEA04-SC2 TO HEADING •. 
MOVE PASSWORD(TABLE-COUNTER) TQ DATA-ENQUIRED. 
WRITE ACCOUNT-REPORT-RECORD. 
MOVE HEAD5-SC2 TO HEADING. 
MOVE LAST-LOG-DATE(TA8LE-CDUNTER) Ta DATA-ENQUIRED. 
WRITE ACCOUNT-REPORT-RECORD. 
MOVE HEAD6-SC2 TO HEADING. 
MOVE LAST-LOG-TIME(TABLE-COUNTER) TO DATA-ENQUIRED. 
WRITE ACCOUNT-REPORT-RECORD. 
MOVE HEAD7-SC2 TO HEADING. 
MOVE ACCESS-PERIODSCTABLE-CDUNTER) TO DATA-ENQUIRED. 
WRITE ACCOUNT-REPORT-RECORD. 
MOVE HEAD8-SC2 TO HEADING. 
MOVE APPLICATIONS-TIMECTABLE-COUNTER, 1) TO DATA-ENQUIRED. 
WRITE ACCOUNT-REPORT-RECORD. 
MOVE HEAD9-SC2 TO HEADING. 
MOVE APPLICATIONS-TIMECTABLE-CQUNTER, 2) TO DATA-ENQUIRED. 
WRITE ACCOUNT-REPORT-RECORO. 
MOVE HEA010-SC2 TO HEADING. 
MOVE APPLICATIONS-TIMECTABLE-COUNTER, 3) Ta DATA-ENQUIRED. 
WRITE ACCOUNT-REPORT-RECORD. 
MOVE HEAD11-SC2 TO HEADING. 
MOVE APPLICATIONS-TIME(TABLE-CQUNTER. 4) TO DATA-ENQUIRED. 
WRITE ACCOUNT-REPORT-RECORD. 
MOVE HEAD12-SCZ TO HEADING. 
MOVE USED-TIMECTABLE-COUNTER) TO DATA-ENQUIRED. 
WRITE ACCOUNT-REPORT-RECORD. 
MOVE HEAD13-SCZ TO HEADING. 
MOVE TIME-LIMITCTABLE-COUNTER) TO DATA-ENQUIRED. 
WRITE ACCOUNT-REPORT-RECORD. 
MOVE HEAD14-SC2 TO HEADING. 
MOVE BLACK-MARK(TABLE-COUNTER) TO DATA-ENQUIRED. 
WRITE ACCOUNT-REPORT-RECORD. 
MOVE HEADI5-SC2 TO HEADING. 
MOVE MAX-LOG-DAYCTABLE-COUNTER) TO DATA-ENQUIRED. 
WRITE ACCOUNT-REPORT-RECORD. 
MOVE HEAD16-SC2 TO HEADING. 
MOVE APPLICATIONSCTABLE-COUNTER) TO DATA-ENQUIRED. 
WRITE ACCOUNT-REPORT-RECORD. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE DISPLAYS THE ONLY ACCOUNT RECORD REQUIRED * 
* BY THE SYSTEM MANAGER. * 
****************************************************************** 
ENQUIRED-ACCOUNT. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING HEAD14-SCl COUNT5. 
ACCEPT USER-ACCEPT. 
DISPLAY' , 
PERFORM MATCH-ACCOUNT. 
P£RFORM CLEAR-SCREEN 24. 
PERFORM ACCOUNT-ROUTINE. 
MOVE 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER. 
ACCEPT YES-NO. 
MATCH-ACCOUNT. 
IF TABLE-COUNTER ) 30 MOvE 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER 
PERFORM ENQUIRED-ACCOUNT. 
IF USER-ACCEPT NOT = USER-ACCT-CODE(TABLE-COUNTER) 
ADD 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER 
GO TO MATCH-ACCOUNT. 
MOVE USER-ACCEPT TO USER-ACCT-CODECTABLE-COUNTER) • 
ALL-PROFILE-FILE. 
PERFORM CLEAR-SCREEN 24. 
DISPLAY SPACES-DISPLAY HEAOl-SC4. 
DISPLAY SPACES-DISPLAY HEAD2-SC4. 
DISPLAY 
DISPLAY HEAD3-SC4. 
DISPLAY HEAD4-SC4. 
MOVE SPACES TO HEAD5-SC4. 
PROGRAM-ROUTINE .. 
****************************************************************** 
* THE FOLLOWING FIVE ROUTINES ARE TO DISPLAY THE PROFILE * 
• RECORDS AND ORGANIZE THE SCREEN DISPLAY OF THE RECORDS AS * 
* WELL AS CREATING THE SAME INFORMATION ON A FILE. * 
****************************************************************** 
MOVE USER-AUTH-CODE(TABLE-COUNTER) TO SCREEN4-USER-COOE. 
PROG-ROT. 
IF LINE-COUNTER) 4 GO TO NEXT-USER. 
IF SUB-COUNTER )S GO TO DISPLAY-ONE-LINE. 
MOVE PROGRAMS(TABLE-CDUNTER, PROGRAM-COUNTER) TO 
PROG(SUB-CQUNTER). 
ADD 1 TO SUB-COUNTER .. 
ADD 1 TO PROGRAM-COUNTER. 
GO TO PROG-ROT. 
DISPLAY-ONE-LINE. 
MOVE SCREEN4-USER-CODE TO USER-PROF-CODE. 
MOVE AREA2 TO AREAl. 
WRITE PROFILE-REPORT-RECORD. 
DISPLAY HEADS-SC4. 
MOVE SPACES TO HEAD5-SC4. 
ADD 1 TO L·INE-CDUNTER. 
MOVE 1 TO SUB-COUNTER. 
MOVE SPACES TO SCREEN4-USER-CODE. 
GO TO PROG-ROT. 
NEXT-USER. 
MOVE 1 TO LINE-COUNTER. 
MOVE 1 TO PROGRAM-COUNTER·. 
IF FLAG = 0 GO TO END-PROFILE-FILE. 
ADD 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER. 
IF TABLE-COUNTER ) 30 GO TO END-PROFILE-FILE. 
DISPLAY I ". 
ADD 1 TO PAGE-COUNTER. 
IF PAGE-COUNTER = 3 GO TO END-PAGE.· 
GO TO PROGRAM-ROUTINE. 
END-PAGE. 
MOVE 0 TO PAGE-COUNTER. 
CALL "TNOUA' USING MESS3 CDUNT3. 
ACCEPT YES-NO. 
DISPLAY' I. 
IF YES-NO = 'E' GO TO END-PROFILE-FILE. 
GO TO ALL-PROFILE-FILE. 
END-PROFILE-FILE. 
MOVE 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER. 
MOVE 0 TO FLAG PAGE-COUNTER. 
ACCEPT YES-NO. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE DISPLAYS THE ONLY PROFILE RECORD REQUIRED * 
* BY THE SYSTEM MANAGER. * 
****************************************************************** 
ENQUIRED-PROFILE. 
CALL 'TNDUA' USING HEADI4-SCl COUNT5. 
ACCEPT USER-ACCEPT. 
DISPLAY I , 
PERFORM MATCH-PROFILE. 
PERFORM ALL-PROFILE-FILE THRU END-PROFILE-FILE. 
MATCH-PROFILE. 
IF TABLE-COUNTER ) 30 MOVE 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER 
PERFORM ENQUIRED-PROFILE. 
IF USER-ACCEPT NOT = USER-AUTH-CQDE(TABLE-COUNTER) 
ADD 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER 
GO TO MATCH-PROFILE. 
MOVE USER-ACCEPT Ta USER-AUTH-CODE(TABLE-COUNTER). 
ALL-FREQUENCY-FILE. 
PERFORM CLEAR-SCREEN 24. 
PERFORM MAIN-HEADINGl. 
PERFORM MAIN-HEADING2 THRU MAIN-HEADING3. 
MOVE USER-SYST-CODE (TABLE-COUNTER) TO WORKING-AREA. 
PERFORM CREATE-RECORD THRU END-REPORT. 
****************************************************************** 
* THE FOLLOWING ROUTINES ARE TO DISPLAY ON THE SCREEN THE * 
* MAIN HEADINGS OF THE FRQUENCV REPORT. * 
****************************************************************** 
MAIN-HEADING1. 
DISPLAY 
EVENT FREQUENCY REPORT (NUMBER OF MESSAGES)'. 
DISPLAY 
-------------------------------------------, 
DISPLAY 
MOVE 'EVENT CODES' TO TITLE. 
MAIN-HEADING2. 
MOVE CODE-COUNTER TO FREQUENCY(CODE-CaUNTER). 
ADO 1 Ta CODE-caUNTER. 
IF CODE-COUNTER> 11 GO TO MAIN-HEADING3. 
DO Ta MAIN-HEADING2. 
MAIN-HEADING3. 
MOVE 1 Ta CODE-COUNTER. 
DISPLAY TEN-SPACES FREQUENCY-RECORD. 
wqITE FREQUENCY-RECORD. 
MOVE SPACES TO FREQUENCY-RECORD. 
MOVE 'NUMBER OF MESSAGES' TO TITLE. 
WRITE FREQUENCV-nFrnRo_ 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO PERFQRM"THE ROUTINE WHICH CREATES THE * 
* LAST RECORD OF THE FREQUENCY REPORT AS WELL AS CONTROLLING * 
* THE BRANCHING FOR THE ENQUIRY ON PART OR ALL THE FILE. * 
****************************************************************** 
CREATE-RECORD. 
IF USER-SYST-CODECTABLE-COUNTER) = SPACES 
MOVE 0 TO LAST-RECORD-FLAG 
PERFORM WRITE-DISPLAY-LAST GO TO END-REPORT. 
IF USER-SYST-CODE(TABLE-COUNTER) NOT = WORKING-AREA 
GO TO DISPLAY-FREQUENCY. 
MOVE WORKING-AREA TO TITLE. 
MOVE ENTRY-TYPE(TABLE-COUNTER) TO CODE-COUNTER. 
IF FLAG = 0 MOVE 1 TO LAST-RECORD-FLAG GO TO ENQUIRED-DATE1. 
**********************************************************.******* 
• THIS ROUTINE IS TO ACCUMILATE INTO THE EVENT COUNTERS THE * 
• NUMBER OF OCCURANCE OF EACH EVENT. * 
* •• * ••• **********************.*** ••••• *** •• *.**.********.*******.* 
ACCUMILATE. 
MOVE! TO PERIOD-FLAG. 
ADD 1 TO FREQUENCY(CODE-CDUNTER). 
ADD 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER. 
GO TO CREATE-RECORD. 
** ••• * •• * •• **.***************************.*.**************** •• **** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO BRANCH TO DISPLAY AND CREATE A FREQUENCY * 
* RECORD WHEN THE USER CODE CHANGES, AS WELL AS BRANCHING TO • 
• ENQUIRED DATE ROUTINE, ONCE THE USER CODE DOES NOT CHANGE * 
* BUT ONLY THE ENTRY TYPE. * 
.***************************************************************** 
DISPLAY-FREQUENCY. 
IF FLAG = 0 AND PERIOD-FLAQ = 1 MOVE 0 TO PERIOD-FLAG 
GO TO WRITE-DISPLAY-LAST. 
IF FLAG = 0 MOVE USER-SYST-CODE(TABLE-COUNTER) TO 
WORKING-AREA TITLE 
MOVE ENTRY-TVPE(TABLE-CDUNTER) TO CODE-COUNTER 
GO TO ENQUIRED-DATE1 • 
• ***************************************************************** 
* THE FOLLOWING ROUTINES ARE TO DISPLAY AND CREATE A RECORD * 
* AS WELL AS CONTROLLING PAGING ON THE SCREEN AND * 
* TERMINATING THE SESSION OF THE ENQUIRY. * 
****************************************************************** 
WRITE-DISPLAY-LAST. 
DISPLAY TEN-SPACES FREQUENCY-RECORD. 
WRITE FREQUENCY-RECORD. 
MOVE SPACES TO FREQUENCY-RECORD. 
END-WRITE-DISPLAY. 
MOVE USER-SYST-CODE(TABLE-COUNTER) TO WORI\lNG-AREA. 
ADD 1 TO PAGE-COUNTER. 
IF PAGE-COUNTER = 10 MOVE 0 TO PAGE-COUNTER 
00 TO CONTINUE-DISPLAY. 
DISPLAY • '. 
GO TO CREATE-RECORD. 
CONTINUE-DISPLAY. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESS3 COUNT3. 
ACCEPT YES-NO. 
DISPLAY' 
IF YES-NO = 'E' GO TO END-REPORT. 
MOVE 1 TO CODE-COUNTER. 
GO TO ALL-FREQUENCY-FILE. 
************.********************.******************************** 
*. THIS ROUTINE CHECKS THE TIME PERIOD ENTERED FOR WHICH * 
* THE ENQUIRY REQUIRED WITH THAT ON THE FILE. * 
*****************************************.************************ ENQUI RED-DATE!. 
IF SYST-DATE(TABLE-COUNTER) ) END-DATE 
ADD 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER GO TO CREATE-RECORD. 
IF SYST-DATE(TABLE-COUNTER) ( START-DATE 
ADD ! TO TABLE-COUNTER GO TO CREATE-RECORD. 
GO TO ACCUMILATE. 
END-REPORT. 
IF YES-NO = 'E· NEXT SENTENCE ELSE 
ACCEPT YES-NO. 
MOVE ! TO TABLE-COUNTER CODE-caUNTER. 
MOVE 0 TO FLAG PAGE-COUNTER PERIOD-FLAG. 
MOVE ZEROS TO START-DATE END-DATE. 
***********************************************************.****** 
* THIS ROUTINE ACCEPTS THE PERIOD OF TIME IN WHICH THE . * 
* ENQUIRY REQUIRED. 
* ****************************************************************** ENQUIRED-PERIDD1. 
CALL ~TNOUA' USING MESS6 COUNT6. 
ACCEPT START-DATE. 
DISPLAY' , 
CALL 'TNOUA: USING MESS7 COUNT7. 
ACCEPT END-DATE. 
DISPLAY' • 
PERFORM ALL:FREQUENCY-FILE. 
************** 
* THE F ************************************************.*** 
• SCAEE~L~WING ROUTINE ARE TO DISPLAY THE £VENTS REPORT • 
**** .. *******NO TO SELECT A FUNCTION FROM THE MENU. * 
OI5PLAY-SCRE~~;:*****************··****************************** 
DISPLAY SCREEN3-SPACES HEAOI-SC3. 
DISPLAY SCREEN3-SPACES HEA02-SC3. 
PERFORM CLEAR-SCREEN 2. 
DISPLAY HEA03-SC3. 
DISPLAY HEAD4-SC3. 
DISPLAY HEAD5-SC3. 
DISPLAY HEAD6-SC3. 
DISPLAY HEAD7-SC3. 
DISPLAY HEA08-SC3. 
DISPLAY HEAD9-SC3. 
DISPLAY HEAD10-SC3. 
DISPLAY HEAD11-SC3. 
DISPLAY HEA012-SC3. 
PERFORM CLEAR-SCREEN 2. 
ENTER-AGAIN. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING HEAD12-SCl COUNT4. 
ACCEPT CHOICE. 
IF CHOICE ( 0 OR ) 9 GO ro ENTER-AGAIN. 
IF CHOICE = 0 PERFORM LOoPt. 
DISPLAY I '. 
CALL 'TNQUA' USING HEAD13-SCl COUNT2. 
ACCEPT YES-NO. 
DISPLAY I I. 
PERFORM CLEAR-SCREEN 24. 
****************************************************************** 
* THIS ROUTINE IS TO CONTROL WHETHER TO GO FOR PART OR * 
* ALL THE FILE ONCE THE SELECTION HAS BEEN MADE. * 
****************************************************************** 
START-EVENT-ENQY. 
MOVE SPACES TO USERS-DISPLAY. 
IF YES-NO = 'N' GO TO PART-FILE. 
MOVE 1 TO FLAG. 
****************************************************************** 
* THE FOLLOWING ROUTINES ARE TO SEARCH THE USER CODE * 
* ASSOCIATED WITH THE EVENT TRANSACTION SELECTED, AS * 
* WELL AS TO CHECI< THE TIME PERIODS ON WHICH THE ENQUIRY * 
* REQUIRED AND ALSO TO CREATE THE REPORT DN THE SCREEN * 
* AS WELL AS ON THE FILE. * 
****************************************************************** 
CHECI(-USER-CDUNTER. 
IF USER-COUNTER) 5 00 TO DISPLAY-USER. 
TABLE-END-CHECK. 
IF USER-SYST-CODE(TABLE-COUNTER) = SPACES GO TO 
END-EVENT-ENQY. 
IF FLAG = 0 NEXT SENTENCE ELSE GO TO WHOLE-FILE. 
IF SYST-DATE(TABLE-CDUNTER) ) END-DATE 
ADD 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER GO TO TABLE-END-CHECK. 
IF SYST-DATE<TABLE-CDUNTER) (START-DATE 
ADD 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER GO TO TABLE-END-CHECI(. 
WHOLE-FILE. 
IF ENTRY-TYPE(TABLE-CDUNTER) a CHOICE GO TO WRITE-DISPLAY. 
ADD 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER. 
GO TO TABLE-END-CHECK. 
WRITE-DISPLAY. 
MOVE USER-SYST-CODE(TABLE-COUNTER) TO ENQUIRY-USER-CODE. 
MOVE CHOICE TO EVENT-TYPE. 
WRITE ENQUIRY-RECORD. 
MOVE ENQUIRY-USER-CODE TO USER(USER-COUNTER). 
ADO 1 TO USER-COUNTER. 
LOOP2. 
ADO 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER. 
IF ENTRY-TYPE(TABLE-COUNTER) = CHOICE GO TO LOOP2. 
GO TO CHECK-USER-caUNTER. 
DISPLAY-USER. 
DISPLAY USERS-DISPLAY. 
MOVE 1 TO USER-COUNTER. 
MOVE SPACES TO USERS-DISPLAY. 
GO TO TABLE-END-CHECK. 
PART-FILE. 
CALL 'TNQUA' USING MESS6 COUNT6. 
ACCEPT START-DATE. 
DISPLAY' '. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESS7 COUNT7. 
ACCEPT END-DATE. 
DISPLAY' '. 
ACCEPT YES-NO. 
GO TO CHECK-USER-COUNTER. 
END-EVENT-ENQY. 
DISPLAY USERS-DISPLAY. 
MOVE SPACES TO USERS-DISPLAY. 
MOVE 1 TO TABLE-COUNTER USER-COUNTER. 
MOVE 0 TO FLAG. 
ACCEPT YES-NO. 
PERFORM FOURTH-ENQUIRY. 
CLEAR-SCREEN. 
DISPLAY' '. 
EX IT-PARAGRAPH. 
EXIT PROGRAM. 
LISTING OF CALLPR 13:58 06 MAY 31 
If· IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. PROGRAM-ID. CALLPR. 
****************************************************************** 
* LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY * 
* COMPUTER STOlES DEPARTMENT * 
* ************************** * 
* * 
* * 
* CALLPR * 
* * 
* * 
* 1. THIS PROGRAM WAS DESIGNED Ta LINK THE APPLICATION CS) * 
* PROGRAMS WITH THE USER INTERFACE. * 
* 2. THIS PROGRAM HAS TO BE CHANGED ONCE A CERTAIN * 
* APPLICATION(S) READY TO BE RUN FOR THE COMPANY. * 
* 3. THE SOURCE PROGRAM HAS TO BE UPDATED FOR THE VALUES * 
* BETWEN THE· • IN LINES 038 TO 042 AND ALL THE VALUES * 
* WHICH ARE EQUAL TO THAT VALUE (' ') FROM LINE NUMBER 044 * 
* ONWORDS TO THE FIRST THREE CHARACTERS OF THE APPLICATIONS * 
* NAME. * 
* 4. THE SOURCE PROGRAM THEN COMPILED SO THAT IT WILL BE IN * 
* PARALLEL WITH THE USER INTERFACE ONCE IT IS CALLED. * 
****************************************************************** 
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 
CONFIGURATION SECTION. 
SOURCE-COMPUTER. PRIME. 
OBJECT-COMPUTER'. PRIME. 
DATA DIVISION. 
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 
01 CALLED-PROGRAM. 
- 02 PROD PlC XXX. 
02 NUMB PlC 999. 
LINKAGE SECTION. 
77 PROORAM-X PlC X(6). 
PROCEDURE DIVISION. 
START-PROGRAM. 
MOVE PROGRAM-X TO CALLED-PROGRAM. 
IF PROG 'VVV~ GO TO APPLICATIONI-PRQGRAMS. 
IF PROG = ·WWW· GO TO APPLICATION2-PROGRAMS. 
IF PROG = 'XXX~ GO TO APPLICATION3-PROGRAMS. 
IF PROG = 'YYY' GO TO APPLICATION4-PRQGRAMS. 
IF PROG = ·ZZZ· GO TO APPLICATIONS-PROGRAMS. 
APPLICATION1-PROORAMS. 
GO TO VVVOI VVVOZ VVVOO VVV04 VVV05 VVV06 VVV07 VVV08 VVV09 
VVV10 VVVl1 VVV12 VVV13 VVV14 VVV15 VVV16 VVV17 VVV18 
VVV19 VVV20 VVV21 VVV22 VVV23 VVV24 VVV25 VVV26 VVV27 
VVV28 VVV29 VVV30 DEPENDING ON NUMB. 
VVV01. 
CALL ' VVVOO1' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVV02. 
CALL ' VVV002' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVV03. 
CALL ' VVV003' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVV04. 
CALL ' VVVOO4' 00 TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVV05. 
CALL ' VVV005' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVV06. 
CALL ' VVV006' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVV07. 
CALL ' VVVOO7' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
vvvoe. 
CALL ' VVVOO8' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVV09. 
CALL ' VVVOO9' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVVIO. 
CALL ' VVV010' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVVll. 
CALL 'YVV011' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
YVV12. 
CALL ' VVV012' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVV13. 
CALL ' VVV013' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVVI4. 
CALL 'VVV014' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVVI5. 
CALL ' VVV01S' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVV16. 
CALL ' VVV016' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVV17. 
CALL 'VVV017' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVVle. 
CALL ' VVVOlS' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVV19. 
CALL 'I./VV019' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVV20. 
CALL ' VVV020' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVV21. 
CALL • VVV021' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVV22. 
CALL • VVV02'2' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVV2:~. 
CALL • VVVO'23' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVV24. 
CALL • VVV024' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVV2'. 
CALL ' VVV02S' GO Ta EX IT-PROGRAM. 
VVV26. 
CALL ' VVV02b' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVV27. 
CALL ' VVV027' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVV28. 
CALL • VVV02S' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVVZ9. 
CALL • VVV029' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVV30. 
CALL 'VVV030' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
APPLICATION2-PROGRAMS. 
GO TO WWWOl WWW02 WWW03 WWW04 WWW05 WWW06 WWW07 WWW08 WWW09 
WWWIO WWWll WWW12 WWW13 WWW14 WWW15 lolWW16 WWW17 WWW18 
WWW19 WWW2.0 WWW21 WWW22 WWW23 WWW24 WWW25 WWW26 WWW27 
WWW28 WWW29 WWW30 DEPENDING ON NUMB. 
WWWOl. 
CALL • WWWOOl' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
WWW02. 
CALL ' WWWC02' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
WWWO·3. 
CALL ' WWW003' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
WWW04. 
CALL ' WWWOO4' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
WWWOS. 
CALL • WWWOOS' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
WWW06. 
CALL ' WWWOO6' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
WWW07. 
CALL ' WWWOO7' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
WWW08. 
CALL • WWW008' GO TO EX IT-PROGRAM. 
WWW09. 
CALL • WWWOO9' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
WWWI0. 
CALL • WWWOI0' GO Ta EX IT-PROGRAM. 
WWWl1 • 
CALL 'WWWOl1' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
WWWI2. 
CALL ' WWWOI2' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
WWWI3. 
CALL ' WWW013' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
WWWI4. 
CALL ' WWWOI4' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
WWW15. 
CALL ' WWWOlS' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
WWWI6. 
CALL 'WWWOI6' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
WWWI7. 
CALL ' WWW017' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
WWWIB. 
CALL ' WWW018' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
WWWI9. 
CALL ' WWWOI9' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
WWW20. 
CALL ' WWW020' GO TO EX IT-PROGRAM. 
WWW21. 
CALL ' WWW021' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
WWW22. 
CALL ' WWW022' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
WWW2·3. 
CALL 1 WWW023' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
WWW24. 
CALL ' WWW024' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
WWW2S. 
CALL ' WWW02S' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
WWW26. 
CALL ' WWW026' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
WWW27. 
CALL ' WWW027' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
WWW2B. 
CALL ' WWW028' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
WWW29. 
CALL ' WWW029' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
WWW30. 
CALL • WWW030' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM .. 
APPLICATION3-PROGRAMS. 
GO Ta XXXOl XXX02 XXX03 XXX04 )(XX05 XXX06 XXX07 XXX08 XXX09 
XXX11) XXX11 XXX12 XXX13 X"XXI4 XXX1S XXX16 XXX1? XXX18 
XXXt9 XXX::O XXX21 XXX22 XXX23 XXX24 XXX::S XXX26 XXX::7 
XXX23 XXX29 XXX30 DEPENDING ON NUMB. 
X X xo 1 . 
CALL 'XXXOOl' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXX02. 
CALL 'XXXOO2' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXXO.3. 
CALL ' XXXOO3' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXX04. 
CALL ' XXXOO4' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXX05. 
CALL ' XXXOOS' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXXO&. 
CALL 'XXXOOo' . GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXX07. 
CALL • XXXOO7' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXXOS. 
CALL ' XXXOOS' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXX09. 
CALL ' XXXOO9' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXXIO. 
CALL • XXXOI0' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXX1I. 
CALL 'XXX011' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXX12. 
CALL ' XXXOIZ' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXX13. 
CALL ' XXX013' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXX14. 
CALL ' XXX014' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXX15. 
CALL ' XXX015' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXX16. 
CALL ' XXX016' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXX17. 
CALL ' XXX017' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXX1S. 
CALL ' XXX018' GO TO EX IT-PROGRAM. 
XXX19. 
CALL 'XXX019' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXX20. 
CALL ' XXX020' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXX21. 
CALL ' XXXOZ1' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXX22. 
CALL ' XXX022' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXX23. 
CALL ' XXX023' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXX24. 
CALL t XXX024' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXX25. 
CALL ' XXX02S' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXX26. 
CALL ' XXX026' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXX27. 
CALL ' XXX027' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXXZ8. 
CALL ' XXX02S' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXX29. 
CALL ' XXX029' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
XXX30. 
CALL ' XXX030' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
APPLICATION4-PROGRAMS. 
GO TO YVYOl YYY02 YYY03 YYY04 YYYOS YYY06 YVY07 YVyog YVY09 
VVV10 VVVll YVY12 VVY13 VVV14 VYV1S VYY16 VYY17 VVV1S 
VYV19 VVY20 YYV21 VVY22 VVV23 VVY24 VVV25 YVV26 YYY27 
YVY28 YVV29 VVY30 DEPENDING ON NUMB. 
VVVOl. 
CALL 'YVYOOl ' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVY02. 
CALL ' YVYOOZ' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVY03. 
CALL ' YVYOO3' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
YVY04. 
CALL 'YVY004 ' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVY05. 
CALL ' YYYOO5' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVYO&. 
CALL 'YVYOO6' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
YYY07. 
CALL • YYYOO7' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVV08. 
CALL • YYYOOS' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
YYY09. 
CALL ' YYYOO9' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
YYVI0. 
CALL ' YYYOI0' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
YYVl1. 
CALL 'YYYOl1 ' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
YYY12. 
CALL • YVVOIZ' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
YYV13. 
CALL ' VYY013' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
YYY14. 
CALL 'YYY014' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
YVY15. 
CALL 'VYYOlS' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
YYY16. 
CALL ' VYY016' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
YYY17. 
CALL 'VYV017' 
YVV18. 
GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
CALL 'YYY018' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
a 
YYY1'9. 
CALL 'YYV019" GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
YYYZ.O. 
CALL • Y"{V020' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
YVV21. 
CALL '''{''{V021 ' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
YVV22. 
CALL ' "{"{V022' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VVV23. 
CALL ' YYV023' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
YVV24. 
CALL 'Y"{V024 ' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
YYY2S. 
CALL ' YYV025' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
YYY26. 
CALL ' YVV026' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
YYV27. 
CALL ' YYY027' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
YYV28. 
CALL ' YYV028' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
VYY29. 
CALL • YVV029' 00 TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
YVV30. 
CALL ' YYY030' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
APPLICATIONS-PROGRAMS. 
GO TO ZZZOI ZZZ02 ZZZ03 ZZZ04 ZZZOS ZZZ06 ZZZ07 ZZZ08 ZZZ09 
ZZZ10 ZZZI1 ZZZI2 ZZ213 ZZZ14 ZZ21S ZZZ16 ZZ 21 7 ZZZIS 
ZZZI9 ZZZ20 ZZZ2l ZZZ22 ZZZ23 ZZZ24 ZZZ25 ZZZ26 ZZZ27 
ZZZ28 22Z29 22230 DEPENDING ON NUMB. 
ZZZ01. 
CALL '111001' GO Ta EX IT- PROORAM. 
ZZZ02. 
CALL ' 122002' 00 Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
ZZZ03. 
CALL ' 222003' 00 Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
ZZ204. 
CALL 'ZZZ004' 00 TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
ZZZOS. 
CALL ' 12Z00S' 00 TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
ZZ206. 
CALL ' Z22006' 00 TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
Z2207. 
CALL ' 222007' 00 TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
ZZZ08. 
CALL ' lZlaOS' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
ZZZ09. 
CALL • 12Z009" GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
ZZZIO. 
CALL ' ZZlOI0' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
ZZZI1. 
CALL 'Z22011' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
ZZZI2. 
CALL ' 222012' 00 TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
ZZZI3. 
CALL ' 222013' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
ZZZI4. 
CALL '222014' 00 TO EX IT-PROORAM. 
ZZZIS. 
CALL ' 222015' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
ZZZI6. 
CALL ' 2ZZ016' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
ZZZ17. 
CALL 'ZZ2017' 00 TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
2Z21S. 
CALL ' ZZIOt8' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
ZZZI9. 
CALL ' Z2Z019' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
ZZZ20. 
CALL ' 222020' 00 TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
ZZZ21. 
CALL '222021' 00 TO EXIT-PAOGRAM. 
ZZZ22. 
CALL • 222022' 00 TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
22223. 
CALL '222023' GO TO EXIT-PAOGRAM. 
22224. 
CALL ' 222024' 
ZZZ2S. 
GO TO EXI!'-PROORAM. 
CALL ' Z2Z025" 00 TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
22Z26. 
CALL '22Z026' GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
22227. 
CALL ' 2ZZ027' 00 TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
2ZZ28. 
CALL ' ZZZ028' GO Ta EXIT-PROGRAM. 
Z2Z29. 
CALL • 2ZZ029' 00 TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
Z2Z:0. 
CALL ' ZZZ030 . GO TO EXIT-PROGRAM. 
END-PROGRAM. 
EXIT-PROGRAM. 
EXIT PROGRAM. 
~, LISTING OF MANAGER-SECURITY 14:04 Ob MAY 81 
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 
PROGRAM-ID. SECR. 
******************************************************************* 
* LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY * 
* COMPUTER STUDIES DEPARTMENT * 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
CREATE UPDATE INTERFACE 
THIS INTERFACE IS TO CREATE OR UPDATE THE SECURITY RECORD 
WHICH IS USED BY THE SYSTEM MANAGER. 
****************************************************************** 
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 
CONFIGURATION SECTION. 
SOURCE-COMPUTER. PRIME. 
OBJECT-COMPUTER. PRIME. 
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION. 
FILE-CONTROL. 
SELECT SECURITY-FILE ASSIGN TO PFMS. 
DATA DIVISION. 
FILE SECTION. 
FD SECURITY-FILE 
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD VALUE OF FILE-ID 'SECUFILE'. 
01 SECURITY-RECORD. 
02 FIELDS-DETAIL. 
03 LOGIN PlC X(5). 
03 FILLER PlC X. 
03 USER-CODE PlC X(6). 
03 FILLER PlC XX. 
03 PASSWORD PlC X(6). 
02 BLACt(-MARKS PlC 9. 
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. 
77 MESSl PlC X(10) VALUE ~REaUIREDl '. 
77 COUNT1 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 10. 
77 MESS2 PlC X(23) VALUE 'ENTER SECURITY RECORD' 
77 COUNT2 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 23. 
77 MESS3 PlC X(20) VALUE 'ENTER NEW USER CODE~·'. 
77 CQUNT3 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 20. 
77 MESS4 PlC X(20) VALUE 'ENTER NEW PASSWORD: I. 
77 MESS5 PlC X(S2) VALUE 
'ENTER (0) FOR RECORD UNLOCK OR (1) FOR RECORD LOCK: 
77 COUNT5 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 52. 
'77 HALF-DUPLX COMPUTATIONAL VALUE -32768. 
77 FULL-DUPLX COMPUTATIONAL VALUE O. 
77 FUNCTION PlC X(6). 
77 WO-USER-CODE PlC X(6). 
77 WO-PASSWORD PlC X(6). 
77 WO-BLACK-MARKS PlC 9. 
PROCEDURE DIVISION. 
START-PROGRAM. 
DISPLAY '*THIS PROGRAM IS TO CREATE AND UPDATE THE'. 
DISPLAY ,I SECURITY RECORD IN THE (SECURITY-FILE) FILE.'. 
DISPLAY '*ENTER (CREATE> OR (UPDATE) DEPENDING ON ACTION'. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESS1 COUNT1. 
ACCEPT-FUNCTION. 
ACCEPT FUNCTION. 
DISPLAY' '. 
IF FUNCTION = 'CREATE~ GO TO CREATE-FUNCTION. 
IF FUNCTION ~ ~UPDATE' GO TO UPDATE-FUNCTION. 
DISPLAY 'WRONG ENTRy •••• TRY AGAIN.'. 
GO TO ACCEPT-FUNCTION. 
CREATE-FUNCTION. 
OPEN OUTPUT SECURITY-FILE. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESS2 COUNT2. 
CALL 'OUPLX$' USING HALF-DUpLX. 
ACCEPT FIELDS-DETAIL. 
PERFORM CALL-FULL-DUPLX. 
WRITE SECURITY-RECORD. 
GO TO CLOSING. 
UPDATE-FUNCTION. 
OPEN 1-0 SECURITY-FILE. 
READ SECURITY-FILE AT END GO Ta CLOSING. 
DISPLAY' WHEN NO UPDATE IN A CERTAIN FIELD •• PRESS RETURN.' • 
USER-CODE-UPDATE. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESS3 COUNT3. 
CALL 'DUPLX$' USING HALF-DUPLX. 
ACCEPT WO-USER-CODE. 
PERFORM CALL-FULL-OUPLX. 
IF WO-USER-CODE = SPACES GO TO PASSWORD-UPDATE. 
MOVE WO-USER-CODE TO USER-CODE. 
PASSWORD-UPDATE. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESS4 COUNT3. 
CALL 'OUPLX$' USING HALF-DUPLX. 
ACCEPT WO-PASSWORD~ 
PERFORM CALL-FULL-DUPLX. 
IF WO-PASSWORD = SPACES GO TO BLACKMARKS-UPOATE. 
MOVE WO-PASSWORD TO PASSWORD4 
BLACKMARKS-UPDATE. 
CALL 'TNOUA' USING MESS5 COUNTS. 
ACCEPT WQ-BLACK-MARI(S. 
• 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
MOVE WO-BLACK-MARt<S TO BLAC ..... -MARKS. 
REWRITE SECURITY-RECORD. 
END-PROGRAM. 
CLOSING. 
CLOSE SECURITY-FILE. 
STOP RUN. 
CALL-FULL-DUPLX. 
CALL 'DUPLX$' USING FULL-DUPLX. 
DISPLAY • 
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IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 
PROGRAM-ID. SoRTPR. 
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 
CONFIGURATION SECTION. 
SOURCE-COMPUTER. PRIME. 
OBJECT-COMPUTER. PRIME. 
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION. 
FILE-CONTROL. 
SELECT SYSTEMLoG-FILE ASSIGN TO PFMS. 
SELECT WORK-FILE ASSIGN TO PFMS. 
DATA DIVISION. 
FILE SECTION. 
SD WORK-FILE. 
01 WORK-RECORD. 
02 USER-CODE 
02 FILLER 
02 TRANSACTION-TYPE 
02 FILLER 
02 EVENT-TIME 
02 FILLER 
02 EVENT-DATE 
02 FILLER 
FD SYSTEMLOG-FILE 
PlC 
PlC 
PlC 
PlC 
PlC 
PlC 
PlC 
PlC 
X(6). 
XX. 
XX. 
XX. 
9(6). 
XX. 
9(6). 
X(:34). 
'LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD VALUE OF FILE-ID 'SYSTFILE·. 
01 5YSTEMLOG-RECORD PlC X(60). 
PROCEDURE DIVISION. 
START-PROGRAM. 
SORT WORK-FILE 
ASCENDING KEY USER-CODE TRANSACTION-TYPE 
EVENT-DATE EVENT-TIME 
USING SYSTEMLOG-FILE 
G I V I NO SYSTEMLDO-F I LE; 
EX IT-PARAGRAPH. 
EXIT PROGRAM. 
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